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§ PREFACE

“1 _...___

HE Grammar of Spoken Irish presents many difl‘i'
pl

91 culties owing to the forms peculiar to different

0

h places, but as the literary usage embraces the dia

Pl

nl lects current in different localities, save a. few archaic

survivals, the literary usage has been adopted as the

standard of this grammar.

Modern Irish may be said to date from the end of the

16th, or the beginning of the 17th century. At the com

mencement of the modern period many forms are found

'/ which belong to an earlier period, and many forms which

were even then growing obsolete, side by side with those

by which they have since been replaced. \Ve have deemed

i it advisable not to introduce into this grammar any ob

solete grammatical forms, how prominent soever they

may be in early modern literature, so that many forms
7

2’
' and expressions found in other Irish grammars are omit

- ted in the present work. Such as survive only within a

I small area are not given in the large type; on the other

ihand, those that are generally found in literature, and

'I which are still in use in any one of the three Irish-speak

._9 ing provinces, are given in preference to those more

45La01f

'71



iv.

generally used by Irish speakers, but which are not

found in Irish literary works. It is hoped that this

method may help to popularise modern Irish literature,

and in some degree to reconcile the slight discrepancies

which exist between the spoken and the literary usages.

In the present Grammar the letters L, n, and p are

reckoned among the aspirable consonants, and r is omit

ted from the eclipsnble ones. The declension of verbal

nouns is transferred from the third declension to the

chapter on the verbs. A collection of heteroclite nouns

is inserted. The usual declension of the personal pro

nouns is not employed, and the terms Conjunctive and

Disjunctive pronouns are adopted. The naming of the

four principal parts of an Irish verb, the treatment of

the Indefinite form of conjugation, the rejection of com

pound prepositions, infinitive mood, and present perti

oiple form a. few of the features of this grammar. In

the appendices will be found lists of words belonging to

the various declcnsions. of verbs of both conjugations. and

of irregular verbal nouns.

Many of the rules have been taken from the ” O'Grow

ncy Series ” and from the “Gaelic Journal.” The gram~

mzu's of Neilson, O’Donovan, Bourke, Craig, and of many

other authors, have been consulted. The chapter on the

Classification of the uses of the propositions is based on
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Dr. Atkinson's edition of Keeting's Cpl mop-gnome All

bAqr, Some of the sentences which illustrate the rules

have been culled, with the author’s permission, from the

mmn-cmm; of the Rev. Peter O'Leery, P.P.

The Christian Brothers acknowledge with pleasure their

indebtedness to Mr. John McNeill, B.A., for his generous

and invaluable aid in the production of this grammar.

To Mr. R. J. O'Mulrenin, M.A., to Mr. Sihortall, and to

many other friends their thanks are also due, and are

hereby gratefully tendered.
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Page 24 line 12 read trlélb for créti‘b.

n 33 n 13 u an n in

,, 84 ,, 3 ,, bi'o ,, bro.

,, ,, ,, 12 ,, eoncmge ,, nonculge

,, ,, ,, 25 ,, péie or Féls ,, Felé or FEIS

,, 39 ,, 4 after cLomne insert “or chunne."

,, 42 ,, 11 nom. pl. Fiona or pioneer.

,, 44 ,, 14 read emmne, ummneeée for Alnme, Ammeeee.

,, ,, ,, 17 ,, 5nior'n,5niorim11tn for smom,5mofi1e11ta.

,, ,, ,, 18 ,, compact or covenant lnsteed of league.

,, ,, ,, 23 after cooee insert “or comma."

,, 45 ,, 22 ,, A1138 ,, “ or A5."

,, 47 ,, 1 read me for mi)v

,, 60 ,, 15 insert “originally” after “relerrlng.”

,, 52 ,, 2 read "péxéeer'n, 850., or peiéemh."

,, ,, ,, 10 after "not" insert “often.”

,, ,, 14 insert the Munster form :15 in now. see. Jr dat. sing.

,, 55 ,, 7 after ceoee insert ceor'mnA.

,, 67 ,, 9 read “ worse” for “ worst."

,, 71 ,, l2 & 13 read finite ,, mite.

,, 73 ,, 13 read “ especi illy ” for “ only."

,, 126 ,, ‘24 ,, léls ,, Leis.

,, 143 ,, 6 ,, geibennn ré or Serb f6.

,, 154 ,, l4 ,, Verbal for Verbsi.

,, 157 ,, 19 insert :—“In spoken language be fiébmp is used

instead of '0' fobelfl."

,, 165 ,, 28 read cuiLLe for cutie.

,, 232 ,, 20 ,, noéga-oior nnéseo.





PART I.—ORTHOGRAPHY.

CHAPTER L

The Letters.

1. The Irish alphabet contains eighteen letters, five

of which are vowels, the, remaining thirteen are con

sonants. I ‘ ,

The vowels are A: e, 1, o, u; and the consonants

are t), c, 'o, p, 5, h, L, m, n, p, p, 1*, c.

2. The vowels are divided into two classes.

(1) The broad vowels : A, 0, u.

(2) The slender vowels: e, i.

The vowels may be either long or short. The long

vowels are marked by means of an acute accent (’)

placed over the vowel, as men (big) pronounced like

the English word more ; a short vowel has no accent,

as mot. (praise), pronounced like mat in the English

word mulberry. Carefully distinguish between the

terms “broad vowel” and “long vowel.” The broad

vowels (A, o, u) are not always long vowels, neither

are the slender vowels (e, 1) always short.

In writing Irish we must be careful to mark the

accents on long vowels. See words distinguished by

accent, par. 14.
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3. Sounds of the Yowels.

The Irish vowel is sounded like in the words

A long an naught

as in him (baudh), best

A short 0 not

,, star (gloss), green

é long are Gaelic

,, cné (kir-aé), clay

e short 8 let

,, te (t'yc), hot

i ee feel

,, mr'uLi n (mawil-een), little bag

1 i hit

,, pip (fir), men

0 6 note

,, m6]. (mér), big, large

0 _ 6, i1 done or much

,, oogmr (dhur-us), a. door

0 oo tool

" ,, Sum (gloon), a knee

u u bull or put

,, umm (ursu), a door-jamb

A short vowel at the end of an Irish word is always

pronounced.

The Diphthongs.

4. The following list gives the sounds of the diph

thongs in Modern Irish. The first five are always

long and require no accent. The others are some

times long and sometimes short, hence the accent

ought not to he on1ilted.*
 

‘ Since but few words, and these well-known, have so short it is

not usual to write the accent on e0 long.
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14 is pronounced like ee-u. as ’014 (dyee-a), God.

an

en 01' en

ee

40

‘eo

in

Al

61

()1

5. There are six triphthongs in Irish.

H

H

7!

H

1!

H

,7

oo-a ,, pimp (foo-er), cold.

ae ,, peup (faer), grass.

as ,, LAete (lee-he), days.

ae ,, neon (dhaerl, dear.

yé ,, ce0L(k-y61), music.

ew ,, pm (few), worthy.

nu+i ,, 06m (ken-in), a. tax.

ne+i ,, Lét'm (lyae-im), a leap.

6+i ,, mmn (mo-in), a. bog.

oo+i ,, rmt (Boo-i1), an eye.

an. ,, cmrLeAn (kosh-laan*),

a castle]

ee ,, piop (feer), true.

a mmnflam-shir), weather.

” peep (far), a man.

6 ,, 811.6 (cl-é), other.

{1+1 ,, con. (thfi-il), a. will.

i p101“ (fiss), knowledge.

_ ” mrge (ish-ge), water.

11 ,, 'oeoc (d’yukh), a, drink.

Triphthongl.

They are

pronounced as follows :—

40!

80!

II
(-38

6+i

r401 (see)=a wise man.

'opemtin (ll’rG-il-een)=a. wren.

 

" Also pronounced kosh-luun.
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e51 : as +1 c .upLeAan (kosh-laain) =castles.

no" = eea +i 1mg (1ee-ih)=a physician.

and = oo+I pump (foo-i1“) =f0und.

1m = ew+ i on um (kew-in) =calm.

The Consonants.

6. The consonants are usually divided into two

classes.

(1) The liquids—L, m, n, p.

(2) The mutes—b, c, 'o, p, 5, p, r, c.

The letter 11 is not given, for h is not usually recog

nised as an Irish letter. It can be used only at the

beginning of a word, and then merely to separate two

vowel sounds.

Some grammarians divide the consonants into

labisls, dentals, palatals, guttursls, sibilants, &c.,

according to the organs employed in producing the

sound.

7. Every Irish consonant has two natural} sounds,

according as it is broad or slender.

An Irish consonant is broad whenever it imme

diately precedes or follows a broad vowel (A, o, u)_

An Irish consonant is slender whenever it immediately

precedes or follows a slender vowel (e, 1).

 

8. The Irish consonants, when broad, have a much

' Pronounced like ille in the French word fille.

+It cannot be properly represented by any English sound. It is

somewhat like one in the French word ouest.

IOther sounds will be treated of under the heading "Aspiration."
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thicker sound than in English; c. g. o broad has nearly

the sound of thin thy, i.e. d+h; c broad has nearly

the sound of th in threw, &c. When slender the

Irish consonants (except r) have somewhat the same

sound as in English; but when they are followed by a

slender vowel, they are pronounced somewhat like the

corresponding English consonant followed immediately

by a y, e. g. ceot. (music) is pronounced k’ yol; beo

(alive)=b’y6. ‘

It must not, however, be understood that there is a

“3/ sound” in the Irish consonant. The peculiar

sound of the Irish consonants when followed by a

slender vowel is fairly well represented by the corre

sponding English consonant+an English “y sound.”

In some parts of the country this “3/ sound” is not

heard. The 3; is only suggestire.

Combination of the Consonants.

9. There are certain Irish consonants which, when

they come together in the same word, do not coalesce,

so that when they are uttered a very short obscure

vowel sound is heard between them.

This generally occurs in the case of two liquids or

a liquid and a mute. Thus new (dumb) is pronounced

boll-fivyteanb (a child) is lyan-fiv ; popes (dark) is

dhur-fichfi; mAflSA'C) (a market) is mor-figu.

The following combinations do not coalesce: on, lb,

L5, Lm, {\b, pt), as, m, us, no, mh, am, no, no.
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10. In some combinations, one of the consonants is

silent.

'0L is pronounced like u,

’on ,, nn

no ,, m J

.

Ln ,, LL

Thus, CO'OLA'O (sleep) is pronounced kullil.

CGU'OflA (same) ,, . kuenil.

5115mm (ugly) ‘ graun-i'l.

Afl/ne (beauty) ,, aul-yé.

Notice the diflerence between ng and 5n.

Long (a ship) is pronounced lung.

gno (work) ,, gun-6.

11. Only three of the Irish consonants, viz. the

liquids L, n, p, may be doubled. This doubling can take

place only at the end or the middle of words, but never

at the beginning. The double liquids have quite distinct

sounds from the single, except in Munster, where,

in some positions, double liquids influence vowels.

This doubling at the end of a. word does not denote

shortness of the preceding vowel, as in English: in

fact, it is quite the opposite; e. g. 8A in FCApfl (better)

is longer then ea in peep (a. man).

In Irish there is no double consonant like the Eng

lish'x, which=ks.

Accent. ‘

12. The only accent sign used in writing Irish is

the acute accent placed over the long vowels, and over
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the long sounds of those diphthongs, which may be

sometimes short. This sign is not intended to mark

the syllable on which the stress of the voice falls.

13. In simple words of two syllables the tonic accent

is usually upon the first syllable, as Asup (cg-us), and;

fine (con-a), Una: but in derived words of two or

more syllables the accented syllable varies in the

different provinces.

In Munster the ace mt falls on the termination

or second syllable; in Connaught it falls on the first

syllable, or root; in Ulster the accent falls on the first

syllable, as in Connaught, but the termination is

unduly shortened. For instance, the word cApAn, a

path, is pronounced kos-aun in Munster, kés-aun

in Connaught, and kos-an in Ulster.

14. Words distinguished by their accent :-——

min, fine. mm, meal.

061p, right. coip, a crime.

pin, stretch. pm, that.

no, two. '00, to.

céxo (earn), a hundred. ces'o, leave, permission.

pénp (peup), grass. peep, a man.

For, yet. pop, a. prop.

romp, comfort. rotor, light (a noun).

1onAnn, fit, able. 10nenn, equal.

Len, food, provisions. Lon, a. blackbird.

5p, our; slaughter. up, on, says, &c.

man, a bag. mALe, an eyebrow.
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mil. (gen. case of miot),

an animal.

m5, than,th (imperative)

’ ce, a person.

'oAp, ('00+A+fl0).

cars, a report, rumour.

rénn (perm), happy.

mean (mean), a finger.

pip (gen. of piop), true.

Cfi158,* a province.

rm. (gen. plural pint), eye.

i, she, her.

car, a case.

CO‘If‘CG, a coach.
O

on, where.

fione (gen. of pion), wine.

ML, a heel.

Lénp, clear, perceptible.

oar, death.

mm, honey.

114, the plural article.

ce, hot, warm.

'onp, by (in swearing).

cars, a task.

rem, old.

mcnp, quick, active.

plp (gen. of peep), a man.

CUISB, towards-him.

puL, before (with verbs).

1, in.

car, turn.

coarce, a jury.

ca, what (interrog. adj.).

prone, hair (of an animal).

paL, filth, dirt.

Leap, the sea.

bar (or bop , palm of the

hand.

 

'Also spelled cmseao: really means one-fifth. Formerly there

were five provinces in Ireland.
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CHAPTER II.

Aspiration.

15. The word “aspiration” comes irom the Latin

verb “ aspirate," to breathe; hence, when we say in Irish

that a consonant is aspirated, we mean that the breath

is not completely stopped in the formation of the

consonant, but rather that the consonant sound is

breathed. -

Take, for example, the consonant b. To form this consonant sound

the lips are pressed closely together for an instant, and the breath is

forced out on separating the lips. Now, if we wish to get the sound

of b aspirated (or b), we must breathe the whole time whilst trying to

form the sound of b; i.e. we must not close the lips entirely, and the

resulting sound is like the English consonant 0. Hence we say that

the sound of b (in seine positions) is 1).

The Irish letter 0 corresponds very much to the English It, and the

breathed sound of 1: corresponds to the sound of (2 (when broad). To

sound the English 1:, we press the centre of the tongue against the

palate, and cut of! the breath completely'for an instant. In pro~

nouneing c (when broad), all we have to do is to try to pronounce the

letter 1: without pressing the tongue against the palate. The word

too, a lake, is pronounced somewhat like luk; but the tongue is not

to touch the palate to form the k. The sound of 6: aspirated when

slender (especially when initial) is very well represented by the sound

of “h” in “humane.”

The Irish 9 (5) has always the hard sound of g in the English word

"go." In pronouncing this word we press the back of the tongue

against the back of the palate. Now, to pronounce S (and also 13)

when broad, we must breathe in forming the sound of g, i.e. we must

keep the tongue almost flat in the mouth.

The various sounds of the aspirated consonants are not given, as

they are dealt with very fully in the second part of the “ O’Urowney

Series.” It may be well to remark, however, that the sound of p is

like the sound of the Irish 1:, not the English f. The Irish 1: is

sounded without the aid of the teeth.
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16. Aspiration is usually marked by placing a dot

over the consonant aspirated—thus, e, e, '0. How

ever, it is sometimes marked by an 11 after the con

sonant to be aspirated. This is the method usually

adopted when Irish is written or printed in English

characters.

17. In writing Irish only nine of the consonants,

viz., b, c, 'o, p, 5, m, p, r, and c, are aspirated; but in

the spoken language all the consonants are aspirated.

The Aspiration of L, n, 11.

18. The aspiration of the three letters 1,, n, 11, is not marked by any

sign in writing, as is the aspiration of the other consonants (b or

bh); but yet they are aspirated in the spoken language. An example

will best illustrate this point. The student has already learned that

the word Lesbap, a book, is pronounced lyou-ar. me, my, aspirates

an ordinary consonant, as mo 66, my cow; but it also aspirates

L, n, 1i, for me Leebep, my book, is pronounced mii low-er (Le. the

sound of y after I disappears).

e Lenora”, his book, is pronounced a low-ar.

A Lethe“, her book, ,, a lyou-ar.

A Leebefl, their book, ,, a lyow-ar.

A heAflC, his strength, ,, a mirth.

A nears, her strength, ,, a nyarth.

&o., &c.

19. When 1. broad begins a word it has a much thicker sound than

in English. In sounding the English I the point of the tongue touches

the palate just above the teeth; but to get the thick sound of the

Irish 1. we must press the tongue firmly against the upper teeth (or

we may protrude it between the teeth). Now, when such an I. is

aspiratedit loses this thick sound, and is pronounced just as the Eng~

lish l.

20. It is not easy to show by an example the aspirated sound of ti;

however, it is aspirated in the spoken language, and a slightly softer

sound is produced.
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Rules for Aspiration.

21. “We give here only the principal rules. Others

will be given as occasion will require.

(a) The possessive adjectives mo, my; '00, thy;

and 4, his, aspirate the first consonant of the follow—

ing word, as mo so, my cow; 'oo macaw, thy mother;

A capaLL, his horse.

(b) The article aspirates a noun in the nominative

and accusative feminine singular, and also in the geni

tive masculine singular: an been, the woman; 03 an

peofl, Sumc, the meat is salt; mac an $111, (the) son

of the man. '

This rule does not apply to the letter r. See par.

40 (b).

(c) In compound words the initial consonant of the

second word is aspirated, except when the second

word begins with '0 or c, and the first ends in one of

the letters '0, n, c, L, r. These five letters will be

easily remembered, as they are the consonants of the -

word “denials”; feAn-mdtdlfl, a grandmother; cat

bdflfl, a helmet; Leit-pmsmn, a halfpenny; but rean

oume, an old person; rean-cecc, an old house.

((1) The interjection A, the sign of the vocative case,

causes aspiration in nouns of both genders and both

numbers: A pm, 0 man; A time, 0 women; .\

Seummr, 0 James.

(e) An adjective is aspirated when it agrees with a

feminine noun in the nominative or accusative sin
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gular, or with a masculine noun in the genitive sin

gular, and in the dative and vocative singular of both

genders; also in the nominative plural when the noun

ends in a slender consonant: as no min, a white cow;

mac an pm mow, (the) son of the big man; o’n mnaoi

n'uut, from the good woman; cpi cnpmu. mole, three
big horses. ‘ V

(f) When a noun is immediately followed by an

indefinite* noun in the genitive case, singular or

plural, the initial of the noun in the genitive is usually

subject to precisely the same rules as if it were the

initial of an adjective: e. g. on Clpce, a hen-egg (lit.

an egg of a hen); woe Ciflce, of a hen-egg; cLoc

mme, a stone of meal; mm Comce, oaten meal. The

letters '0 and z: are not aspirated after '0, n, c, L, r;

and p is often excepted, as the change in sound is so

great.

(9) The vinitial of a. verb is aspirated—(l) in the

imperfect, the simple past, and the conditional, active

voice; (2) after the particles ni, not; me, if; map, as;

and put, before; (3) after the simple relative particle,

expressed or understood: oi re, he was; 00 rear pi,

she stood; ni forum, I am not; ni new re, he will

not be; an ce bumteep or an cé A bumtear, he (or

the person) who strikes; 'oo ouaupmn, I would strike.

  

“Le. One not preceded by the definite article, possessive adj., 81:.

See par. 585.
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(h) The initial of the word following be or our) (the

past tense and conditional of the verb if) is usually

aspirated!

be mart 1.10m, I liked or I would like.

b’ ream Lear, he preferred or would prefer.

(i) The simple prepositions (except as, av, Le, 5mm

1, and 50) aspirate the initials of the nouns imme

diately following them: pa ¢L01¢, under a stone; tug

ré an Leabap 'oo Seumer, he gave the book to James.

CHAPTER III.

Eclipsis.

22. Eclipsis is the term used to denote the suppres

sion of the sounds of certain Irish consonants by pre

fixing others produced by the same organ of speech.

There is usually a great similarity between the eclips

ing letter and the letter eclipsed: thus, p is eclipsed by

'0; c is eclipsed by '0, &c. If the student pronounce the

letters p and b, c and '0, he will immediately notice

the similarity above referred to. Thus 1) and '0 are

like p and c, except that they are pronounced with

greater stress of the breath, or, more correctly, with

greater vibration of the vocal chords.

 

'Except in N. Connaught and Ulster, where this rule applies only

to b, p, m, and sometimes 1:.
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23. Seven“ of the consonants can be eclipsed, viz.

b, c, 'o, p, 5, p, c; the others cannot. Each consonant

has its own eclipsing letter, and it can be eclipsed by

no other. The eclipsing letter is written immediately

before the eclipsed letter, and is sometimes, though

not usually in recent times, separated from it by a

hyphen, as m-bsp'o 0r mt)de (pronounced maurdh).

In old Irish eclipsis was sometimes shown by doub

ling the eclipsed letter: thus, A ccep‘o, their bull.

Whenever a letter is eclipsed both should be retained

in writing, although only one of them (the eclipsing

one) is sounded.

24. It is much better not to consider the letter r as

an eclipsable letter at all. z: replaces it in certain

positions, but in none of those positions (dative

singular excepted) in which the other letters are

eclipsed. In fact, r is often replaced by c when the

previous word ends in n, as an trim, the eye; A011

tray-one heel; rean c-SiLe, old Sheelah; bul‘OeAn

CrLuA$, a crowd, &0. Some, however, maintain that

r is really eclipsed in these cases, because its sound is

suppressed, and that of another consonant substituted;

but as the substitution of c follows the rules for

aspiration rather than those for eclipsis, we prefer to

class r with the non-eclipsable letters, L, m, n, 11, r.

 

'Eight is the number given in other grammars. They include the

letter r.
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25. n is eclipsed by m.

c ,, 5.

'0 ,, n.

1: ,, c.

5 ,, n.

p .. o.

c ,, '0.

a mbdp'o (their poet) is pronounced a. maurd.

A scapula. (their horse) ,, a gopal.

Ap nosn (our poem) ,, aur naun.

1 brunt. (in blood) ,, é vwil.

4 nsloltc (their servant) ,, ang illu.

1 bpém (in pain) ,, 9. been.

a ocatam (their land) ,, a dhol-fiv.

Although n is used as the eclipsing letter of g, the

sound of n is not heard, but the simple consonant

sound us; therefore it would be more correct to say

that 5 is eclipsed by n5.

Rules for Eclipsis.

26. (a) The possessive adjectives plural—A11, our;

our, your; and A, their—eclipse the initial consonant

of the next word, as A11 “ocugeapna, our Lord; ‘Oup

SCA’PALL, your horse; A mom), their boat.

(b) The article eclipses the initial consonant of the

noun in the genitive plural (both genders): LAfi‘lA 11A

b-pecp, (the) hands of the men.

(0) A simple preposition followed by the article and
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a noun in the singular causes eclipsis“: (:41 re 4r 4n

gcnanL, he is on the horse; ohms re LGII‘ 4n bpenp,

he came with the man.

(d) The numeral adjectives rescc, occ, mum, and

new (7, 8, 9, and 10), and their compounds, as 27,

28, 29, &c., cause eclipsis: reACC mtm, seven cows;

00c seeming, eight sheep; reACC b-rlp rICeA'D, twenty

seven men.

(0) The initial consonant of a. verb is eclipsed after

the particles A or en, whether; 0A, where; 1146;,

whether . . . not or that . . . not; 50, that; munA,

unless; '05, if; and after the relative particle h when

it is preceded by a preposition, or when it means

“all that” or “what.” The relative preceded by a.

preposition does not eclipse if the verb be past tense,

except in the ease of a. very few verbs, which will be

given later on: an ’OCUISQAHH :0, do you understand?

use bme re cmn, isn’t he sick? or; UFUIL re, where

is it? 01:15er re 50 'omocrn-o re, he said that he

would come; an rear 45 A spam on Leeward the man

who has the book.

The Insertion of n.

27. (a) When a word begins with a vowel, the letter

n is ulsually prefixed in all those cases in which a. con

 

' In many places they prefer to aspirate in this case.

1111 colloquial Irish this sentence would be, on row 4 b-rmL mi

tuber 415e, or an rear 50 b-rmt 4n Leather Also.
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sonant would be eclipsed: e. g. 511 n-apsn LAetcur'nmL,

our daily bread; cum'o Oirin 50 Cifl 114 11-65, Oisin

went to “the land of the young.”

The n is sometimes omitted when the previous word

ends in n: as Afl an ammo, or up an fl-AOnAC, at the

fair.

(b) Prepositions (except '00 and ~oe) ending in a.

vowel prefix n to the possessive adjectives A, his, her,

or their; and Ap, our: Le fl-A rhétmp, with his mether;

0 11-311 'ocip, from our country.

Insertion of c.

28. (a) The article prefixes c to a masculine noun

beginning with a Vowel in the nominative and accusa

tive singular: as an C-Atmp, the father. '

(b) If a, noun begins with r followed by a vowel, or

by L, n, or 11, the r is replaced by c after the article in

the nom. end ace. feminine sing. and the genitive

masculine, and frequently in the dative singular of

both genders, as An crew, the eye; ceee an trasmpc,

(the) house of the priest, i. e. the priest’s house; ca

rIA‘O AS tenor: 0’11 crLéit), they are coming from the

mountain.

(0) This replacing of r by c occurs after the words

Aon, one; rem, old; and other words endingr in n, as

non treats, one hunt.
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The Insertion of h.

29. The following is a pretty general rule for the

insertion of h before vowels :—

“ Particles which would neither aspirate nor eclipse,

and which end in a vowel, prefix h to words beginning

with a vowel. Such is the case with the following :—

Le, with; 4, her; so, to; mum, second; re, six;

cpi, three; ma, the (in the nom., 1100., and dative

plural, also in the gen. singular feminine); 50 before

adverbs; &c.”-—Gaelic Journal.

CHAPTER. IV.

Attenuation and Broadening.

30. Attenuation is the process of making a broad

consonant slender. This is usually done by placing an a

immediately before the broad consonant, or an e after

it. Thus if we want to make the 11 of me“ (big),

slender, we place an 1 before the 11; thus mom. If we

wish to make the p of pen (the termination of the 1st

person singular future) slender, we write Fem), &c.

31. Broadening is the process of making a. slender

consonant broad. This is often done by placing a u

immediately before the slender consonant, or an A

after it; thus the Verbal noun of derived verbs ending

in 13 is formed by adding so: before adding the NO

the 5 must be made broad; this is done by inserting
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a u; mimg, explain; mimugA'o, explanation. If we

want to make the p of 1:10 (the termination of 3rd

singular future) broad, we must write pare. bumtplo

re, he will strike; meALmeo re, he will deceive.

Whenever a slender consonant is preceded by an a

which forms part of a diphthong or a triphthong, the

consonant is usually made broad by dropping the 1.

Thus to broaden the L in bumt, or the n in 50m, we

drop the 1 and the we get our“, and Son. The verbal

nouns of bumt and 50m are ouster) and 50mm.

CHAPTER V.

0401. Le CAOL ngur Leatan Le Lenten;

or,

Slender with slender and broad with broad.

32. If a consonant or any combination of consonants

comes between two vowels, both the vowels must be

slender, or else both must be broad. In Irish we

could not have one vowel broad and the other slender;

for instance, peapin is incorrect spelling. It should

be papin, a little man.

The reason for this rule is simple. Whenever a

consonant is beside a broad vowel it is broad, and

when it is beside a slender vowel it is slender.

The sounds of the consonants differ according as they

are broad or slender; hence, if we were to write
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rearin, the 11, being beside a slender vowel (1), should

have its slender sound; but being also beside A, a

broad vowel, the r should be broad. But a consonant

could not be slender and broad at the same time;

therefore such spelling as rearin, mALin, and eunin, &c.,

is wrong. _They should be spelled 12min, maitin, e1nin.

There are a few apparent exceptions to the rule

(3401. Le caoL, viz. me, yesterday; 'Afl‘Ofll, to-(lay;

Apm'n't, ever (in past); Aflélfl, last night; arir, again;

enior, up (from below); ArCQAC, motion in; Arug,

rest inside; and a few others. All these words are

either contractions or else two words which were for

merly written separate, but now we often write them

as above. The correct form of ane is 1 n-‘oé or

A n-oe; of un'Olu is 1 11-010; &c., &c.

CHAP FEB. \‘I.

Syncope.

33. Whenever, in a word of two or more syllables,

an unaccented vowel 0r diphthong occurs in the last

syllable between a liquid (L, m, n, r) and any other

consonant, or between two liquids, the unaccented

vowel or diphthong is elidcd whenever the word is

lengthened by a grammatical inflection beginning with

a vowel. This elision of one or more unaccented
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vowels from the body of an Irish word is called

syncope; and when the_vowels have been elided the

word is said to be syncopated.

3E. The only difi‘iculty in syncope is that it often

involves slight changes in the other vowels of the

syncopated word, in accordance with the rule caot. Le

caoL, which is, in modern times, always observed in

spelling Irish.

35. The following examples will fully exemplify the

method of syncopating words.

(a) Nowna.

The genitive singular of—

mm'om (morning) is mm'one not marome

obmp (work) ,, 01b11e ,, obmpe

cammlg (a rock) ,, cmppse ,, cappmse

pmgmn (a penny) ,, pmsne ,, pmsmne

pigmn ,, plgne ,, p1$mne

cabm'p (help) ,, mom ,, cabana

catnip (a city) ,, catpao ,, catArAc

LAf‘Ai'fl (a flame) ,, lemme Y ,, Lemme

otnnn (W001) ,, 0LnA ,, oumm

burbenn (a company) , our-One ,, bumme
u

bpmgean (a palace) , bpmgne ,, bpmgme
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(b) Adjectives.

The genitive singular feminine of—

rwo‘om (rich) is rmo‘ope not perempe

ptmtean'mflprincely) ,, ptmteorhu ,, pwceamu

ALmnn (beautiful) ,, Aime ,, Atumne

nomann (pleasant) ,, noabne ,, 4010mm;

unret, (noble) ,, umrte ,, aerate

(c) Verbs.

Root. Pres. Indicative.

co-omt, contmm, I sleep, not c0'0A1t1m.

rmme raubtmm, I walk, ,, nubmum.

mmr mnrlm, I tell, ,, 1nmrlm.

ADAIfl AbflAlm, I say, ,, ADMme.

whom Labpmm, I speak, ,, Ln‘ommm.

The same contraction takes place in these and like verbs in all the

finite tenses except the future and conditional (old forms). See per.

298.

A thorough knowledge of when and how Syncope takes place will

obviate many difliculties.
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PART II.~ETYMOLOGY,

 

88. There are nine parts of speech in Irish corresponding exactly to

those in English.

CHAPTER I.

The Article. '

87. In Irish there is only one article, an, which

corresponds to the English definite article, “ the.”

There is no indefinite article, so that cepALL means

either “horse” or “a horse.”

88. In all cases of the singular number the article

has the form an, except in the genitive feminine, when

it becomes M.

In all the cases of the plural it is m.

89. The article on had formerly an initial r. This

r reappears after the following prepositions, 1, m, or

arm, in; 50, to; Le, with; cpe, through. Although

this r really belongs to the article, still it is usually

written as part of the preposition; as mp an Leaoap,

in the book ; Leir an creep, with the man.

INITIAL CHANGE S PRODUCED BY

THE ARTICLE.

Singular.

40. (a) If a noun begins with an aspirable con

sonant (except 0, c, and r),* it is aspirated by the article

’ The letters '0, 1:, and r are aspirable in the singular, but not

usually by the article.
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in the nominative and aeeusative feminine and in the

genitive masculine, as an no, the cow; an been, the

woman; mac an rm, (the) son of the man; ceann

4n eameL, the horse’s head (or the head of the

horse).

(b) If a noun begins with r followed 'by a vowel, or

by L, n, r, the r is replaced by c, in the nominative

and accusative feminine and genitive masculine, and

generally in the dative of both genders : an crAL, the

heel; en crud, the eye ; cents an crnsmrc, the

house of the priest; mac an craom, the son of the

artizan; 0’11 crasnpc, from the priest; Afl an crew),

on the mountain.

Strictly speaking, it is only in the dat. ism. that the

r is replaced by c, but custom permits it in the mas

culine.

(c) If a noun begins with a vowel, the article pre

fixes z: to the nominative and accusative masculine,

and ‘n to the genitive feminine, as an c-atm'r, the

father; an c-ulrse, the water; an c-eun, the bird;

4m c-uan, the lamb; barn n4 h-mee, the top of the

egg ; punec rm h-iumrme, the coldness of the weather.

(d) When the noun begins with an eclipsable conson

ant (except '0 and c), the article generally eclipses

when it is preceded by a preposition, as Af‘ an genoc,

on the hill; o’n oreivli, from the man. After the

prepositionfi no and no aspiration takes place, not

 

' For the effects of gen and the article, see Syntax, par. 606 (b).
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eclipsis, as tug re an c-nmgen'o '00’n freer, he gave

the money to the man; euro "oe’n peup, some of the

grass.

(e) No change is produced by the article in the

singular if the noun begins with o, n, c, L, r (followed

by a mute), or p. In Munster o and c are often

eclipsed in the dative.

Plural.

(f) If a noun begins with an eclipsable consonant

the article eclipses it in the genitive plural, as A been

n4 'ocpi moo, O woman of (the) three cows ; SL140 n4

mbnn, “ the mountain of the women.”

(g) If the noun begins with a vowel the article pre

fixes n to the genitive plural and h to the nom., the

acc., and dative plural, as Lune TIA mat), the price of

the eggs ; nn h—AfAIL, the asses; o 1141 h-Amb r0, from

these places.

(h) The letter r is never replaced by c in the plural

number.

CHAPTER II.

The Noun.

I. GENDER.

41. There are only two genders in Irish, the mas

culine and the feminine.

The gender of most Irish nouns may be learned by the application

of a few general rules.
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MASGULINE NOUNS.

42. (a) Names of males are masculine: as peep,

a man; ptmt, a prince; AtAlfl, a father; coueac, a

cock.

(b) The names of occupations, oflices, &c., peculiar

to men, are masculine: as oLLArh, a doctor; pwe, a

poet; DAM), a bard; bpe1te4n'1, a judge; reigron‘am, a

soldier.

(0) Personal agents ending in om, Ame, tape (or

AI'OG, once), or 4c are masculine: as rseuturoe, a

story-teller; bis-00111, a boatman.

(d) Diminutives ending in An, and all abstract

nouns ending in Ar or car, are masculine—e.g.:

ApoAn, a hillock. mmtear, goodness.

(e) The diminutives ending in in are usually said

to be of the same gender as the noun from which they

are derived. Notwithstanding this rule they seem to

be all masculine. Cmtin, a girl, is masculine,“ i. e. it

sufiers the same initial changes as a masculine noun,

but the pronoun 'refewing to it is feminine. She is a

fine girl=11~ bpeag an cmtin i (not e).

(f) Many nouns which end in a consonant or two

consonants preceded by a broad vowel are masculine:

as butt, a limb; tune, a price; cunnn, a tree, &c.

Exceptions :—(1) All words of two or more syllables

ending in ACC or 05.

 

‘Do not coniound sex with gender. Gender is decided by gram

matical usage only.
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(2) A large number of nouns ending in a broad

consonant are feminine. A very full list of commonly

used feminine nouns ending in a broad consonant will

be found in Appendix II.

FEMININE NOUNS.

48. (0) Names of females and designations of

females are feminine: bean, a woman; ceapc, a hen;

macaw, a mother; mgenn, a daughter; bulme, a nurse.

(b) The names of countries and rivers are feminine:

as 611w, Ireland; 4n Lute, the Lifl'ey; an ‘Oeapoa, the

Barrow.

(0) Words of two or more syllables ending in ACC

or in 05 are feminine: as plumes, a lark; memos, a

briar; mitreacc, sweetness; Leann/soc, new-milk.

(d) All abstract nouns formed from the genitive

singular feminine of adjectives are feminine: as Amos,

height—from Ap'o, high; zmne, beauty—from [\Lumn,

beautiful; '041LLe, blindness—from “oaLL, blind.

(e) Nouns ending in a consonant or two consonants

preceded by a slender vowel, are feminine: as c111,

country; oncm, honour; new, an hour; run, an eye.

Exceptions :—(1) Personal nouns ending in em.

(2) Diminutives in in. (3) Names of males, as Atmp,

a father; bunémtt, a boy. (4) Also the following

nouns :—t>u4no, a victory; ’Ofllflm, the back: amm,‘ a

nnne; Sfleim, a piece; gem, a fright, a start; and

pocLom, dictionary, vocabulary.

 

'Amm is feminine in S. Munster.



II. CASE.

44. In Irish there are five cases—the Nominative,

Accusative, Genitive, Dative, and Vocative.

The Nominative ease in Irish corresponds to the

English nominative when the subject of a verb.

The Accusative corresponds to the English objective

case when governed by a transitive verb. The accu

sative case of every noun in modern Irish has the

same form as the nominative, and suffers the same

initial changes as regards aspiration and eclipsis.

The Genitive case corresponds to the English

possessive case. English nouns in the possessive case

or in the objective case, preceded by the preposition

“of” (when equivalent to the possessive), are usually

translated into Irish by the genitive case.

The Dative case is the case governed by preposi

tions.

The Vocative corresponds to the English nominative

of address. It is always used in addressing a person

or persons. It is preceded by the sign 4, although

“0” may not appear before the English word; but

this A is not usually pronounced before a vowel or r.

RULES FOR- THE FORMATION OF THE CASES.

N.B.—These rules apply to all the declensions.

45. The Nominative case singular is always the

simple form of the noun.
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46. The Dative case singular is the same as the

nominative singular, except ( 1) in the 2nd declension,

when the noun ends in a broad consonant; (2) in most

of the nouns of the 5th declension.

47. We Yoeative case singular is always the same as

the' nominative singular, except in the 1st declension,

in which it is like the genitive singular.

48. Whenever the nominative plural is formed by

the addition of ac, ca, anna, ace, i 01‘1'06, &c., it is

called a strong nominative plural. Strong plurals

are usually found with nouns whose nominative sin

gular ends in a liquid.

Those ending in 1. or n generally take ca 0r ce.

,, m or r ,, nnna.

n V l‘ n ACA

The Genitive Plural.

49. (1) The genitive plural in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

declensions is like the nominative singular, except

strong plurals, and a few nouns which drop the 1 of

the nominative singular, as run, an eye, gen. pl. rm.

(2) In the 4th declension, and in the case of nearly

all strong plurals, the genitive plural is like the nomi

native plural.

(3) In the 5th declension the genitive plural is like

the genitive singular.
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50. The Dative Plural.

(1) When the nominative plural ends in A or a con

sonant, the dative plural ends in me.

(2) When the nominative plural ends in e, the

dative plural is formed by changing the e into 1!).

(3) When the nominative plural ends in i, the dative

plural is formed by adding 15.

N.B.—The dative plural always ends in 41b, it), or in.

Yocative Plural.

51. (1) When the dative plural ends in mt'), the

vocative plural is formed by dropping the 1b of the

dative.

(2) In all other cases it is like the nominative

plural.

III. The Deolensions.

62. The number of declensions is not quite settled: it

is very much a matter of convenience. Five is the

number usually reckoned.

The declensions are known by the inflection of the

genitive singular.

THE FIRST DECLENSION.

53. All the nouns of the first declension are mascu

line, and end in a broad consonant.

All masculine nouns ending in a. broad consonant are not of the first

declension.

54. The genitive singular is formed by attenuating

the nominative. In most nouns of the 1st declension

this is done by simply placing an 1 after the last broad

vowel of the nominative.
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Example.

55. mnop, a steward.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nom. & Ace. mnop meom

Gen. maom mnop

Dat. maop nmopmb

Voc. A meow A rheoim

56. In words of more than one syllable, if the

nominative ends in M: or GAO, the genitive singular is

formed by changing no or eae into A1; or 15 respec

tively. With a few exceptions, the nominative plural

of these nouns is like the genitive singular._ The other

cases are quite regular.

In monosyllables c is not changed into 3; as bpuac,

a. brink, gen. bpumo.

N.B-——-In all the declensions in words of more than

one syllable AC and eac, when attenuated, become m;

and 13 ; and ms and 13 when made broad become ac:

and e40. See dat. pl. of mmxcac and cmLeac.

Examples.

57. mAflCAC, a horseman.

SlNGULAR. I‘LUBAL.

Nom. & Acc. mapcac mepcms

Gen. mapcmg mapcac

Dat. mnncnc mapcaéa b

Voc. A n'nspcwg A mapcaoa

N.B.—The majority of nouns in an belonging to

\

this declension are declined like nmncac. w
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58. \MLAC, a load, burden.

SINGULAB. PLUBAL.

N0m. & Acc. name untmge

Gen. 114L413 untrue

Dat. untae ualmgib

Voc. A natmg A untmge

muLLae, a summit; euoae, cloth; beams, a path, a

way; orLAe, an inch; and nonae, a fair, are declined

like uatne. Acme has nom. pl. aonmge or aontulge.

59. coneae, a cock.

BINGULAB. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. coateee colug

Gen. coms COILBAC

Dat. COILQAC couteaemb

Voc. A cmug A COILCACA

60. Besides the above simple method of forming the

genitive singular of most nouns of this declension,

there are also the following modifications of the vowels

of the nominative singular :—

Change eu or ea in now. sing-into m in gen. sing.

at 14 n n 0‘ n

,, 0 (short) ,, ,, in ,,

10 01' ea ,, usually ,, 1 ,,

All the other cases of these nouns are formed in

accordance with the rules given above.
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Examples of Yowel-changes in Genitive Singular.

61. eun, a bird.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. eun em

Gen. em eun

Dat. eun eunmb

V00. 4 em a eunn

62. Peep, a man.

Nom. dz Acc. peep pm

Gen. pm peep

Dat. peep penpmb

Voc. A pm 4 peeps

N.B.—The gen. of OILGAH in island is orteAm; of

peep, grass, pem; and of 1:64p, a man, pm.

63. - Cnoc, a hill.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. cnoc cnmc

Gen. cnwc cnoc

Dat. cnoc cnocn'lb

Voc. a cmnc A cnooa

6E. The following nouns change ea into e1 in geni

tive singular :—Leanb, a child; nenpc, strength; cnear,

skin; and cenpc, right, justice. (Cmr and own are

sometimes found as the genitives of cnenr and

cenpc).
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Irregular Genitives Singular.

mac, :1. son, has genitive mm

have, food, ,, ,, bro

1mm, a track, ,, ,, [\wn

ppmn, a bridle, ,, ,, rpmm

men, Bernard, Brian, ,, mem

flené, a person; and aomneac (or nom'ne), anybody,

are indeclinable.

65. Some nouns of this declension form their nomi

native plural by adding e.

NOUN. GENITIVE SING. NOM. PLURAIJ.

ammo, a fair aonmg {doncmse

nonmge

oomr, a door '001unr 'oomre

élSeAf‘, a learned man 615w e15|~e

unseat, an angel amgfl. .unSLe

botap, a. road betam 001(‘118

mA‘OA'O 0r MA'OflA'O, a dog max)me maopmoe

rump“), a chain rwbpm'o rtabymme

mange-o, a market mapsm'o mopglwoe

66. The following nouns take A in nominative

plural :—peAnn, a pen; Teen, a jewel: ruin, a surety:

cnear, skin: meacan, a carrot or parsnip; 'oeop, a

tear; caop, a berry; rmeup, a blackberry; ubALL, an

apple (p1. ubLA) ; Focal. (pl. pocmt or poem); 1:1aC,* a

 

debt (p140, pl. pen: or peng', a raven); pseut, news;

and Upon, a brink.

' This word is usually used in the plural; us ni fwd. eon fcmée

0pm, I am not in debt.
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67. The following take ca, in nom. pl. feet, a sail;

ceot,‘ music; neuL, a cloud; rseut, a story; cosmo,

war (pl. cogta'); cuan, a harbour; can, a fort (pl.

nanca and mine); cure, a hundredi ; Lion, a net; ceep,

a. trunk of a tree (pl. ceapta); map (pl. manta), a wall.

68. Other nominative plurals—chip, a board, a.

table, makes cLAm or CLZWACA; coban, a well, makes

cobmp 0r CODMCA, cobmpeACA 01‘ compeafmz rLues,

a crowd, makes rtumgce.

69. Many nouns of this declension have two or

more forms in the nominative plural. The regular

plural is the better one, though the others are also

used. The following are a few examples of such

nouns :—'pee1\, a man (pl. pm, ream); mac, a son (pl.

m1c,mac,\); Leat‘mn, a book (Leat'mm, Leanna); enm,

an army (pl. mpm, npme); capeLL, a horse (pl. cemeL,

cmpLe).

70. The termination flAI’O or fll'O has a collective,

not a plural, force; just like ry in the English words

cavalry, infantry, &c.; hence Laocparo, a band of

warriors; macpmn, a company of youths; eacnen), a

number of steeds (or cavalry), are not really plurals

of Laoc, mac and eec, but are collective nouns formed

from them. Likewise the word eununt, birds, is a

collective noun, not the plural of can.

Appendix I. gives a list of nouns belonging to this

declension.

 

cosmos is also used. Mthn used as a noun.
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THE SECOND DECLENSION.

71. All nouns of the 2nd declension are feminine)

They all end in consonants, but the consonants may

be either broad or slender.

72. The genitive singular is formed by adding e,

(if the last vowel of the nominative be broad it must be

attenuated); and it the last consonant be c it is

changed into 5 in the genitive (except in words of one

syllable).

7B. The dative singular is got by dropping the

final e of the genitive.

74. The nominative plural is formed by adding A or

e (A, if final consonant be broad) to the nom. sing.

Examples.

' 75. 1.11., a lily.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. Lu. Lite

Gen. L1Le L11.

Dat. LIL Limb

Voc. A 1.11. A ute

76. cor, a footi or a leg.

Nom. & Ace. cor corA

Gen. corre cor

Dat. coar corA1b

Voc. A cor A eorA

 

' Cut and rum, two masculine nouns, are sometimes given with

the second declension. We give them as irregular nouns (par. 132).

+A foot in measurement is tflOlS, pl. tpmSte.
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77. cmLLeAC, a hug.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nom. & Ace. CAILLGAC canteen

Gen. cmtuse cmttené

Dat. caztug caatteacmb

Voc. a ¢a1LLee¢ A ¢AILL6A¢A

78. Like nouns of 1st declension, the vowels of the

nom. sing. are sometimes changed when the final

consonant is attenuated in the genitive singular.

The following are the chief changes :—

Change 10 in the nom. sing. into 1 in the gen. sing.

,’ I, I, I,

n 14 n n 6' n

,, 0 (short) sometimes ,, m ,,

In words of one syllable change ea into e1 (but

cease, a hen, becomes crpce); in words of more than

one syllable change en into 1.

79. base, a bee.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. beac beaca

Gen. heme beac

Dat. be1¢ beacmb

Voc. A beec 4 peace

80. Sens, a branch.

Nom. & Acc. gens Sense

Gen. 5e15e sous

Dat. Séls Seusmb

Voc. a geug A geese
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81. Spain, a sun.

SINGIILAB. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. 51min 511mm;

Gen. S'péme 51mm

Dat. 51mm 511mm)

Voc. 4 gum A game

82, tons, a ship.

Nom. & Ace. tong Longs

Gen. Lumse Long

Dat. Lums Longmb

V00. A Long A tonsa

88. ppeun'if a root.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nom. & Acc. ppeun'i ppeun'm (or pneumeee)

Gen. ppénriie ppeurh (ppeurheée)

Dat. ppénn ppeurimib (ppeurimémb)

V00. A pneurh A pneurim (A pneumaca)

84. Am, a place.

SINGULAB. PLU'RAL.

Nom. & Ace. 616 Ante, Aicem'ma or AlceACA

Gen. alce Aic, Aiceanna ,, Aiceaoa

Dat. An: 51cm, Amennnmb, Azceaémb

Voc. A An: 4 Ame, Aaceanna, AiceACA

The above are two examples of nouns with strong

nominative plural (see par. 48).

85. In forming the genitive, nouns are sometimes
 

'Also spelled ppeurh in Munster.
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syncopated, as umnem, a company, gen. burOne (sec

pars. 33, 35) ; bpumean, a palace, gen. sing. bpumnef

86. Irregular Genitives Singular.

cum, a clan, children, makes ctomne, pl. cunna

'oeoc, a drink, ,, 015e, , 'oeoca

rgien, a knife, ,, rsme, ,, rseane

bfl1ACA11, a (solemn) word, ,, Dfléfl'jfle, ,, bpmtpA

bLAtAc, buttermilk, ,, oraiccet

Letec, mud, mire, ,, LAitCeI

muse, a vat, ,, oamce ,, DADACA

45411), a face, ,, mgte ,, aiste

87. Many nouns of this declension form their nomi

native plural in mm or sea. The final 4 of these

terminations may be dropped in the genitive plural.

NOM. SING. NOM. PL.

carp, a cause cfnrenmu

Luib, an herb Lmbeanna

neat, a lathe 'OCILCAT‘IHA

Stumr, a contrivance stumremine

bélm, a stroke beimeanna

“Dump, a prize, reward "oumreanne

team, a leap Leimeenna

péim, a course, a voyage neimeanna

inc, a place Aice, Aiceanna, AiC8A¢A

we, a mouse Luca, LuCanne [ceaéa

f‘SOIL, a school rgoneanna (rsotca), rsoit

 

' Note the dative singular of these nouns, bun'nn and bnui'om.

leao bLAirmge. (Also turnip.
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NOM. SING. NOM. PL.

Célm, a step celmemnn

pumm, a. sound punmnnnn

amp, an hour, time unme, unmenmm, umpennncn

f‘IkiI’O, a street rmroe,m\m'oeannn,rpéroenén

pAmc, a field pAmce, pAmcennnA

peir, a festival pelreannn

88. Nouns that take 464 in nominative plural—

obmp, a work oabpenon

Ofuil'O, an oration OM108A¢A

fLAC, a rod rum, I‘LACACA

L1C1fl, & letter taupe, LiCflGACA

at), an egg vibe, uibenon

ppeurh, a. root ppeurho, pneumncn

41cm, a. disease mcioenca, mci'oi

cidmmr, an edge CIGfi’IAif‘eACA

comm-011‘, a fortnight COICCI'Oq‘eAéA, couctmari

cpumtt, a sheethe, a scebbard cpumttencn

Leno, a flag, a flat stone Lencn, Lencncn, LGACMCA

89. The following take ce, te, 0r ta in the nomina

tive plural; A’O may be added in the genitive plural:—

coauf, a. wood; com, a pillar, a prop; tip, a. country

(pl. ciontn) ; ngm'o, face (pl. mgte); rpeup, a sky,

rpeupta.

90. Sometimes when the last vowel of the nomina

tive angular is 1 preceded by a. broad vowel, the

 

' 0011.1. is also 5th declension. See Heteroclite nouns, per. 131.
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genitive plural is formed by dropping the 1, as run, an

eye, gen. pl. rut; pumm, a sound, gen. pl. puam, &c.

For a list of nouns ending in a broad consonant

belonging to this declension, see Appendix H.

THIRD DECLENSION.

91. The 3rd declension includes (1) personal nouns

ending in 0111 (all masculine), (2) derived nouns in ACC

or non (feminine), (3) other nouns ending in con

sonants which are, as a rule, masculine 0r feminine

according as they end in broad 0r slender consonants.

92. The genitive singular is formed by adding a.

If the last vowel of the nominative be 1 preceded by a

broad vowel, the 1 is usually dropped in the gen., as

cmt, a will, gen. cote.

93. The nominative plural is usually the same as

the genitive singular; but personal nouns ending in

01p add i or roe to the nominative singular.

94. Most of the derived nouns in sec, being abstract

in meaning, do not admit of a plural. mattecc, a

curse, and a few others have plurals. Fueoc, cold,

although an abstract noun in ACE, is masculine.

95. The vowels of the nominative often undergo a

change in the formation of the genitive singular.

These changes are just the opposite of the vowel

changes of the 1st and 2nd declensions (see para. 60

and 78).
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Change 1 or 10 in nominative into ea in the genitive.

a: u n "1

Examples.

96. Cfldfh,* a bone.

SINGULAB.

Nom. & Acc. cmim

Gen. enema

Dat. anm

Voc. A enlirh

97. rion, wine.

Nom. & Ace. pion

Gen. piona

Dat. pion

V00. .1 pion

98. CfUO'f‘, a belt, a girdle.

Nom. & Ace. cmor

Gen. cneam

Dat. cmor

V00. A (:1qu

99. pemt, flesh, meat.

Nom. & Ace. peoit

Gen. peoLA

Dat. 1:e011.

Voc. A icon.

I: p

  

PLU'RAL.

anrhA

anm

anmmb

A anm

Fiona

pion

pionmb

A fiOflA

cfleArA

cpior

cpearmb

A epeArA

peoLA

peofl.

Feotmb

A freoLA

'Also spelled anir'n in nom. sing.
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100. bd'DOtfl, a boatman.

SINGULAR. PLUBAL.

Nom. & Acc. nAoom venous (cinema-0e)

Gen. bivoona bit-00111, bsnomi

Dat. bApom bA'OOIpi'O (escapism)

V00. 4 15500111 a becomi (A Denounce)

101. 'Oflmm, masc., the back.

Nom. & Acc. 'opmm 'opomenne

Gen. "opome 'opomanna

Dat. 'opuim 'opomannmb

Voc. A 'onuim a opomnnna

102. Spelm, masc., a piece.

Nom. & Acc. 5ne1m Si‘eAmAflM

Gen. Speama SfleAmATmA

Dat. Spam gnenmannm‘o

V00. 4 gne1m A greemanne

103. Some nouns of this declension, ending in L or

n, form their nominative pl. by adding ca or cc to

the nom. sing. These may add so to form gen. 131.,

as—

mOm,‘ a bog, nom. pl. m0mce

trim, a drove, ,, cémce

bLm'Oam, a year, ,, bLiA'OAnCAl

 

’ m6"! is also 5th declension. See Heteroclite Nouns, par. 131.

“I'm-mom after numerals, as occ mbLmimA, eight years.
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105. Some nouns of this declension form their nom.

pl. by adding mm to the gen. singular. These may

drop the final A in the gen. p1,:—

NOM. PLURAL.

Am, time nmnnncn or nmnmm

rnut, a stream rpote ,, rpotnnns

'opmm, m., a. back ,, 'Opommmn

gut, a voice SOCA ,, Sotnnnn

gpeim, m., a piece ,, gpe‘imnnnn

cat, or mot, CEA'CA ,, centnnma

a. shower

cLeAr, a. trick CLGAI‘A ,, cLeArAnnA

AHAm, a. soul nnmn ,, snmnnnn

‘ost, a. colour 'ontn ,, ’ontnmm

Amm, a name A1nme, mnmenéa, nnmnnnn

mnvom, a defeat mn-omn, mA'O'MAflflA

105. Other Nominatives Plural.

SmOfi‘l, a deed, an act makes Smon‘nspta“

connqm'o, a league ,, connspts

Cdfl‘ll, a tax ,, crimson

ounomtt, a boy ,, buscmufi

ctmrhsm, a. son-in-law ,, pum'hnncs

Lenbwofl f., a. bed ,, [BADtA, Leap/son, LEAPA

Cul'O, a share, a, portion ,, cones

For a. list of nouns belonging to this declension, see

Appendix III.

* Really pl. of smorime'o. 1' CAm is also 5th declension.

I Also spelled Lesbmi).
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THE FOURTH DECLENSION.

108. The 4th declension includes (1) personal nouns

in Ame, area, ui-oe, mge (sometimes spelled are, are,

mg), which are all masculine; (2) diminutives in in

(said to be all masculine) ; (3) abstract derivatives

formed from the gen. sing. feminine of adjectives (all

feminine), as 51Le, brightness, from Seat ; pate,

generosity, from FIAL ; Altne, beauty, from ALumn, &c.;

(4) all nouns ending in vowels, and which do not

belong to the 5th declension. To assist the student a

list of the most important nouns of the 5th declension

is given in the Appendix IV.

107. This declension differs from all others in

having all the cases of the singular exactly alike.

108. The nominative plural is usually formed by

adding i, we or A'OA.

109. The genitive plural is like the nom. pl., but

GA'O is frequently added in other grammars. There

is no necessity whatever for this, because both cases

are pronounced alike.

110. Nouns of more than one syllable ending in a

form their nom. plural in moe (ee), as mass, a bag, pl.

mALaroe (maul-ee); coca, a coat, pl. cecmoe

(kc-thee).
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111. cmLin, masc., a girl.

BINGULAB. PLUBAL.

Nom. & Ace. cmtin cmLini or (CAIUM‘OB)

Gen. cmtin cmtini (cmljn) ,, (cmLim'Oe)

Dat. cmtin ceitinib ,, (wumom)

Voc. 4 Cmtin a mum ,, (a cmtim-oe,‘

112. cageepne a lord.

BINGULAR. PLUBAL.

Nom. & Ace. (31$6AIMA mgeapnmoe

Gen. crgeapne eigeepnm'Oe

Dat. mgeayma CISeAfmAI'Oib

Voc. A t1$eepne A tigeepnel'oe

113. The following nouns take ce immediately after

the last consonant in the nominative plural:—

mee, a town plural mece or bmtceece

rLomne, a. surname ,, 1*Lomnce

mmLLe, a mule ,, mmLLce

miLe, a thousand, a mile ,, mitte“

Léme, a shirt ,, Lemce, Lemceec'm

ceme,+ a fire ,, cemce, cemceaea

ci'nnne, a corner ,, cumnce

114. The following nouns add te in nominative

plural, viz., all nouns ending in be or ge—eg. cpome,

a heart, pl. cpomte; also cam, a way, a method; tum,

a fool ; rem, a wise man ; "011401, a druid ; '0L.\0|, a curl.

 

' mite. a thousand, or a mile, is invariable after a numeral.

treme is also 5th. See Heteroclite nouns, per. 131.
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gm, 9. work (pl. gnota),' me, or iii, a thing (pl.

neite); oume, a person, makes '0.\0me in nom. p1.

umse, an ounce, ,, umgeeéa ,,

earns, a rib, ,, enpnnéa ,,

115. A few proper nouns, although‘not ending in a

vowel or in, belong to this declension, and do not

change their form in any of their cases, viz.:——

pAIOI‘AIS, Patrick; Seepmo, Gerald; mulfllf‘, Maurice;

Cataom, Cahir.

The word Luce, a people, does not change in gen.

THE FIFTH DECLENSION.

116. Most of the nouns belonging to this declension

end in a vowel, and are, with a few exceptions,

feminine.

117. The genitive singular is formed by adding a

broad cons'mant.

This consonant varies in different nouns, but is

usually n, 1111, sometimes '0, '0, or c. When the nomi

native singular ends in a consonant, a or en comes

between that consonant and the consonant added.

118. The dative singular is formed by attenuating

the genitive. In the case of those nouns which form

the genitive by adding c, the dative singular is usually

like the nominative.

 

°Snéirmi>e is spoken in Kerry.
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119. The nominative plural, as a general rule, is

formed by adding e to the genitive singular. A few

form their nominative plural by adding e to the

gen. sing. This is accompanied with syncope, as in

Cdlfl‘Oe, friends; nmn‘me, enemies; Smone, smiths;

and mone, rivers, which are the plurals of com, mime,

Saba, and at), or sea.

Some others form the nominative plural by attenu

ating the genitive singular, as in Leoam, ducks; com,

hounds; more, twenty; campus, sheep; comuprnm,

neighbours.

The genitive plural is exactly like the genitive sin

gular.

Examples.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

120. pespre, fem., a person.

N0111. & A00. penppn pesprenn

Gen. pedplxm peem‘en

Dat. penmmm penprenmt)

Voc. A penprn A penprmm

121, caps, fem., a friend.

Nom. & Acc. cape camoe

Gen. caper) 041140

Dat. aspen) cam-01b

Voc. A CAflA A caip'oe
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122.

Nom. & Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

Voc.

128.

Nom. & Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

V00.

1215.

Nom. & Acc.

Gen.

Dat.

Voc.

125.

Nom. & Acc.

Gen.

Dat.

V00.

126.

Nom. & Acc.

Gen.

Dat.

V00.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Saba, masc., a smith.

Saba Selene

Snbnnn sebnnn

Snbemn Snibmb

A 5am A selbne

Luca, fem., a duck.

LACA

Lnénn

Lqun '

4 Leon

Leéam

Leonn

LACnnmb

A Leeann

culg‘Le, fem., a vein.

A (tuteom

cmrte cwrteanna

culrteann emf-Leann

culrtmn cmrteennmb

A CuIrLe A (:mrLeannA

caolm, fem., a sheep.

ceom caomls

0401146: cnopec

ceopmg' cnopémb, caopaémb

n ceofm A ¢A0fl¢4 or A CAO‘MCA

ceteom, fern., a. chair.

esteem cetaomexe

cntnomeuc ceteomenc

' cetnom cuteomeacmb

A cataomeeen
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SINGULAR (no Plural).

127. Nom. & Aec. élfle (Ireland)

Gen. éipeAnn

Dat. 611mm

V00. A éme

128. Nom. & Acc. CEAthI'fl (Tara)

Gen. 'CeAmpAe

Dat. CeArimAig or CeAmAm

Voc. A CeAmAm

129. N om. & Ace. ALbA (Scotland)

Gen. ALbAn

Dat. ALbAm

Voc. A ALbA

180. The following nouns are used only in the

plural, referring rather to the inhabitants of the place

than to the place itself :—

SACf‘AflA, England.

Nom. & Acc. SAcrAnA or SAcrAm

Gen. SACf‘An

Dat. SACI‘AI‘IAib

1.03m, ConnACCA, ULAI'o,

Leinster. Conuaught. Ulster.

Nom. & Acc. ngm ConnACCA mam

Gen. LAigeAn ConnAcC ULA'O

Dat. ngmn ConnAecm‘u ULCAib

A large list of the commonly used nouns, which

belong to this declension, are given in Appendix IV.
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Heteroclite Nouns.

131. Heteroclite nouns are those which belong to

more than one declension. The following are the

chief nouns of this class, We give only the genitive

case in the singular, as the other cases present no

difficulty. The irregular nominative plurals only are

giVen :— \

NOUN. DECLENSIONS. GEN. SING. NOM. PL.

DNACA‘P, a word 1 & 2i bl‘wtml‘

{bpéitne

r5146, a shield 1 & 2lr5é‘c

[rgeite

ceme, a fire 4 6:. 5{ceme cemce

cemeao

beets, life 4 & SibeAtA

beaten

ruse, a way 4 d: Sil‘tlse rugte

r igen'o

COILL, a wood 2 dz 5ico'u'e contce

COILLGA’O

mOm, a hog 3 & {Jimom meince

memo

“mm, m., land 1 & 5 mum" m'

CALIi’lAt‘I, f.

eopnn, barley 4 & 5ieolm“

eonnan

bpelteam, a judge 1 & 5ibl‘eltlm {bpeiteerhmn

uneitean'mn bneltemnne
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HOUR. DECLENSIONS. GEN. SING. NOM. PL.

peiceem, a debtor 1 & 5%Few'm FeléeAmm"

pelcemnan peaéeerima

r9011, f., a nose 2 & 3 Nome

[menu

I

case, a cuckoo 1 & 2 cumc’ m' (“we

cumce, f culxea

comps, a cofier 4 & 5 {co'lm‘i can-111mm

cOmpen

cAm, a tax 8 & 5 6mm cam

cAnAc cAnncn

COflOme

copOm, a crown 2 & 5{cop0nr\c covenacn

opennc

All abstract nouns ending in ear or 41* may belong

either to the 1st or 3rd declension; as, AOIUNGAT‘, plea

sure, gen. 401151111‘ or neibnenre. Being abstract

nouns they are not used in the plural.

Irregular Nouns.

SINGULAB. PLUB:\L.

132. ceac, masc., a house.

Nom. & Acc. ceac mgte

Gen. age“ cigteho), CGAC

Dat. 1:13, CQAC Cigti‘o

VOC- A teec A tigte

 

' It has also the forms 'cmSe in gen, and 1:013 in dative.
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STNGULAR. PLUBAL.

ruse, masc., a mountain.

Nom. & Acc. ruA‘o rtemce

Gen. rLéibe rteibce

Dat. rLéib, f‘LiAb rtéibub

Voc. A f~L1An A f‘Lémce

AtAm, masc., a father.

Nom. 8:, Ace. Atmp Aitpe or A1t|1eA¢A

Gen. ACAfl AitfleAC ,, AltfleACA

Dat. Atmp AitfieACAib

Voc. A AtAm A 41131“? or A AltfleACA

The word mAtAm, a mother ; prtAm, a brother (in

religion), and 'oeApnpAtAm, a brother (by blood), are

declined like AtAm. These words formerly belonged

to the 8rd declension, making their genitive in A as

AtApA, mAtAflA, &c., but they have long since lost the

final A of the genitive. Some grammars still class

these words with the 3rd declension. The genitive

of nun, a sister (in religion) is rBACAfl (ru‘mA is also

found) ; and that of 'oembfwup, a sister (by blood), is

'oembf‘eAtAp (or 'oembfauim).

BINGULAB. PLURAL.

pi, masc., a king.

Nom. & Acc. pi pigte, mega

Gen. {flog pigte, piog

Dat. pi}; flistlb

Voc. A pi A fligte
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SINGULAB. PLURAL.

neAn, fem., a woman.

Nom. & Ace. beAn mnA

Gen. mnA bAn

Dat. mnAm mnAib

V00. A new A firm;

bo, fem., a cow.

Nom. & A00. 00 0A

Gen. 00 no

Dat. bum buAib

V00. A no A 0A

’01A, mase., God.

Nom. & Ace. ’01A 0%, name

Gen. ’Oé ’01s, ’OéiteAn

Dat. 01A 'oeicm

V00. A’Oé, A‘OiA A Use

LA, 1112150., 8. day.

SINGULAR. PLUBAL.

Nom. & Ace. LA Mete, LAeteAnCA“

Gen. LAe LAeter, LAeteAnCA, LA

Dat- L0, LA LAetib, LAeteAnCAm

Voc. A LA A make, A LAeteAnCA

Nom. & A00.

Gen.

Dat.

Voc.

ope, fem., soil, earth.

cpé CI‘éi'Oe/AHA

cmA'o, CfléI'OeA'O cqu'o

Cflél'O, cpé Cflél’OeAHAil)

A cue A Cflél'OeAflA

 

' SeAcc LA 11A reAecfiaAme (always used), the 7 days of the week,
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SINGULAR. PLU'RAL.

mi, fem., a month.

Nom. & Acc. mi miorAi'

Gen. miorA mior

Dat. mir, mi miormb

ceo, masc., a fog. '

Nom. & Ace. ceo ceOCA, CIA'O

Gen. cIAc cemg ceo

Dat. ceo ceOCAib

5A, masc., a spear, javelin, sunbeam.

Nom. & Acc. 5A gAete, 54101, SADlCG

Gen. rs, gAe, 540' SAOIC6(A'O), 5st

Dat. FA SAetib, 5.101th

0 or m, masc., a grandson.

Nom. & Ace. 0, an 111

Gen. i, ui uA

Dat. o, uA 10. mb

Voc. A ui A ui

5e, masc., a goose

Nom. & Acc. 5e or Ser SéAnnA, 56mm, seem

Gen. 5(- ,, sel'o,5eoro SéAnnA, grave

Dat. '56 ,, SéA'O séAnnAib. géA'OAib

V00. A $é ,, A gem A $éAnnA, A géA'OA

- mug, fem., a fleshworm.

Nom. & Acc. ring ppigneAcA

Gen. ppigoe ppigoeAc(A)

Dat. reign) pmgoeAcAib
 

 

fmi alter numerals as occ mi, 8 months: mionne is spoken in

Kerry as plural of mi.
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C H A P T E R I I I.

The Adjective.

I. DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES.

133. In ‘Irish the adjective agrees with the noun

which it qualifies in gender, number, and case.

There are four declensions of adjectives. Adjec

tives are declined very much like nouns; the great

difierence is that they never’“ take the termination

1t) in the dative plural (though formerly they did).

The dative plural is invariably like the nominative

plural. ,

Adjectives, in forming their genitive singular, under

go the same VOWEL-CHANGES as nouns, as—

50pm, blue, gen. masc. 511mm

seat, bright, ,, 511,, &0.

FIRST DECLENSION.

134. All adjectives ending in a. broad consonant,

as 1110p, sen, 1210"", &c., belong to the 1st declension.

135. When an adjective of the 1st declension

agrees with a masculine noun, it is declined like a

noun of the 1st declension (see maop, &c., pars. 55,

57), except that the 110m, acc., dat, and voc. plural

are always alike, and are formed by adding a to the

nominative singular.

'Wben used as nouns they take the termination.
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136. When an adjective of the 1st declension agrees

with a feminine noun, it is declined like a noun of the

2nd declension (see cor, par. 67, &c.), but it never

takes 1b in the dative plural.

Adjectives ending in Ac form their plural by adding

A, both for masculine and feminine.

Examples.

137, men, big.

BINGULAR. PLURAL.

Masc. Fem. Muse. & Fem.

N011]. dz. Acc. men men mO|1A

Gen. mom meme mOp

Dat. men mom mom

Voc. mom mOp mOfld

188. SEAL, bright.

Nom. & Acc. SEAL 5eAL seALA

Gen. 511. Site seal.

Dat. SeAL 51L SeALA

V00. 51!. SeAL SeaLA

189. ’Oi]\eAC, straight, direct.

Nom. & Acc. 'oipeAc oilieAc 'DifleACA

Gen. 'oip13 'oijnge 'OifleAé

Dat. 'OifleAé Dim}; 'OifleACA

Voc. 'oipig '0 ipeAc 'oipeAcA

140. The following list of adjectives gives examples

of the vowel-changes mentioned above. The genitive
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masculine is given; the genitive feminine is formed

by adding e:—

NOM. GEN. [ NOM. GEE.

Lom me bare 1‘6Aflb remt) bitter

50pm guqnn blue perms rem}; slender

bopb numb rough Seep gem sharp

cpom epuim bent "oipenc 'oirig straight

oonn 'oumn brown uAigneAe UAISIHS lonely

005 0015 soft AthanAc ALbAnAig Scotch

boec 0010:; poor plonn pmn fair

(pom Cflutm heavy 111AL pea generous

medfl mm active piiuc rue wet

CEAflC crpc (cemc) DQAS 015 small

right cpion cpin withered

0647‘ new Pretty ceAnn cemn stern

"oeAps 'oems red

 

141. There are five or six adjectives of the first de

clension which are syncopated in the genitive singular

feminine and in the plural :—

NOMINATIVE. GEN. SING. PLURAL.

Muse. Fem. Both Genders.

UAf‘AL, noble uArAn. uA1rLe uAirLe

oiLeAr, beloved, dear 'oiur 0ine 0ine

f‘BAf‘hAfl, fat peArhAm peirhpe fleAT‘hflA

iT‘CAL, 10w int. irte irte

SBAflfl, short 511W“ 510mm (irreg) SeAfiM

 

' SEAflflA is sometimes used in the spoken language.
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SECOND DECLENSION.

142. All adjectives ending in a. slender consonant,

except those in when, belong to the second declen

sion.

In the singular all the cases, both masculine and

feminine, are alike, except the genitive fmninine which

is formed by adding e.

In the plural both genders are alike. All the cases,

with the exception of the genitive, are alike, and are

formed by adding e to the nominative singular.

The genitive plural is the same as the nominative

singular.

Example.

143. mmt, good.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Masculine. Feminine. Both Genders.

Nom. & Acc. meat mmt mute

Gen. mmt meete men:

Dat. mmt: mmt mute

Voc. melt mmt mmte

144. Notice the following examples of syncope ii:

the genitive feminine and in the plural:—

eommn, gen. sing. fem. and pl. sorone, pleasant

ALumn, ,, ,, Aitne (ante), beautiful

mmr, ,, ,, miLre, sweet

145. The following adjectives are irregular:—

COIfl, gen. sing. fem. and plural 061m, right, just

"oencmp, ,, ,, oeecpn, diflicult

rocnm, ,, ,, roclm, easy
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THE THIRD DECLENSION.

146. The third declension includes all those adjec

tives which end in smart. This termination has the

same signification as the English afiix like in warlike,

or ly in manly, princely, &c.

In both numbers the two genders are alike. All

the cases in the singular are the same, except the

genitive, which is formed by adding a. This is always

accompanied by syncope. All the cases of the plural

(except the genitive) are the same as the gen. sing.

There are no exceptions or irregularities in this

declension.

Example.

147. penpan'imt, manly.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Both Genders. Both Genders.

Nom. & Ace. penpmhmt penparnte

Gen. penparhte peeparhmt

Dat. pennemmt peenmnte

Voc. penfwrhmt peeperhtn

FOURTH DECLENSION.

148. All adjectives ending in a vowel belong to the

fourth declension, as pe'on, long; (llVOA, golden. They

have no infiexions whatever, all the cases, singular

and plural, being exactly alike.
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There are two exceptions—via, ce, hot, warm; and

Dec, alive. Ce (often spelled ceit), becomes ceo in

the genitive singular feminine, and also in the plural

of both genders.

beo, alive, becomes oeo-oA in the plural. In the

singular it is quite regular, except after the word 'OiA ;

its genitive is then bi, as film ’Oe bi, the Son of the

living God.

Rules for the Aspiration of the Adjectives.

These rules really belong to Syntax, but for the convenience of the

student we give them here.

149. (a) An adjective beginning with an aspirable

consonant is aspirated in the nominative and accusative

feminine singular, in the genitive masculine singular,

and in the dative and vocative singular of both

genders.

(b) The adjective is also aspirated in the nominative

and accusative plural when the noun ends in a slender

consonant.

Exceptions to the Rules for Aspiration.

150. (a) An adjective beginning with *0 or c is

usually not aspirated when the noun ends in '0, n, c,

L, or r (dentals).

(b) c and 5 are usually not aspirated when the pre

ceding word ends in c, 5, or as. .



(c) p and b are usually not aspirated when the pre

ceding word ends in p, b, or m.

These exceptions apply to most rules for the aspira

tion of nouns as well as adjectives.

(d) The genitive of nouns of the 3rd and 5th

declensions ought not to have the initial of the adjective

following them aspirated. Usage, however, difi'ers

somewhat on this point.

Rules for Eclipsing the Adjective.

151. (a) The adjective is usually eclipsed in the

genitive plural, even though the article is not used

before the noun; and if the adjective begins with a

vowel n is prefixed.

(b) The initial of an adjective following a noun in

the dative sing. should, as a rule, be aspirated; but

whenever the noun is eclipsed after the article the

adjective is often eclipsed also; aspiration in this

case is just as correct as eclipsis, and is more usual.

Examples

152. Noun, Adjective and Article declined in com

bination.

SINGULAD. PLURAL.

An peAn map, the big man.

Nom. & A00. A11 peAp men nA pm mépA

Gen. An pm mom nA breAp men

Dat. Lem An bpeAp mOp Lelr nA peApAit'J mOpA

Voc. A pm n'rom A fl‘eAM mom
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on creampos Star bees, the green little shamrock.

Nom. & Ace. on creomnos Star n4 rennmosa SLAM

bees cease

Gen. nereompmsestmre no remnpos ngtnr

bige mbeos

Dat. o’n cremnpmg Starr 0 n4 renmp05mb

‘015 Store beASA

V00. A f'eompoS Star A f‘eamposn SLAM

bees image

an crew-bean bocc, the poor old woman.

Nom. & Ace. an crew-bean no resin-none boCco

UO¢C

Gen. n4, rean - m mi no pearl-ban m‘ooér:

b01cce

Dat. 'oo’n creen- '00 11a rem-finnrim

rhneoa bOIél: boéco

V00. A feon - been A feen-n‘mé boom.

bocc

N.B.-—When an adjective precedes its noun it is

invariable.

Comparison of Adjectives.

153- In Irish there are two comparisons—(1) the

comparison of equality, (2) the comparison of

superiority.

154. The comparison of equality is formed by

placing com (or (20), “as” or “ so,” before the adjec

tive, and Le, “as,” after it. (This Le becomes Lelr

before the article, and then causes cclipsis if the noun

be singular.)
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Ha verb occurs in the second portion of the sen

tencefagur (not Le) must be used for the second “as”

in English. CA Seegnn com men te Seumnr, John is

as big as James. Hi punt re com tenom teir an bpeep,

he is not as strong as the man. Tli pun. re com mmt

agar (er) bi re, he is not as good as he was.

155. The comparison of superiority has three de

grees—the positive, the comparative, and the super

lative. The positive is the simple form of the adjec

tive, as ban, Seat. The comparative and superlative

have exactly the same form as the genitive singular

feminine 0f the adjective, as mime, 5119.

156. The comparative degree is always preceded by

some part of the verb 1r, expressed or understood, and

in almost every case is followed by the word nA (or

mud), “than.”

1r SlLe an gplan n6 en genteé,

The sun is brighter than the moon.

An peami cure ml '00 neenbfuitmp ?

Are you better than your brother ?

157. In a comparative sentence the verb 1:4 (or any

other verb) may be used, but even then the verb up

must be used.

Whenever ca (or any other verb) is used in a coni-~
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parative sentence, the comparative must be preceded

by the word nior (i.e., ni or me, a thing, and the verb

1;“) ELS—

"CA An gpiAn nior Site mi An geALAc,

The sun is brighter than the moon.

An bpuii, cu nior peAmw mi '00 neAiiprtAm?

Are you better than your brother ?

158- Whenever the verb cA (or other verb) is in the

past or future tense nior becomes past or future

accordingly, viz., m-o M or m-o our. This is not

always observed.

He remained quieter, o’ ftAn re mo in f‘OCflA;

'0' pm re nior room is sometimes used, but the

former is the more correct.

159. Every superlative sentence in Irish is a relative

sentence. Thus instead of saying “the best man"

we say “the man (who) is best"; for “the tallest

man,” we say “the man (who) is tallest.” The word

“ who” in this case is never translated, for the

obvious reason that there is really no simple relative

pronoun in Irish.

160. If the sentence happens to be in the past or

future “the best man ” will have to be translated as

“the man (who) was best” or “the man (who) will

be best.” In such cases 11‘ or Ar can never be used.

‘OA or one must be used in the past tense, and our

for the future



If the first portion of the sentence contains a verb

in the conditional mood, the conditional of 1p (viz., '00

0A, '00 is often omitted) must be used.

The highest hill in Ireland, An once 11‘ Amber

fl-élflfl‘m.

The biggest man was sitting in the smallest

chair,

‘Oi An peAp in me nA f-m-oe mr An SCACAOtfl be

LugA.

The best man would have the horse,

’00 time An cApAtL A5 A11 bpeAp '00 b’f‘eAflfl

(Lit. The horse would be at the man (who) would be

best.)

Intensifying Particles.

161. The meaning of an adjective can be intensified

by placing any of the following particles before the

positive of the adjective. All these particles cause

aspiration.

An, very; piop (0r pip), very or truly (as truly

good).

Ste, pure (as pure white) ; 110, too, excessively.

rAp, exceedingly; up, very (in a depreciating

sense).

mAiC, good; An-rhmt, very good; piop-rhAit, truly

good; po-puAp, too cold.

rAp te, excessively hot (warm); filfl-if‘iOL, very

low; up-gpAn-OA, Very ugly.
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162. In the spoken language the adjective is some

times intensified by repeating the positive twice, as—

bi re cmn cmn, he was very sick.

ca re cnom cpom, it is very heavy.

LA puuc puuc, a very wet day.

163. Sometimes oe is annexed to the comparative;

it is really the prepositional pronoun “cc, of it.

Hi mime (mearn+oe) ca pm, you are not the

worst of that.

fli mrp'oe bent A5 bflAC 011:: ! It is no harm to be

depending on you.

164- Although the comparative and the superlative

are absolutely alike in form, yet they may be easily

distinguished :—

(1) By the context; the comparative can be used

only when we are speaking of two persons or things,

the superlative is always used for more than two.

(2) By the word n5 (than) which always follows the

comparative, except when oe is used; the superlative

is never followed by either.

165. When comparing adjectives (i.e., giving the

three degrees of comparison), it is usual to use nior

before the comparative, and 1p before the superlative,

as—

POSITIVE. COMPARATIVE. SUPERLATIVE.

bin nior brime 1r bdme

Star nior Stowe 1r SLAIf‘e

Remember that nior and 11‘ change their forms

according to the tense of the verb in the sentence.
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166. Irregular Comparison.

POSITIVE. COMPARATIVE.

hens, little or small LuSA

pron, long pnme, rm

map, big mo

01,0, bad meArA

mmc, good penflp

senpp, short 510mm

WeA$,* fine bpeésa

mm1c, often m10nc¢

ce (CBIC), warm ceo

umm, dry mopmn

wnur(4)} easy {rum

upur urn

10mi1um,dear,beloved 10nrhume or annrn

5411, near (of place) some

7 rmsre
pogur, near {nurse

cpeun, brave, strong {22:13:

SMH'OA, ugly gymnvoe

Amne

Aim, high lmnoe

AO‘lfl‘De

10mm, many m0 or Lm (more numerous)

flenrn and corpse, nearer, sooner, are comparatives

which have no posmve.

N.B.—The superlatives of the above adjectives have

exactly the same forms as the comparatives.

' This word was formerly spelled bpeééim or bpez'xgtn, and these

forms may be used in the plural.
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167.

21,

CARDINALS.

401’)

“no, DA

Cpi

ceatAip, ceitpe

c615

ré

reAcc

oer:

nA01

'oeic

Aon 'oeus

'00 or DA ‘Oeus

Cf“ 'oeus

CGACAIfl 'oeus 01‘

ceitpe oeus

culg 'oeug

ré “oeus

reACc 'oeus

0¢t 'oeus

nAOI 'oeug

pice

Aon 1r (or 411‘) 12108;

Aon A11 fiCi'O

let,

2nd,

3rd,

4th,

5th,

6th,

7th,

8th,

9th,

10th,

11th,

12th,

13th,

14th,

15th,

16th,

17th,

18th,

19th,

20th,

21st,

Numeral Adjectives.

ORDINALS.

ceu'0,* AOHmA‘O

DAM, "ooihAo

CfliOfiiA'D cpeer

ceAtpAiiiAn

cuiseA'o, (>615on

reireA'o, réiim'o

reAccmAb

OéthA‘O

naon'cA'o

'oeACn‘iA'o, nemer

Aonn'm'o 'oeus

'OAflA 'oeug

cpeAr 'oeus, CfliOiiiA’O

'oeug

CBACflAfiiA'l') pens

01313er 'oeus

reirer 'oeug

f‘eACCii’m'O 'OBUS

occmao 'oeus

nAon'iA'O “oeus

pICeA'O

AonrhA'o A'p pici-o

 

' The c of ceuo is usually aspirated after the article.
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37,

CARDINALS.

'00 01‘ 05.11“ pice; '00

or '05 A11 $1010

cpi 1r plée; cpi 4p

f:1¢1'0

'oeu': 1r pee [CffiOCA]

Aon 'oeus 1r pICe

’06 or 'oA 'Oeus 1r p1¢e

reACc 'oeug 1r paée

'05 fnéro [CCACflAfiA]

aon 1;" DA intro

ceatmp or celtpe 11‘

mi ftléi'O

'0e|¢1r\ '06 fném; LGI'C

Cewo [caosa]

aon 'oeus 11‘ mi #1611)

cifi 131Cl'0 [reAf‘SA]

4011 If qfi plén)

'0e1¢ 1r cpi 12161-0

[reACcmogA]

4011 news if cpi pxcl'o

celtpe 1:16:10 [mic

moga]

A01! 11" celtile 1:1C1‘0

"new 1r ce1t11e F|¢r0

[now]

22nd,

23rd,

ORDINALS.

‘OAI'M A]\ f:1¢10

cpion'mf) Afl 13161-0 01'

cpear ap {31010

30th, ‘OGAC‘m/A'O 411 $1610

3151;, aonmm') 'oeus

32nd,

37th,

40th,

415%

44th,

50th,

51s£

60th,

Glsh

70th,

715%

80th,

815%

90th,

A11

1:101’0

“OAflA Dem; 411‘ fcléro

reAécmA'O 'oeug A11

fflCfO

'oA film-0mm

401mm 49 "DA fslém

ceatymrhab 4p '05

151610

'oeaénfiA-O 4p '06 fncro

4011mm?) Deus 4p '05

13101-0

cm paéroeA'O

AOflWIA’O Afl Cf‘i FICI'O

'oemtmaz‘) 4p tgfi pub

aomhwo 'oeus Afl tpi

pICro

ceatpe FICI'OBA'O

4011mm) 4m (:eltpe

121610

UQACIim‘O 4p Celtpe

FICI'O
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CARDINALS. OBDINALS.

91, non oeug 1r CGIt'fle 91st, aonn'w'o oeus A11

picro ¢e1tpe piero

100, cea'0(ceu1)) 100th, cewoe'o

101, AOfl 1r ceu'o 101st, eonn'mo an ceu'o

200, 0A ceu'o 200th, 'oa eeunA'O

300, cni Geno 300th, cni Ceu'omo

400, ce1tpe Ceuo 400th, C61Cfie (terroe'o

800, edit: Sceu'o 800th, oer: Sceu'oa'o

1000, mite 1000th, mil.er

2000, “on mite 2000th, 'oA mil.er

3000, C'fli mite 3000th, cni miLeA'o

4000, ceitpe miLe 4000th, ceit'pe miLeAb

1,000,000, mauun 1,000,000th, mlLLtfiflA'O

Notes on the Numerals.

168. There is another very idiomatic way of express

ing the numbers above twenty-one, viz., by placing the

word paceA'o alone afterthe first numeralz—ne1c pecan,

BO : 130840 is really the genitive of woe, so that the

literal meaning of 081C poem) is ten of twenty; 'oeic

scapula. preeao, 30 horses; ream: mtm FICGA'O, 27

cows.

169. Whenever any numeral less than twenty is

used by itself (i.e., not followed immediately by a

noun), the particle 4" must be used before it. This .\

prefixes 11- to vowels z—a h-eon, one; a '00, two ;

A h-occ, eight.

CA re A cents-1p A ctog, it is four o’clock.

CA re Leatamm n'i‘nr .\ “0(‘>,iiiihalf pas_t_two.

' In Ulster and Munster the article an is used instead of this a.
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. 170. Very frequently in modern times the particle

4r (=ASU1‘) is used instead of 11‘ in numbers. or in

numbers is pronounced iss.

171. A ‘00 and A ceatmp can be used only in the

absence of nouns. If the nouns be expressed imme

diately after “ two” and “four,” 04‘ and ceitpe- must

be used.

172. Aon, one, when used with a noun almost

always takes the word minim after the noun; as, non

reap Amem, one man. Aon by itself usually means

“any;” as, eon freer, any man; non iii, any day.

Sometimes son is omitted and minim only is used, as

LA amem, one day.

173. Under the heading “Ordinals” two forms will

be found for nearly all the smaller numbers. The

forms given first are the ones generally used. As the

secondary forms are often met with in books, they are

given for the sake of reference. Cérro, first, is used

by itself, but sonon is used in compound numbers,

such as 21st, 31st, &0.

First, as an adverb, is an o-cfir or A11 o-cmr, never,

eeuo.

174. The '0 0f '05, two is always aspirated except

after a word ending in one of the letters, 0, n, c, L, r,

or after the possessive adjective A, her.

The words for 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, given in

brackets, are the old words for these numbers; they

are not used now, and are given simply for reference.

il l v Ill
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175. Fine, ceuo, and miLe, together with the old

words for 30, 40, 50, &c., are really nouns" and can

be declined.

Nom. rise gen. piceao dat. plea-o pl. pici'o

,, ceu'o ,, Cél'O ,, ceuo ,, CGU'OCA

,, mite ,, miLe ,, mite ,, miLce

The other words are 5th declension, and form their

genitive by adding 0.

176. mite, a thousand, or a mile, and own, a

hundred never change their forms after a numeral;

nA01 mite, 9,000, or 9 miles.

The Personal Numerals.

177. The following numeral nouns are used only

of persons. All, with the exception of oir and bémc,

are compounds of the word peas, a man (the p of

which has disappeared owing to aspiration), and the

numeral adjectives.

AOY‘IAfl‘l’ (AOI‘I—ffeAfl) one person 1

[Dip (oiAr)] a pair, a couple

‘ oemc twopersons,acoupleI

cpnip (or Cjnan) (cm-reap) three persons

ceAtiji (ceAtAip-peap) four persons

CfiiSOAfl five persons

reireap six persons

 

" See Syntax, par. 511 and 512.

1- Used in the idiomatic expression for “alone.” Sec par. 651.

; LAnm'nA, a married couple.
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m0 -'e1 enF r r 11} seven persons

reACCAfl

oocap eight persons

neonbefl or nonmn nine persons

'oeionenbnp ten persons

'oApeug ("on-peep-Oeug) twelve persons

N.B.-The singular form of the article is used be

fore these numerals; as an cfnseep peep, the five

men.

The Possessive Adjectives.

178. The term “possessive pronouns” has been

incorrectly applied by many grammarians to the

“possessive adjectives." A pronoun is a word that

can stand for a noun and be separated from the noun,

as the words “mine” and “his” in the sentences,

“ This book is mine," “ This cap is his.” If I wish

to say in Irish, “ Did you see his father and mine?”

I say, “An bpecmr A stem ASUT‘ m’ ACAifl” (not

ASHI“ mo). The possessive adjectives in Irish can

never stand alone; hence they are not pronouns.

179. The possessive adjectives are as follows :~—

SINGULAR. PLUBAL.

mo, my 611, our

'00, thy bup (01' bop), your

4, his or her A, their

180. A, his; A, her; and A, their, are very easily

distinguished by their initial changes in the following

word.
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181. The 0 of mo and no is elided whenever they

are followed by a word beginning with a vowel or p,

as m’ pumneos, my window; '0’ sum, thy father.

182. Before a vowel '00, thy, is very often written I:

or c, as '0’ 411mm, c’ ACAIfl, t’ 4154111, thy father; even

h-otmp is sometimes wrongly written.

183. The possessive adjectives may take an emphatic

increase, but this emphatic particle always follows the

noun, and is usually joined to it by a hyphen; and

should the noun be followed by one or more adjectives

which qualify it, the emphatic particle is attached to

the last qualifying adjective.

The Emphatic Particles.

184. The emphatic particles can be used with (1)

the possessive adjectives, (2) the personal pronouns,

(3) the propositional pronouns, and (4) the synthetic

forms of the verbs. Excepting the first person plural

all the particles have two forms. When the word to

which they are attached ends in a broad vowel or

consonant use the broad particles, otherwise employ

the slender.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

“re, -re -ne

'T‘A, 'T‘6 “(‘4’ '1“?

Masc., Tan, wean

(Phat-l

' Fem., -re, -r1 “Mn’ we“
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Examples.

mo CBAC-T‘A, my house; a teac-ran, his house; an

oceaC-ne, our house: m1re, myself; T‘GII‘BAI‘I, himself;

ace-ran, at themseIVes; bumUm-re, I strike.

185. The word pem may also be used (generally as

a distinct word) to mark emphasis, either by itself or

in conjunction with the emphatic particles: as

m0 teac rem, my own house

mo teac-ra rem, even my house

mo teac bpeag men-re, my fine large house

mo teac rem and mo teac-ra may both mean “my

house,” but the latter is used when we wish to dis

tinguish our own property from that of another per

son; as, your house and mine, no tone-re agar mo

CeAC-T‘A.

186. The possessive adjectives are frequently com

pounded with the following prepositions :—

1, m (ann), in; Le, with; '00, to; o, from; and re,

under.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

1, m or arm, in.

1m, am ’mo, in my nap, 1mm, 1 n-Ap, in our

1'0, .10, "00, in thy, in your nbup, 1 norm, in your

’na, 1 11-a, mm, in his, in her 1m, 1 n-e, mm, in their

In the third person singular and plural 1ona, ionne, arms are also

found written.
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187. Le, with.

Lem, Le mo,‘ with my Le 11-511, with our

Leo, Le '00,‘ with thy or your, Le nbup, with your

Le n-A, with his or her Le n-A, with their

188. '00, to.

'oom’, '00 mo,‘ to my our, to our

~ooo’, -oo '00,‘ to thy or your '00 bus, mi bun, to your

'06, to his or her 0A, to their

189. o, from.

0m, 0 me,“ from my 0 n-Ap, from our

00, o '00,‘ from thy or your e nbuqi, from your

e n-A, from his or her 0 n-A, from their

190. FA or 3:0, under.

prim, po'm, under my ' FA n-Ap, 1:0 n-Ap, under

our

pAo, 1:0'0, under thy, your FA nbuii, p0 nbup,

under your

pi me, 120 n-A, under his, her 12A n-A, p0 n-A, under

their

191. The following compounds are frequently used

with verbal nouns :—

45, at.

ASOM, AS mo,’ at my 'SAp, $511, A5 A9, at our

4500, A5 '00,“ at thy, your A5 pup, at you _'

ASA, ’SA, 35, at his, her ASA, ’SA, or $3, at their

 

' The forms marked with an asterisk are used in the North.
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192. When “ you” and “ your” refer to one person,

the singular words to and '00 are used in Irish,

'o’ntmp, your father (when speaking to one person),

bun n-Atmp, your father (when speaking to more than

one.)

193. Those of the above combinations which are

alike in form are distinguished by the initial effect

they cause in the following word ; as, o n-e 1513, from

his house; 0 11-41 :13, from her house; 6 fl-A pug, from

their house.

194. The above combinations may take the same

emphatic increase as the uncompound possessive

adjectives; cm 1515 pém, from my own house; om C15

opeag men-re, from my fine large house.

Demonstrative Adjectives.

195. The demonstrative adjectives are re) this;

rm,f that; and so, that or yonder.

$0 is frequently written reo when the vowel or

consonant preceding it is slender.

These words come after the nouns they qualify,

and should the noun be followed by any qualifying

adjectives, r0, pm or no comes after the last quali

fying adjective.

It is not enough to say {3841‘ r0 or been pm for

“this man” or “that woman." The noun must

 

' Also re, fee, or re. T Also rom, rem or ran
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always be preceded by the article. “This man" is

an FGAfl r0; “these men,” TIA rm reo; an been re, this

woman; an been pm, that woman.

196. The word fro is used when a person or thing

is connected in some way with the person to whom

you speak or write ; an reap on, that man (whom you

have seen or heard of) ; an crime on, that particular

night which you remember; or in pointing out an

object at some distance, as——

.on bpcwecnn to an him on? Do you see that

boat?

Also with the vocative case, as—

A ctoigmn up tau. .1ch San ceangm'o.

Thou skull over there that art without tongue.

Indefinite Adjectives.

197. The chief indefinite adjectives are—non, any;

élsili, some, certain; Elbe, other; Lute (after the noun),

all, whole; and the phrase as bit, any at all.

e.g., con Lanny day; aon capatt, any horse; an

tip cite, the whole country; name élSm, a certain per

son; An reap 811.8, the other man. on brace cu an

Leabctu n-An: on me? Did you see the book anywhere?

‘r‘li 15ml. mpgervo 4p but usem, Ihave no money at all

198. The following words are nouns, and are fol
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lowed by a genitive or tie with the dative. As they

are employed to translate English indefinite adjec

tives, we give them here :—

mopAn, much 13me moMn piona ASAC,

Have you much wine?

(an)1ome-o, a great deal, 411 1omA'o 41111511), 2. great

a great many deal of money

beasen, little beaslm Apem, a little bread

(an) 1omapce, too much an 10mApca mrge, too much

water

an-Cum, rather much Afl—CUI‘O memnn, rather

much salt

nosem, Cd mo 'ootam Afldfl‘l Asem,

}en0ugh, sufficient

M16, 1 have suilicient bread

omen-o (agar), as much an omeA'o rm om, so much

(as), so much (as) } gold

cmLLeMb, more cumer swim, more bread

neapc, plenty, abundance neapc Mpgm, plenty of

_ money

cum, flomn or pomnc, cum, 11mm or 110mm: 0111,

a share, some some gold

A Len, many, numerous CA' A 1.611 peep mbnedg 1

11-611mm. There are many

fine men in Ireland

199. Translation of the word “Some.”

(a) As has been said, cum, pomn or 110mm: is used

to translate the word “ some,” but there are other

words used, as bfmon, a drop, used for liquids; oopnen
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or 'oomnin, a fistfull, used for hay, straw, corn, pota

toes, &c.; Simmin, a grain, used for meal, ,flour,

tea, &c.; pinginn, a penny, used for money. All,

these words take a genitive.

(b) “Some of” followed by a noun is translated

by euro be followed by a dative case.

(0) “Some of” followed by a singular pronoun is

translated by cum be; when followed by a plural

pronoun, by euro A5.

C6. DleOfl bAinne ASAm, I have some milk

CA gimmin riucpA Aise, He has some sugar

Cum 0e nA peApAm, Some of the men

'CA CLH'O oe rm oLc, Some of that is bad

CA cum ACA r0 oLc, . 'Some of these are bad

Translation of “Any.”

200. (a) When “any” is used in connection with

objects that are usually counted it is translated by

Aon with a singular noun; as A011 ream, any man;

UFUIL Aon eApALL ASAC? or ‘0me c.\pAiLL Afl bit ASAc?

Have you any horses?

The following phrases followed by a genitive case

are used for “any” with objects that are not counted:

Aon greim, for bread, butter, meat, &c.: Aon ’060|\,

for liquids; Aon gliAmin, for tea, sugar, &0. ; ‘0me Aon

gpeim peoLA Aise? Has he any meat?

(1)) 5‘ Any of” followed by a noun is translated by

Aon 'ouine 0e, for persons; Aon Comm oe, for any

kind of countable objects; non glieim 'oe, dc, as
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above. An oraca co non "oume oe rm peanut)? Did

you see any of the men? &c.

(c) “ Any of ” followed by a plural pronoun is

translated by the phrases given in (b), but the pre

position A5 is used instead of Be; as—

fli pun. son oemm A04 mnpm. There is not any

of them there.

Hi we con ’oume Agmnn mmpo Cemm. Not one

of us was here before.

Distributive Adjectives.

201. 54¢, each, every, as 54¢ LA, every day: rate

(before the noun), every ; the definite article, or see,

must be used with one; as an ode peep, every man.

Di SAC mte eemm 40a cmn. Every one of them was

sick.

Distinguish 4n lute tin, every country, and an cip

rate, the whole country.

N.B.—111Le aspirates its noun.

202. The Interrogative Adjectives.

ea or cm, what, as cm mean, what amount?

i.e., how much or how many? ’

CA h-iuc, what place? on h-Amm ace 0pc? What

is your name? ca h-ump, what hour? when?

In English we say “ what a man,” “what a start,”

&c., but in Irish we say “what the man,” “ what the

start,” as came A11 gen: '00 bumpea‘o re mp0! “That

a fright he would give her! (lit. he would take out of her).
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OH A P T E R I V.

The Pronoun.

203. In Irish there are nine classes of Pron0unsz—

Personal, Reflexive, Prepositional, Relative, Demon

strative, Indefinite, Distributive, Interrogative, end

Reciprocal pronouns. There are no Possessive pro

nouns in Irish.

204. Personal Pronouns.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1st pers. me, I pm, we

2nd pers. cs, thou me, you

re, he

3rd pers. {fi’ she rm'o, they

Each of the above may take an emphatic increase,

equivalent to the English suffix self.

205.

Emphetic Forms of the Personal Pronouns.

1st pers. m1re, myself rmne, ourselves

2nd pers. curs, thyself were, yourselves

h' r 1f3rd pers. {relre‘m’ unqe rum-rim, themselves

We, herself

206. The word pém is added to the personal pro

nouns to form the reflexive pronouns; as '00 bumteef'

me rem, I struck myself.
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The reflexive pronouns are as follows :—

BINGULAB. PLUBAL.

me rem, myself rmn rem, ourselves

cu rem, thyself rm rem, yourselves

e pém, himself

th 1 si rem, herself “'0 Fem, emse vs

207. The above are also used as emphatic pronouns;

as, Cunbamap A bade, me rem agar é rem. Both he

and I went home.

208. The Personal Pronouns have no declension.

It has already been shown that mo, -00, 4, etc.,

which are usually given as the genitive cases of the

personal pronouns, are not pronouns, but adjectives;

because they can never be used without a noun.

The compounds of the pronouns with the preposi

tion '00 (to) are usually given as the dative cases of

the personal pronouns; but 45am, agar, etc., or the

compounds with any of the other propositions in

par. 216, are just as much the datives of the personal

pronouns as “com, 01111;, &c. Hence the Irish personal

pronouns have no declension. '

209. The Personal Pronouns have however two

forms:—The conjunctive and the disjunctive. The

conjunctive forms are used only immediately after a

verb as its subject; in all other positions the dis

junctive forms must be used. The disjunctive forms

are also used after the verb 1p and the passive voice.
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The reason why these forms follow 11' is that the word

immediately after 11‘ is predicate,* not subject; and it

has just been stated that the conjunctive forms can

be used only in immediate connection with a verb as

its subject. The subject of the passive voice in Irish

is regarded as accusetive case.

Conjunctive Pronouns.

210. me, via, ré, r1, rmn, rib, rum.

Disjunctive Pronouns.

211. cu mn ~16mé, _' 6, i, r ’ l ’ we,

Cu, mn, It),

In mé, t6, t6, the vowel is often shortened in Munster, when there

is no stress or emphasis. It is shortened in mé, ré, 6, run) and mo

in Ulster, when there is no stress.

212. The disjunctive pronouns can be nominativcs to

verbs, but then they will be separated from the verbs:

or they may be used in immediate connection with a.

verb as its object. ‘

He is a men, 1r peep e (nominative).

He was the king, nob’e 4n pi e (both nominetives).

This is smaller than that, 1r Luge e reo mi e rid-o

(both nominatives).

I did not strike him, niop bumteer é (accusative).

 

' This statement will be explained later on. See par 589.
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The Neuter Pronoun eA'o.

213. The pronoun eat) is most frequently used in

replying to a question asked with any part of the verb

1r followed by an indefinite predicatef flee oneag on

to e? 1r eye 50 'oemhm. Isn’t it a fine day? It is

indeed. on Sacranec e? iii n-ea'o. Is he an

Englishman ? He is not.

This pronoun corresponds very much with the “ unchangeable ls "

in French: as, Etes-vous sage? Oui, je le suis.

Whenever 1p in the question is followed by a pronoun,

ee'o cannot be used in the reply. An e Copmac

an pi? “i h-é. Is Cormac the king? He is not.

1r ear) is usually contracted to ’reA'o (shah).

214. The phrase 11* GA'O (’reao) is often used to refer

to a clause going before; as, 15Cetm11 na mnpc, 1;

can, co-omt me Aflém. InWeStport, it was, that I slept

last night. fluam 11* me an cnyl-oéem (AHACAIH), if

can, 1r some an cabmp. When the distress is greatest,

then it is that help is nearest.

215. In Munster when the predicate is an indefinite

noun it is usual to turn the whole sentence into an

esp-phrase; as—It is a fine day. LA bpeeg, 'r‘eA’O e.

He is a priest. Sasa'pc, ’rea-o e. He was a slave.

’Oeop, '00‘0 'ee'o e. Elsewhere these sentences would

be, 11‘ La oneag e; 11* regent: e; be neon é.

 

' For “ indefinite predicate “ refer to par. 586.
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Propositional Pronouns

or

Pronominal Prepositions.

216. Fifteen of the simple. prepositions combine

with the disjunctive forms of the personal pronouns ;

and to these combinations is given the name of Pre

positionsl Pronouns or Pronominal Prepositions.

All these compounds are very important. As five

or six of them occur mest frequently these will be

given first, and the remainder, if so desired, may be

left until the second reading of the book. The im

portant combinations are those of the prepositions,

45, at; 41‘, on; '00, to; Le, with; o, from; and cum,

towards.

All the combinations may take an emphatic suffix.

One example will be given.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

217. 45, at or with.

1st pers. 454m, at me ASAmn, at us

ASA'C,

2 .nd pers LS“), at thee A5410, at you

Also, at him
3rd pers. ACA, at them

men, at her

218. The combinations of egwith the emphatic

suffixes.

1st pers. AsAmf‘e, at myself ASAlnfle, at ourselves

2nd pere. ASACI‘A, at thyself eseibfe, at yourselves

A15e|*e.in,at himself
at themselvesmean, at herself ACArAn’8rd pers. {
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SINGULAB. PLURAL.

219. 411, on.

1st pers. 0pm, on me opmnn, on us

2nd pers. 0pc, on thee open), on you

mp on him
'1 ' ~s. ’ taoro on them3“ Pel tuna“ 0r u1|1t1,0nher 011 pm,

220. '00, to.

loom)“ _

1le pers. to me _ mum, to us

l'oa ,

2nd pers. '0u1c, to thee 'oaou), pit), to you

no to him

3 'd ‘ .1 P615 {01’ to her "0016, to them

The initial '0 of these combinations and also those of 0e are usually

aspirated except after a word ending in one of the letters 0, n, c, L, r

221. Le, with.

Mom, with me mm, with us

LGAC, with thee

Len", with him Lm, Wlth you

Lé1, , _

} With her Leo, W1th them
Léitl,

222. 0, or ua,’r from.

11mm, from me umnn, from us

11am, ,, thee 1141b, ,, you

 

uan ” him nets them

ualtl ,, her ’ ”

' '0.\1i1(::-oom)is the literary and also the Ulster usage. The

emphatic form is 00mm, never'bomrn, except in Connaught.

1' 11a is never used as a simple proposition.

3 mo and uaioe (= M115) are also both literary and spoken forms.
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BINGULAB. PLURAL.

228. Cum, towards.

eugamfi' towards me cugmnn, towards us

éusac

’ thee (in mt) ou¢USAD,} n l S v n y

(Bulge, ,, hlm

‘ th meuic1, ,, her cuca’ ” e

224. flOlfh, before.

perham, before me {\Orhaum, before us

110mm: _

Naming} ,, thee 110mm), ,, you

flom‘ie, ,, him

“mmm’ ” her nempa, ,, them

226. er, out.

spam, out of me AI‘A‘H‘II‘I, out of us

Af‘AC

drug} ,, thee cram, ,, you

Ar! ’2

41rc1, ,, v her “CA ” em

226. 1, m (or mm) m.

ionnnm, in me iomwmn, in us

 

1onn4c, ,, thee ionnmb ,, you

nnn, ,, him

ionnca, ,, them
mnc1, ,, her

227. '0e, on”, from.

'oiom, off or from me oinn, off or from us

'oioc, ,, thee nib, ,, you

be, ,, him _

mob, ,, them
'01, ,, her

“The 5 in these combinations is aspirated in Munster, except in

huge.
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SINGULAB. PLURAL.

228. pa, p.101, under.

yum, under me pumn, under us ‘

puc, ,, thee pint), ,, you

401 him
p_ ’ ” pots, ,, them

pmti, ,, her

229. row, between.

en'opnm, between me en'opcmn, between us

eA-opec, - ,, thee econ/no, ,, you

row 6, ,, him en'opo,
_ ,, them

rem 1, ,, her (oreacomm), j

230. ten, over or beyond.

tepm or town, over me tnpcmn or tonemn, over us

CAN; or topc, ,, thee taped) ,, topmb, ,, you

terror, ,, him

temp! or tampon, ,, her tam“ ” tomca' "tth

231. cpé, through.

Cniom, through me Cninn, through us

Cnioc, ,, thee cnib, ,, you

cpio, ,, him
CmC], " her } quota, ,, them

The c of those combinations is often aspirated.

232. um, about.

umem, about me ummnn, about us

umsc, ,, thee ammo, ,, you

mme him

’ ” umpe, ,, them

ulmpi, ,, her
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The Relative Pronoun.

233. In Old Irish there was a relative particle used after preposi

tions, and also a compound relative, but no simple relative in the

nominative and accusative cases. The modern relative, in these

cases, has arisen from a mistaken idea about certain particles. Before

the imperfect, the past, and conditional the particle '00 should,

strictly speaking, be used. Certain irregular but often used verbs

had also an unaccented first syllable, as “A, oo-beaynm, 'oo-éim, (to.

These particles and syllables being unaocented were generally dropped

at the beginning, but retained in the body, of a sentence, where the

relative naturally occurs. Hence they were erroneously regarded as

relative pronouns, from analogy with other languages,

In Modern Irish the relative particle may or may not be used in

the nominative and aocusative cases.

Although this is the origin of the modern relative nevertheless it is

used as a real relative in modern Irish. Whether we call this a a

relative particle or a relative pronoun is a mere matter of choice.

We prefer the first name.

234. There is a relative frequently met with in authors, viz.~—noc,

meaning who, which or that. This relative is not used in modern

spoken Irish, in fact it seems never to have been used in the spoken

language. We do not give it in the list of relatives.

235. In modern Irish there are two simple relatives,

viz., the relative particle A, which signifies who, which,

or that; and the negative relative me, which signifies

"who. . .not, which. . .not, that. . .not. '

Do not confound the relative pronoun nee with the

conjunction nae, which means that (a conj.)...not.

236. The relative particle A, expressed or under

stood, causos aspiration; nae causes eclipsis.

237. There are also the compound relatives cme or
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Slbé (also written ’pé), whoever, whosoever, whatever;

and A (causing eclipsis), what, that which, all ‘that.

To these we may add the two nouns, A11 cé (A), he

who, or the person who; and nA vome (A), they

who, or the people who.

Examples of the relative pronouns.

An peAp A buA1L1m. The man whom I stiike.

An peAp bur (beioeAr) A5 obA1p. The man who

will be at work.

An peAp nAe mbem A5 obAlp. The man who will

not be at work.

An cé A moLAr me. He who praises me.

An cé A n'noLA1m. He whom I praise.

An buA¢A1LL A ouA1LpeAp e. The boy who will strike

him.

flA '0Aome A buAibplo re. The people whom he will

strike. '

An :6 rue bruit LAmIp ni putiup o0 bent 5L1c. The

person who is_n0t strong it is necessary for him

to be cunning.

An cip 1 n-A ocAmns rle. The country into which

they came.

1p mmic oAmeAp "oume put: A buAineAp é tém. ’Tis

often a person cuts a rod which will beat himself.

A 131211“, 0 Copcrug 50 SAILLfl‘h- All that is from

Cork t0 Galway.

Cmé empeAr pomhe é poo '00 ’OOUI'IATh- Whoever

proposes to do this.
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Demonstrative Pronouns.

288. The demonstrative pronouns are p0 0r reo,

this; pm, that; and rim, that (yonder). These words

are used with reference to some indefinite object, as—

Dubmpc pé pm. He said that.

1r piop pm. That’s true.

239. When we are referring to a definite object,
these pronouns take the forms e reo, ipe0,1.\'o po, I

6 pm, i pm, we pm, &c.; but in Ulster 1‘0 and pm are

frequently used for a definite object. When the

English words “this” and “that” are equivalent to

“this one” and “that one," e peo (or e p0), e pm,

&c., &c., are used everywhere.

1t 6 pee Asap pas é rm, Eat this and leave that.

C05 e pm, Lift that.

1p 6 peo an pi, This is the king,

11‘ 1 pm Dpngro, That’s Brigid.

Cm h-uvo p0? Who are these?

An e pa'o Comsp? Is that (person yonder)

Thomas?

m h-e; if e rim e, No, that’s he.

The above forms are perfectly regular. They are

usually shortened, especially in conversation. For

instance, 1p é pun e (That’s he) is usually contracted

to pan e. ’
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Similarly, by contraction we have in the Ulster

Dialect—

So an reap, That is the man; or, Here's the man.

Sm an been, That's the woman; or, There’s the

woman.

Sfro an Am, Yonder is the place.

So m1re, Here I am.

The phrase So nun: e, means, Here it is for you.

So ouu: 'oo Leanne, Here is your book

for you.

In all the above phrases r0 is frequently pronounced shit ; hence it

is often spelled fee, to make the spelling agree with the pronuncia

tion.

240. Sim-o, yonder, qualifies a. pronoun; whilst fro

qualifies a noun: as, an peep on, yonder man; a peep

ran, yonder woman’s husband.

Indefinite Pronouns.

241. The principal indefinite pronouns are—

cac (gen. 0516:), all, everybody, everyone else.

one, all.

nomnenc (aom’ne), anybody.

The following are nouns, but they are used to trans

late English indefinitc pronouns, hence we give them

here :—

nume an mt, anyone at all.

cm'o...cum 611.9, some...others

bomb-An, a few.
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An 'ocAm15 aomnesc unnro? Did anyone come

here?

“ C14 13-6 '00 we 4n mucpm'o P” 411 cm. “Who is

he who drowned the youths ?” said all.

CA men-0 ut‘mtt Am ASAC ? CA bees/3n Asem. How

many apples have you? I have a few.

flute now. To them all.

’Oo-gei'omi'o mte on blip. We all die.

'00 Cue-0411 ro_ mLe pesos Arh an. 1‘5451L8. All these

went past like a shadow.

Distributive Pronouns.

242. The distributive pronouns arm—54¢, each;

540 wte, every; 54¢ Aon, each one, everyone;

cesécep, either.

hi pun ceuocap ACA ASATT‘I, I have not either of

them.

Dion A fuor 45 54c non. Let each one know.

Om bionn (bi) pioc ’Oe telr (pip) SAC h-AOI‘I CmLLeAr A

penéc. For the anger of God is on each one who

violates His law.

N.B.-—The tendency in present-day usage is to em

ploy distributive adjectives followed by appropriate

nouns rather than distributive pronounsg e.g. Every

one went home. ’00 cum-o 54¢ mLe “0111118 4 Dane.
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Interrogative Pronouns.

2&8. The chief interrogative pronouns are :—cm or

cé, who, which; we, cpeuo, or 0431136, what; us. or

ceup'o (c1A pu'o), what; c1A Lear, whose; CIA 4cA

(ciocA), which of them.

C1A pmne é pm? Who did that?

CA'o AcA ASAC? What have you?

CA'o 6 pm AsAc? What is that you have?

CA‘I'Oé ACA 0pc? }What ails you?

CA'o cA 0pc?

01A AcA up peApp?

}Which of them is the better?

C1ocA 1p peApp?

C1A An peAp? Which or what man?

CtA nA 121p ? Which men ?

CIA An time? What price ‘2

cAroe An 11110 e pm? What is that?

01A Lew An LeAbAp? Whose is the book?

2“. Notice in the last sentence the peculiar position

of the words. The interrogative pronoun always

comes first in an Irish sentence, even when it is

governed by a. preposition in English. In Irish we

do not say "With whom (is) the book?” but “Who

with him (is) the book?”
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Further examples of the same construction :—

CIA tear e r0? Whose is this?

Cpeu'o put up é|p1§esoapP Why did they rise?

ASengAm, 'ouoc'pnro ca 50 John, will you come

SAILLtrh? CA‘O curse? to Galway? What

for?

C14 Leap bruit cu copmmt? Wham are you like?

We may also say, Cm ‘0me cu coprhmt. Leip?

Notice that the adjective copr’nmt, like, takes Le, with ; not no, to.

p 245. N.B.—The interrogative pronouns are always

nominative case in an Irish sentence. In such a

sentence as, Cm bumtesoap? Whom did they strike?

cm is nominative case to 1p understood, whilst the

Suppressed relative is the object of bumtesnap. In

em Leip, can CUISB, &c., Leap and CUISG are preposi

tional pronouns, not simple propositions.

Reciprocal Pronoun.

246. The reciprocal pronoun in Irish is 4 cede,“

meaning each other, one another. ('1qu From a

LAn'm 1 LArhmb a ceite, Finn put their hands in the

hands of one another. ’00 rssp Orssp asap Ump

muro Le fl-A CélLe. Oscar and Diarmuid separated

from each other (lit. “separated with each other”).

Uumten'osp n cede. They struck each other.

 

'Literally, his fellow.
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Phrases containing the Reciprocal Pronoun.

0 ¢é1Le,‘ from each other, separated or asunder.

Le ceiLe,’r together.

mm A CéILe, like each other, alike.

Cfli fl-A Céite,

cpe fi-A CétLe,

0111er Le CélLe, each as much as the other.

1 1101410 A cene, one after the other, in succession.

Al" Sec paw: 1 fl-A CélLe, out of one desert into another. _

confused, without any order.

GHAPTEP V.

THE YERB.

Conjugations.

257. In Irish there are two oonjugations of regular

Yerbs. They are distinguished by the formation of

the future stein. All verbs of the first conjugation

form the first person singular of the future simple in

4:410 or -peno, whilst verbs of the second conjugation

form the same part in -oc.m or @0640.

 

' 0' ééiLe, : 6 71-11 éé1te.

'I'Le ééiLe, : Le n-A (Eéite. This last form is often used and

explains the aspiration in Le éénLe
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Forms of Conjugation.

248. Every Irish verb, with the single exception of

1p, has three forms of conjugation z—The Synthetic,

the Analytic, and the Indefinite.

249. The synthetic, or pronominal form, is thatin

which the persons are expressed by means of termina

tions or inflections. All the persons, singular and

plural, with the single exception of the third person

singular, have synthetic forms in practically every

tense. The third person singular can never have its

nominative contained in the verb-ending or termina

tion.

The following example is the present tense synthetic

form of the verb mot, praise :—

SINGULAB. PLUBAL.

motmm, I praise. metamaom, we praise.

motmp, thou praisest. motcam, you praise.

mownn re, he praises. motmo, they praise.

250. In the analytic form of conjugation the per

sons are not expressed by inflection; the form of the

verb remains the same throughout the tense and the

persons are expressed by the pronouns placed after

the verb. The form of the verb in the third person

singular of the above example is the form the verb

has in the analytic form of the present tense.

The analytic form in every tense has identically the

same form as the third person singular of that tense.

N.B.--The analytic form is generally employed in

asking questions.
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The following is the analytic form of the present

tense of mot:—

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

moLAlm, I praise. motAnn pmn, we praise.

moLAnn cc, thou praisest. moLAnn no, you praise.

motAnn re, he praises. motAnn plA-o, they praise

The analytic form is used in all the tenses, but in

some of the tenses it is rarely, if ever, found in some

of the persons: for instance, it is not found in the

first person singular above. As the analytic form

presents no difficulty, it will not be given in the

regular table of conjugations.

251. We are indebted to the Rev. Peter O’Leary,

P.P., for the following explanation of the Indefinite

Form of conjugation :—

“ This third form—the Indefinite—has every one of

the moods and tenses, but in each tense it has only -

one person, and that person is only implied. It is

really a personality, but it is not a specific personality.

It is only a general, undefined personality.

“This third form of an Irish verb has some very

unique powers. . . . I shall illustrate one. An Eng

lish verb cannot of itself make complete sense alone;

this form of an Irish verb can. For instance,

‘Uumttesp’ is a complete sentence. It means,

' A leading" is being administered,’ or, ‘ Somebody is

striking.” Irish grammarians have imagined that this
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form of the verb is passive voice. No, it is not passive

voice, for it has a passive of its own; and, again, all

intransitive verbs (even the verb CA) possesses this

form of conjugation. The nearest equivalents in sense

and use to this Irish form are the German ‘mann’

and the French ‘on’ with the third person singular

of the verb."—Gaelic Journal.

The usual translation of the French phrase “on

dit” is, “It is said.” “Is said” is certainly passive

voice in English, but it does not follow that “ dit” is

passive voice in French. The same remark holds

with regard to the Irish phrase “bumtcecp an scoop,“

which is usually translated, “The dog is struck.”

Dumtcenp is not passive voice; it is active voice, incle

finltcform, and sump is its object in the acc'usativc

case. The literal translation of the phrase is, “ Some

body strikes the dog.” The passive voice of oumLcecp,

someone strikes, is cAtap bunltce, someone is struck.

N.B.——The passive or indefinite form is usually

neither aspirated nor eclipsed.

252. The preceding paragraphs have dealt rather

fully with the “indefinite form,” and we deem it

advisable to add a few modifying remarks. The in.

definite form of the verb had certainly two usages in

Old Irish. The indefinite usage was as common as at

present, but it had also the force and usage of a

true passive, not merely as indefinite, for the agent was
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expressed with the preposition 00 or LA; and this

passive force and usage has continued in full vigour

in literature down to modern times. This passive

usage which has held its ground through Old, Middle,

and Modern Irish certainly justifies the existence of

a passive voice.

The Indefinite Form can then have a. real passiVe

force and usage in Modern Irish. As the passive voice

and the indefinite form actiVe voice have the same

form, and moreover have only one inflection for each

tense, we shall give this form immediately after the

various tenses in the tables of conjugations.

MOODS AND TENSE S.

263. Verbs have three moods, the Imperative, the

Indicative, and the Subjunotive.

Some grammars add a fourth mood, the Conditional;

and some omit the Subjunctive. The Conditional

form, however, is always either Indicative or Subjunc

tive in meaning, and is here classed as a tense under

the Indicative Mood.

The Imperative has only one tense, the Present.

Its use corresponds to that of the Imperatii'e in

English.

The Indicative Mood has five tenses, the Present,

the Imperfect, the Past, the Future, and the Condi

tional.
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The Present Tense corresponds to the English

Present, and like it usually denotes habitual action.

The so-called Consuetudinlal or Habitual Present—i.e., the third

person singular ending in -ann—in no way difiers from the other parts

of the Present in regard to time. The verb bi, however, has a dis

tinct Present, bim, denoting habitual action. In English the Present

—e.g., I write—generally denotes habitual action. Present action il

usually signified by a compound tense, I am writing. So in Irish the

Present, rspiobmm, denotes habitual action, and present action is

denoted by the compound tense, slum as rsfiioba-o. However, as in

English, the Present Tense of certain verbs, especially those relating

to the senses or the mind, denote present as well as habitual action—

e.g., cLumum, I hear; cpemim, I believe.

The Imperfect Tense is also called the Habitual 0r

Consuetud'lnal Past. It denotes habitual action in

past time; as, no rgpioulimn, I used to write.

The Past Tense is also called the Perfect and the

P'reterite. It corresponds to the Past Tense in Eng_

lish; as, no rspiober, I wrote.

Continuous action in past time is denoted by a compound tense, as

in English—e.g., 'oo bier as rspiobe-o, I was writing.

The Future Tense corresponds to the Future in

English: as rgpio‘ore'o, I shall write.

The Conditional corresponds to the Compound

Tense with “should” or “would” in English: as

'00 rspiobpe, thou wouldst write.

The Conditional is also called the Secondary

Future, because it denotes a future act regarded in

the past: as, Aoubmpc re 50 rspiobpab re. He said

that he would write.
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In the Subjunctire Mood there are only two Tenses,

the Present and the Past. This mood is used princi

pally to express a wish, and also after certain con

junctions. See par. 550, &c.

Active Yoice, Ordinary Form.

254. Each Tense has the following forms:—

1. The action is merely stated, as—

DuA1LeAnn SeAgrin An ctsp,

John strikes the table.

2. The action is represented as in progress, as—

CA SeA$An Ag buALAo An Chirp,

John is striking the table.

3. The action as represented as about to happen»—

CA SeAgén {i212} An ¢LA1p 'oo biiAtA'o,

John is about (is going) to strike the table.

4. The action is represented as completed, as—

"CA Sesgén 'o’eip An cmlp no buALA'o,

John has just struck the table.

Active Yoice, Indefinite Form.

255. Each Tense has the following forms, corre

sponding exactly to those given in the preceding

paragraph.

1. UuAitceAp An cLAp,

Someone strikes the table.
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256.

. (This form is supplied by the Indefinite Active.)

. "CA 4n our '05 (or $5) DUALA‘O,

257.

1.

Cdtkp AS buALA'O an 61,6111,

Someone is striking the table.

Cum _

can" { 4n (tum 00 DUALA'O,

Afl c1

Someone is about to strike the table.

Cétap o’é1r en cum '00 buatn'o,

Someone has just struck the table.

Passive Yoice, Ordinary Form.

The table is being struck.

‘ _ ((Cum

CA m1 cum ‘ A bumtce,

1(an 6

The table is about to be struck.

CA an cLAp bumtce,

The table has (just) been struck.

Passive Yoice, Indefinite Form.

CAtA'p bumtce,

Someone is struck.

. Cite“ 'oé (or $5) buALm'),

Someone is being struck.

Cum

. CAtap { Den: onmtce,

A11 c:

Someone is about to be struck.

. Cétsp bumLce,

Someone has (just) been struck.
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258. The Principal Parts of an Irish Yerb are—

(1) The 2nd sing. of the Imperative Mood.

(2) The lst sing. of the Future Simple.

(3) The Past Participle (also called the Verbal

Adjective).

(4) The Verbal Noun.

(a) The Imperative 2nd. pers. sing. gives the stem

of the verb from which most of the other tenses and

persons are formed.

(b) The Future tells to what conjugation (first or

second) the verb belongs, and gives the stem for the

Conditional.

(c) The Past Participle shows whether c is aspi

rated or unaspirated in the following persons, which

are formed from the past participle—La:

Present, 2nd plural.

Imperfect, 2nd singular.

Passive and Indefinite.

Imperative, Present, and Imperfect.

Verbal noun.

Gen. sing. and nom. plural.

(d) With the Yerbal Noun are formed the com

pound tenses.
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The four following types include all verbs belonging

to the first conjugation :—

259. Principal Parts.

Type. Imper. Future. RPInlclple. \‘crbal Noun. Manning.

1. root moLpA-o moLm mote-o praise

2. peub peubpe'o peubtn peubmo burst or tear

3. bumL bumlpee'o bumtce buoLA'O strike

4. row pompeno FOIflCe FOIflltin help, succour

N.B.—N0 notice need be taken of the variation in

form of verbal nouns, as they cannot be reduced to

any rule, but must be learned for each verb. The

ending A'O or ear) is that most frequently found, but

there are numerous other endings. (See pars. 315

and 816).

260. (1) and (2) are the types for all verbs o. the

first conjugationwhose stem ends in a broad consonant;

whilst (3) and (4) are the types for the verbs oi the

same conjugation whose stem ends in a slender con

sonant.

As the oonjugations of types (2) and (4) are identical with those of

types (1) and (3) respectively, except the aspiration of the c in the end

ings mentioned in par. 258 (c), we do not think it necessary to con

jugate in full the four types. We shall give the forms in modern use

of the verbs mob and bumt, and then give a rule which regulates the

aspiration of I: in the Past Participle. (See par. 282).
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FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intho following table the forms marked with an asterisk are not

generally used in the analytic form. The forms in square brackets

were used in early modern Irish, and are {requently met with in books.

Alternative terminations are given in round brackets.

  

 

261. IMPERATIVE MOOD.

SINGULAR.

1st.

2nd. mot, praise thou buA1L, strike thou

Brd. moLAo re, let him praise buAILer re

PLURAL.

motAmA01p(-Ammp) let us buAlumip (eAmulp)

{mum praise ioumLeAm

2. "101.010, praise (you) buA1L1'o

moLAroi .{ r’ let them praise ouAm'oip

motAoAOIr,

Indefinite and Passive.

inoLCAp buAltceAp

The negative particle for this mood is mi.

262. INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

smG, 1.*motA1m, I praise *buAmm, I strike

2. motmp, &c. buAILIp

‘ . moLAnna re buA1teAnli" ré

PLUB. 1. filOLAI'nAOI'O (Amuro) bumumio (4mm)

2. mome plbb DUAILCAYIH pied

3. moLAm thILro
 

“[mobmioj bimoLCAm] 01bumh-6] dLbumLci]
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Indef. 81 Pass. motcsn bumtcesp

Relative form. meter bumteer

Negative. 1“ motmm, I do not praise.

,, m bumtm, ' You do not strike.

Interrogative. An moLAnn re? Does he praise ?

,, An mbumtim? Do I strike?

Neg. Interrog. "AC moLAlo ? Do they not praise ‘2

,, "AC mbumtemm re ‘2 Does he not strike?

263. ' Imperfect Tense.

SING. 1.*1i10t.\mn,Iused to praise *bumtmn

2.*n'nol.c6, &c. *bumtcea

3. mews pé bumtes'o re

BLUE. 1. moLAonlr (-mmnp) busmmiflor nmr)

2. n'wLA'O rib ' bumtemo f‘lb

thLAfOif‘

. _ bumu-oir

moLA'osmp

lndef. & Pass. mOLCAOI, bumtci.

Negative. m rhotmnn, I used not praise.

,, 111 bumLes-o re, He used not strike.

Interrogative. An moLcA ‘2' Used you praise ?

,, An mbumtvoip? Used they strike?

Neg. Interrog. the motumn ? Used I not praise ?

,, 1140 'mbumtmn ? Used I not strike ?

264. Past Tense.

SING. 1. motAr, I praised eumtesr

2. n'qoLmr bumur

3. mm. re bum. re
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PLUR. 1. momma“ Martean

2. 1i10LADAfl bunlteetmp

3. rhoLaoap beaten-041i

Indef. 81 Pass. mOLA'o _ namLeA'o

Negative. mop mater, I did not praise,

,, niop ‘oumL re, He did not strike.

Interrogative. A11 rhotmr? Did you praise?

,, on ‘oumLear? Did I strike ‘2

Reg. Interrog. 111m mot re? Did he not praise ‘?

,, 111m oumteamsp? Did we not-strike ?

265. Future Tense.

SING. 1. moL'pA'o, I shall praise bumtpen'o

2. momep, thou wilt praise bumme

 

3. mome-o re, &c. DUA‘IL‘L‘I‘O re

PLUB, 1. moLpamaom (~AITNII'O) bumtjnmi'o (1mm)

2. motpmo no,“ bumtpm ribb

3. motpem bumtpro

Relative form. rhoL'pAr oumtrear

Indef. 81 Pass. mOLPAflc oumtpeqid

Negative. fli filOLFA'O, I shall not praise.

,, m comma re, He will not strike.

Interrogative. An mome-o re '? Will he praise ?

,, An mbumlxpemo? Shall I strike?

Neg. Interrog. fine motpnm? Will you notpraise?

,, 1146: m‘oumtpm ‘2 Willthey not strike?

“[motpmti] bLbumchizi]

°[mol.'peroen11] drhumtpziienfl
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286.

ems. 1.

2.

3.

PLUR. 1.

2.

Conditional or Secondary Future.

rhotpemn, I would praise bumtpmn

moLpA

rhoLpA'O re

r'notpnmuom (pnmulr)

motpe'b r16

{ motpemip

n'1 oLpA'OAOIr

Indef. & Pass. moL'pm'Oe

Negative.

"

m motpnmn,

hi DDMLFGA,

Interrogative. on moLpA,

An mbumLpeA'o re, Would he strike?

Neg. Inter-reg. nae motpn'o re? Wouldhenotpraise?

114s mbumtpmir? Wouldwenot strike?

H

n

bumtpeé

bumLpee'O re

bumtjnmir (1:1m1r)

bumtpee'o rib

bumtproir

bumtpi'Oe

I would not praise.

Youwould notstrike

Would you praise ?

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

mOLA'D

. moan

. mOLm'O ré

moLeonm (-emuro)

. moLm'o rib“

. mOLAI‘O

Indef. & Pass. moLcnn

bumtee'o

bumup

011411.11) re

bumUmi-o (-1m1'o)

bumu'o rat)“

bumup

bumtceep

The negative particle is min, which always aspirates

when possible.
 

“[motcnm] l'[bumtci]
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268. Past Tense.

BING. 1. moumn bumLmn

2. moLcA bumLceA

3. mOLA'O re DUAILCA‘O re

PLUR. 1. moLAonm (nmlur) bumumir (-m11r)

2. mOLA'O rib DUAILBA‘O rib

(moLmoir _

' lm OLA'OAO'H“ bumum'r

lndef. 81 Pass. moLceon bumtci

NOTES ON THE MOODS AND TENSES.

The Present Tenses.

269. The Present Tense is always formed by adding

mm, Aifl, &c., to the stern when the last vowel is

broad; if the last vowel is slender add 1m, m, eenn,

&c. The last syllable of the first person plural is

often pronounced rapidly—e.g., mOLAmUi'O (mul'-a

m\vi(l),<:|\e1'01m1'o (k’red'imid); but in the South of

Ireland this syllable is lengthened, moumnom (mul'

a-mweed), cperoumi-o (k’red'-imeed). Verbs of more

than one syllable ending in 1g add m1'o, not 1mm, in

the first person plural of this tense.

270. In Ulster the ending mum of the first person plural is very

often separated from the verb, and used instead of the pronoun r1 an

as Connmc mum é. We saw him; Connmc ré mum. He saw us.

Oh no account should this corruption be imitated by the student.
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271. The old form of the third person singular

ended in are or m, and the analytic forms found in

books, and sometimes in the northern dialect, are got

from this form: as motmo rmn, we praise.

272. The analytic form is not usually found in the

first person singular of this tense, nor is the synthetic

form often used in the second person plural.

The Imperfect Tense.

273. The initial consonant of this tense is usually

aspirated in the active voice, when possible.

The termination so or ea-e in the 3rd sing. of this tense, us also in

the Imperative and Conditional, is pronounced okh.

274. When none of the particles ni, an, 1146:, &c.,

precede the Imperfect Tense, '00 may be used before it.

This '00 may be omitted except when the verb begins

with a vowel or p. The compound particles, niop, an,

nim, Sup, esp, &c., can never be used with the Imper

fect Tense.

275. Whenever the word “would” is used in English

to describe what used to take place, the Imperfect

Tense, not the Conditional, is used in Irish, as—

He would often say to me. 1r mnnc aoemes'o re Liom.

The Past Tense.

276. In the Past Tense active voice the initial con

sonant of the verb is aspirated. The remark which
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has just been made with regard to the use of '00

before the Imperfect Tense applies also to the Past

Tense.

In the passive voice and indefinite form '00 does

not aspirate, but prefixes h to vowels.

277. With the exception of the aspiration of the

initial consonant, the third person singular of this

tense is exactly the same as the second person singular

of the Imperative (i.e., the stem of the verb).

278. The particle formerly used before the Past

Tense was 110. It is now no longer used by itself, but

it occurs in combination with other particles.

The most important of these compounds are :—

(1) on, whether (4n+po). Ap‘oumtré? Didhe strike?

(2) Sup, that (so-Hi0). ’Ocm re Sun bumtear (5.

He says that I struck

him.

(3) Cll‘ll, where (cA+po). CApéennnmgirAn capau?

Where did you buy the

horse?

(4) munap, unless (munn murmp sow. re, unless

+90). he struck.

(5) men, not (ni+1\o). fliop open) re. He did not

believe.

(6) This or minus, whether “an more re? Did he not

...not. believe?
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(7) '04", toth ('00, to+ An peep ’Odfl scatter mo

n+110). teens“. The man to

whom I promised my

book.

(8) tsp, by or with which An meroe Len bumtee'o e,

(Le-i-u-i-po). The stick with which

they beat him (or he

was beaten).

279. The compounds of 110 aspirate. These com

pounds are used with the Past Tense of all verbs

except the following :—1m|t'), was; c115, gave or

brought; pus, bore; pecn, saw; CAmIg, came; pump,

found, got; peacero, went; "oeepne, made or did.

The compounds of 110 are used in some places before tag and

céims.

N.B.—DBACA1‘O and 'oeapna are used instead of

cum-o and pmne after negative and interrogative

particles. Instead of neaeme and n‘eegme, camp and

"oem (nm) are used in Munster.

The Future Tense and Conditional.

280. All the inflections of the Future and Condi

tional in the first conjugation begin with the letter p,

which in the spoken language is generally pro

nounced like “h.” This “h” sound combines with

the letters 11,0 and 5 (whenever the stem ends in

these) changing them in sound into p, c, c, respee.

tively.
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cfleropeA-o is usually pronounced k’ret'-udh

regret) , , ,, fan ’-kudh

rspio'opeo ,, ,, shgree-pudh

N.B.——13 is sounded in the passive voice and

indefinite form.

281. The particle '00, causing aspiration, may be

used before the Conditional when no other particle

precedes it.

Note that the terminations of the Imperative Mood,

the Imperfect Tense, and the Conditional are almost

the same, excepting the letter 1: of the latter.

Rule of the aspiration of C of Past Participle.

282. The C of the past participle is aspirated

except after the letters ’0, 11, C, L, S, C, ’0, C and '5

(in verbs of one syllable).

283. This participle cannot be used like the English

participle to form compound tenses. He was praised,

is not bi re moLcA, but moLmo e. The Irish participle

has always the force of an. adjective denoting the com

plete state, never the force of an action in progress.

284. After if the Past Participle denotes what is

proper or necessary; as, N? moLca “OUIC e. He is not to

be praised by you. This form, called the Participle

0f Necessity, should probany be regarded as distinct
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from the ordinary past participle, as it may occur in

verbs which have no past participle, e.g. :—

“1r 'oem'un nae ‘0me oume nae Delete '00 An

corméao 0pm.” “It is certain that there is no person

who will not have to be on his guard against me.”

(Letter of SeAn O fléltt, 1561.) “Cuisteap Af‘ an

rseut, n40 beltce 'oo neat out. 1 n-euoocar." It

may hence be learned that it is not proper for anyone

to fall into despair. T‘h' beltce 45 a f‘euna-o (or

simply, ni reunca). It must not be denied. Here

DBICCG is the Participle of Necessity of the verb bi

285. Derivative Participles.

ion-motto 1n-11eubta ion-bumtce ion-pomte

ro-n'iotcd f‘O-fleUDCA ro-bumtce ro-pmpte

'oo-moLCA "oo-jieubta 'OO-UUAIICG '00-1'201pte

286. The prefix mm or m- denotes what is proper or

fit to be done: as 1on-motca, fit to be praised, deserv

ing of praise.

The prefix ro- denotes what is possible or easy to do:

as ro-peubc'o, capable of being burst, easy to burst.

287. The prefix ~oo- denotes what is impossible or

difiicult to do: as oo-t'nmtce, incapable of being

struck, hard to strike.

288. These derivative participles seem to be formed

rather irom the genitive of the verbal noun than from

the participle: as pagan, finding.

ro-pagdta, easily found. 'oo-pagsts, hard to find.
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289. Declension of Yerbal Noun.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

Nom.

mOLA'I') mOLCA

Ace.

Gen. moLCA mots-o (motto)

Dat. mom-O moLcmb

Nom.

} bueLA'o bumbce

Acc.

Gen. bumtce buatao (nuance)

Dat. ovate-o bumtcm

290. Many verbal nouns are seldom or never used

in the plural. As a rule the genitive singular oi the

verbal noun is identical in form with the past parti

ciple; but many verbal nouns are declined like ordi

nary nouns: nearly all those ending in sec, 511., and

mhmn belong to the 3rd declension—e.g., gamer, act

of taking; gen., Sabina: me, running; gen. pests:

Leanmimm, act of following; gen. Leanamnnz fIUUAL,

act or walking; gen. rmme par, act of growing;

gen. pity, &c.

SECOND CONJUGATION.

291. The second conjugation comprises two classes

of verbs—(1) derived verbs in 1;; or mg; and (2)

syncopated verbs.
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292. Syncopated verbs are those in which the vowel

in the final syllable of the stem is omitted when any

termination commencing with a vowel is added : as Lebem,

speak; Lebpmm (not Labamlm), I speak. Yerbs of

more than one syllable whose stem ends in 1L, m, 1p,

1p, m5, belong to this class.

VERBS IN 13 (4113).

293. Principal Parts.

Type. Imper- Future. PutPlullelpls. V.Noun. Meaning.

1. smug oaaeocA-o bmugte maul:ng gather

2. CCAHHUIS ceennoce'o CGAflnLHSCQ ceemmé buy

294. Except in the Future and Conditional, all verbs

in 13 and mg are conjugated like numb (first conjuga

tion), except that the c is aspirated in all terminations

beginning with that letter. It is, therefore, necessary

to give only the Future and Conditional in full.

295. Future.

SINGULAR.

1. bmteocxo, I shall gather. ceennocn'o, I shall buy

2. meeOCmp, ceennocem,

3. bmteocm'o re, CeAnHOCAl'O re.

PLURAL.

1. omteocameom cennnocnmnom

(-¢Ammn), (-¢emum).

2. awesome r11), ceennocin'n 1‘11)

3. meeocm-o, cesnnéémo.

Relative. meeoéep. cennnocer.

Indef. 81 Pass. meeoctep ceannoctnp.
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296. Conditional.

SINGULAB.

1. baaeocamn, I would gather. ceannocemn.

2. maeocca, ceennoCCA.

3. oaaeocae re, oeennocao ré.

PLUBAL.

1. eluteocemamr, Ceannociameoar

(-Amu|r) (-Amu1r).

2. eaaeocae rm, eeannoeae rm.

geniteomxmir ' (ceennocm'oir

't‘oeILeOCApAOIr iCeannomroaorr

lndef. 81 Pass. meeOCtao: cennnoctam

297. In early modern usage, when the stem ended in -u1$, preceded

by 0, n, c, L, or r, these consonants were usually attenuated in the

Future and Conditional: as Arrows, raise, future Amoeéce'o; TALUIS,

soil, future feiteééeo; but nowadays Apoéceo, ratoéau, &c., are

the forms used.

Syncopated Yerbs.

298. The personal endings of syncopated verbs vary

somewhat according as the consonant commencing the

last syllable of the stem is broad or slender.

Type (1). Stems in which the last syllable commences

with a broad consonantm as punsnm (1:05am), proclaim.

Type (2). Stems in which the last syllable commences

with a slender consonant, as 0015a, spare.

 

‘A few of these take te in past participle; as opsmt, open,

opsmtce; ceensmt, bind, coansmtce. The parts of these verbs

[258 0.] which are formed from the past participle will, of course,

have slender terminations, e.g., 'u‘orselLred, you used to open.
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299. In early modern usage the Future is formed by lengthening

the vowel sound of the last syllable of the stem from m or I to co. In

the case 0! Type 1 the broad consonant which commences the final

syllable of the stem must be made slender. Examples: mmr,

, mneorwo, I shall tell; 'oibir, 'oibeormri, you will banish,- 1mm,

tmeopmr') fé, he will play; COISIL, coaseotuo, Ishall spare; possum,

rearseormro, they will proclaim; n'ruaiseoru') re, he would pro

claim; coomL, COIDGOLA'O, 1 shall sleep ,' Comeotmnn, I would sleep.

300. In the present-day usage the Future stem is

formed as if the verb ended in 13 or 1113: by adding

-0¢ in Type 1 and -eo¢ in Type 2.

801. Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. I’articiple. V. Noun.

Type (1).]:u454m FllosflOCA'O puagupto ruaggmto)

302.

Type (2). COISIL cougLeOCa-o COISILCG cougar;

 

808. IMPERATIVE MOOD.

SING. 1. -—

2. possum, proclaim COtSIL, spare

8. ruagpap re congteao re

PLUB. 1. ruespamaolr corsumir

2. {magnum c015L1-o

8. ruospm-oir (-A'OAOI]‘) cougu'oir

Indef. & Passive. pucgaptan corsitceup
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INDIGATIVE MOOD.

804. Present Tense.

SING. 1. puagpmm, I proclaim c015um, I spare

2. puespmp cmgup

3. puaglmnn re" 6015Leenn° r6

PLUR. 1. ptmsfmmaoro cmsumi'o

2. puagflmm {MW

3. 1:11.15me

Relative. pugywr

Indef & Passive. FUASAIVCAfl

COISLeAflh r104

00151.10

¢015Le4r

00151Lce4§

 

305. Imperfect Tense.

SING. 1. 'o’iuegpmnn COISUflfl

2. 'o’puegepta Coasxtced

3. ‘O’Tl‘uasflA'O ré ¢015Le40 r6

PLUR. 1. 'O’tuasmmamr ¢o15umir '

2. D’iuAgpA'O rib e015Le4'0 r10

3. 'o’tuA51u1-oir(-0401r) cmguoir

Indef. & Passive. puageptaoa colsntci

806. Past Tense.

SING. 1. 'o'puegmr coastear

2. 'o’fruegpmr 6015L11~

3. 'o’fnwgmp re (301511. ré

PLUR. 1. 'O'IL‘uASImmap ¢015Le4m4p

2. 'o’puagmbap 601513464“

8. 'O’ftu/Asym'oep ¢o15LeA-041\

Indefinite 8! Passive. puASflA'O COISLGA‘O

ahuespm-b] b[pae5411teo|] °[c015u\5] {coagtzfl
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307. Future Tense.

SINGULAB.

1. ruesrou-o c015LeOCA'o

2. runsrocmr c015Le0¢41p

3. rimgrocinn re COISLeOCAl'O ré

PLURAL.

1. ruegrOCAmooro cotsteoenmnom

2. PUASflOCAl’O rib COISLGOCAI'Orlb

3. pungpéémo cmgteéémo

Relative form. ruagrOCAr cougLeomr

Indefinite & Passive. runspocter colgteoetur

308. Conditional.

SING. 1. 'o’ruespocmnn COISLCOCAIHY‘I

2. n’ruegroctA Consteocta

3. 'o’ruongCAn re ' ¢015Leo¢mo re

PLUR. 1. "o’runsrocemamr CongLeoCAmwlr

2. 'o’ruesrocu) f‘ll') Cousteocn-o rm

3. 'o’ruegrocm'oir ¢OlSLeOCA1Ulr

lndef. & Pass. ruespoctnm consteoctaoi

309. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

SING. 1. ruegrA-o cougtee'o

2. rimser coiguri

8. ruegrmr‘) ré COISU‘O re

PLUB. 1. ruosrmneoro colsumiu

2. runsrmro rib 0011;le rm

3. rungrmro COISLI‘O

Indef. & Pass. ruesurter co|5|LceAr
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310. Past Tense.

SING. 1. puagpamn cmgtmn

2. ruagnptd coigiLceA

3. puASpA'o ré coigtea'o re

PLUR. 1. puegpamnoar C(MSlelf‘

2. puegpe'o rib consten'o I‘lb

3. pungpmoir coiguoip

Indef. & Pass. puasaptnm ceigltti

311. Past Participle and Participle of Necessity.

puesnpta congitte

312. Compound Partieiples.

10ll-f2LMSAflCA ion-Cmsltce

ro-frunseptn 1‘0-60151Lce

"oo-pilesapta '00.¢0151tce

313. Yerbal Nouns.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

NOM. ‘ _0 ( ) ‘ \ t

AGO.) tunspM ) punsmpc phsnp a

GEN. pusgalute 1:11A5fm('0) (punsapta)

DAT. magnate) (puasaquz) puagaptmb

NOM.

ACG. }c0151LC

GEN. cousace -—

DAT. COISILC —

31!. In stems of Type (2) ending in 11, the Participls is usually in

the form carts, not IIlCL‘, as 'Olblfl, banish: oibenpta, banished;

lmqi, play,- 1meaiu'm, played.

The endings formed on the participle [see par. 258 0.] follow this

change, c.g., Imperfect 2nd singular, oibeeptt; Present Passive,

'Dibequ'mp. &c. ’
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315. General Rules for the formation of Yerbal

Noun.

(a) As a. general rule verbs of the first conjugation

form their verbal noun in 4'0, if the final consonant

of the stem be broad; in emo, if it be slender, as—

oun, shut

mILL, destroy

mot, praise

relg, reed

mine-o

m1LLeA'O

moLe'O

Lé1$eA'O.

(b) When the last vowel of the stem is | preceded

by a. broad vowel, the 1 is usually dropped in the

formation of the verbal noun, as—

bumt, strike

001$, burn

50m, wound

oping, bruise

The 1 is not dropped in—

cnom, lament

rsaon, loose

rmuem, reflect

DUALA'O

oogeo

SOHA'O

blui$ob

c401 n eA'O

T‘SAOILGA'O

rmumnGA'O

(c) Verbs of the second conjugation ending in m,

11, or m generally form their verbal noun by adding

c, as—

oibm, banish

corem, defend

Lebmp, speak

coule, spare

’Oib111l7

cormnc (corzmrh)

Lebmpt

0015|LC
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(d) Derived verbs ending in mg form their verbal

noun by dropping the 1 and adding 4'0; as, Apnmg,

raise, Ap'ouge'o.

(e) Derived verbs in 15 form their verbal noun by

inserting u between the 1 and 3 end then adding 4'0;

as minis, explain, mimugwo.

316. There are, however, many exceptions to the

above rules. The following classification of the modes

of forming the verbal noun will be useful.

(a) Some verbs have their verbal noun like the

stem, e.g., par, grow; 01., drink; mt, run; rnérh,

swim, &c.

(b) Some verbs form their verbal noun by dropping

1 of the stem, e.g., cum, put or send, can; corps, check,

cops; rsmp, cease, rgun; salt, weep, 5111., &c.

(0) Some verbs add erhein or eerhmn to the stem to

form their verbal noun, e.g., cmLL, lose, CA1LLeAIflAIn(C) ;

cpero, believe, cpemenrhmnk) ; pen, stay, pnnmi1mn(c) .

teen, follow, Lennen'mmfiz) ; rsen, separate, rsnperh

AII\(C), &c.

In the spoken language c is usually added to the classical termina

tion winem.

(d) A few add an or em for the verbal noun, e.g.,

Lens, knock down, Leesnn; Leas, let or permit, LélSeAfl;

Cpé15, abandon, cne15esn; ce1L5, throw or east,

celtgenn.
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(e) A few add Ali‘l or emh, e.g., rear, stand, renrmh ;

cmt, spend, consume, cmtemn; 'oeun, do or make,

'oeunmh (or neuneo); peat, wait, peltenm.

(f) A small number end in at or gmt, as gab, take,

Swan; peg, find, pagan; p55, leave, passe; PCA'O,

whistle, pen'ogmti

A fairly full list of irregular verbal nouns is given

in Appendix V.

IRREGULAR VERBS.

317. In Old and Middle Irish the conjugation of verbs was very

complex, but by degrees the varieties of conjugations became fewer,

and nearly all verbs came to be conjugated in the Bil-1118 way. At the

commencement of the modern period (110., about the end of the

sixteenth century) about fifteen verbs in common use retained their

old forms. These are now classed as irregular. Excepting occasional

survivals of older forms, all the other verbs had by this time become

regular; so that from the stem of the verb it was possible in nearly

every instance to tell all its forms except the verbal noun.

During the modern period even the irregular verbs have, through

the operation of analogy, shown a. tendency to adopt the forms of the

modern regular conjugations.

term, I AM.

318. The correct spelling of this verb is undoubtedly swim, but

long since it has lost its initial A, except when it occurs in the middle

of a sentence, where it usually has a. relative force. Some persons, by

confounding this initial A, which really belongs to the verb, with the

modern relative particle 4, write the A separated from the 1:5: as A t3

instead of 4:5“
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.

bimir, let us be

‘oimo, let you be

bioir. let them be

319. ——

bi, be thou

bioio re, let him be

Impersonal Passive or Indefinite, bicear

The negative particle is mi.

All the persons, except the 2nd sing., are often written as if formed

from the spurious stem me: e.g., bioea'o ré.

INDIGATIVE MOOD.

320. Present Tense—Absolute.

SYNTHETIC FORM.

SINGULAR.

Cdlm, I am

CAIN" thou art

ca re, he is

PLUBAL.

Cd‘mAOI'O, we are

as rue (CdCAOt), you are

Cdl‘O, they are

Indefinite, cater

Present Tense (Analytic Form).

ca me, I am an rmn, we are

an ce, thou art :5 rd), you are

:25 re, he is CA run-o, they are

321. Present Tense—Dependent.

rulum ruitmi'o

rump pun, rib

run, ré puttm

Indefinite, ruitcenr 

‘ The early modern form. VlZ., cam, is still used in Munster, v.5!

Clonnur CAO! ? How are you?
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Negatively.

I am not, &c.

ni 121:1le

ni rump

ni rull, ré

ni f:u1Lmi'0

ni run. rib

ni mero

Interrogatively.

Am I, &c.

an brulLim

an bruiup

an bruuL ré

An brmLmi'o

an DPUIL r16

4n brmu-o

Neg. Interrog

Am I not, &0.

net: brulLim

nae brmun

nae bruit, ré

mac brmLmi'o

nae bPUIL rib

nee 01:11le

The analytic forms are like those given above; as,

ni run. run), nee bruit c6, &0.

322. Habitual Present.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

bim (bl’Olm) bimio (bl-0mm)

bin (b10111) bionn we, bid

bionn re (me ré, breeann re) bio (brol'o)

Negatively, ni bim, &c. Interrogatively, 4m mbim, 6w.

Neg. Interrog" nae mbim, &c.

Relative form bior (bvoear).

Indefinite, biteap

823. Imperfect Tense (I used to be).

SINGULAR. PLUBAL.

'00 binn (no momn) 'oo bimir (Uremir)

,, blteA (,, motes) ,, biota rib

,, bion ré( ,, emer re) ,, bi'oir (nu-Croir)

Indefinite, biti

Negatively, ni ninn

Interrogatively, an mbinn ?

Neg. interrog. nae mbinn 7
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82!. Past Tense.

ABSOLUTE.

'00 Map (bi-beer) '00 biomefl (banesmsp)

,, Dir (bl-Dir) ,, biobnn (brbenbep)

,, bi re ,, bionep, breee'oep

Indefinite, bitenr

325.. DEPENDENT.

Tuber pebemen

Mbmp Mbebnn

11m 6 re Mbe'nep

Indefinite, meter

Negative, ni flAUAf‘, ni nebmr, ni imib re, &0.

Interrogatively (Was I .2 .60.).

An peter An nnbmr en 11ml) re An flAbAfl’lAfl, &c.

Neg. interrog. (Was I not? (15-0.).

nee tuber nu”: nnbmr "AC pub re, &0.

326. Future Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

bun, been (heroes-o) be'1mm, belmi'o (béromi'o)

new, new (0610111) hero r11), bmti

Dél'O re bém, Den) (bél'Oi'O)

Relative Form, our (bél’OeAf‘)

Indefinite, béICCAp, bérbpenp

Negatively, ni new

Interrog., 4n mben-o?

Neg. interrog., nee mbée'o?
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327. Secondary Future or Conditional.

'00 bémn (bél'bli'm) béimir (bemmir)

,, semen (eenocet) new, ewe, (semen) no

,, mesquite, (béi‘OeA'O)fé bémir (bemmr)

Indefinite, béiCi

Negative, ni bemn

Interrog., Afl mbémn

Neg. interrog., nee mbemn

328. THE SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present Tense.

50 {when 50 imbmui'o

so MbAifl 50 [we no (flAbCAOI)

50 [\AIU re So pattern

The negative particle for this tense is 05: as,

TIA new man! ASAC. No thanks to you.

829. Past Tense.

so mbinn so mbimir

50 mbiteA 50 mbiob r10

50 mbioo re 50 mbi'oir

The negative particle is min.

Participle of Necessity.

bei tce.
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Yerbal Noun.

beat, to be.

330. Phrases containing the Verb Noun.

1r Fémm uom (¢)'*' bent I can be, &c.

fli pemm uom (A) bent I cannot be, &c.

C15 Leec (A) bett You can be, &c.

m C15 Lem: (A) belt You cannot be, &c

Cmtpro re bed: He must be, &c.

Cmtpro me bent I must be, &c.

fli puLAIp 50 pmb cu

1r cormmt 50 pmb to You must have been, &c.

fliop b’fémm no bi cf: 1

TH corrimfl, so pmb me

m puLAm nee pmb me

I must not have been, &c.

1r com bom (A) beat I ought to be.

111 com bmc (a)be1t You ought not to be.

but) com 150 beu’: He ought to have been.

mop com bom (A) bent I ought not to have been.

bu-o rhmt L1om (0)5811: arm I wish I were there.

bub mAIC Liom 501mm me I wish I had been there.

enn

'CA re Le belt mm He is to be there.

881. The forms pmle and mbAr are used—

(1) After the particles ni, not; 03, where? an (or

4), whether? 50, that; and nAC, that (conj.)...not.

 

' This A is usually heard in the spoken language.
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(2) After the relative particle A, when it is preceded

by a preposition, after the relative A when it means

“ what,” “all that,” “all which,” and after the negative

relative nae, who...not, which...not. CA b-puIL

re? Where is it? Hi run. A fllOr asam. I don’t

know. Cronnsr ca co? How are you? How do you

do? ’Oem re 50 ‘0me re ruin. He says that he is

well. Sm e an rear nee b-rult. as 0041p. That is

the man who is not working. ’Oubmrc re Mom nae

Mao re mm. He told me he was not there.

382. It is a very common practice to eclipse run.

after the negative ni, not; as, ni ‘0me re, he is not.

For the use of the Relative Form refer to pars.

554-560.

THE ASSERTIVE VERB IS.

333. The position of a verb in an Irish sentence

is at the very beginning; hence, when a word

other than the verb is to be brought into pro

minence, the important word is to be placed in

the most prominent position—viz., at the begin

ning of the sentence, under cover of an unemphatic

impersonal verb. There is no stress on the verb so

used; it merely denotes that prominence is given to

some idea in the sentence other than that contained

in the verb. There is a similar expedient adopted in

English: thus, “He was speaking of you,” and, “It
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it is of you he was speaking.” In Irish there is a

special verb for this purpose, and of this verb there

are forms to be used in principal clauses and forms to

be used in dependent clauses—e.g.:

1r mire en peep. I am the man.

’Oemam Sup eb é Seegen en peep. I say John is the

man.

334. Forms of the Assertive Yerb.

(a) In Principal Sentences.

Present Tense, 1r. Relative, if or er.

Past Tense, be, be'O, or bu'r‘).

[Future Simple, but). Relative, bur].

Secondary Future 0r Conditional, be-o, be, bub.

Subjunotive, eb; sometimes be.

335. Present Tense.

1r mé, I am; or, it is I. 11‘ pmn, we are, it is we.

1r cs, thou art, it is you. 11* rib, you are, it is you.

11- e, be is, it is he.

. . . th 1‘ 't‘ tl ".if i, she 15, 1t1s she. tr MD’ 6y 8' e’ 1 18 18)

336. Past Tense and Conditional.

be me, I was, it was I, I would be.

be cs, thou west, Sac.

b' e, he was, &c.

b’ 1, she was, &c.

be rmn, we were, &c.

be fit), you were, &0.

n’ 1..“ they were, &c.
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Duo or our is never used in the spoken language,

and scarcely ever in writing, except when a super

lative adjective or adverb occurs in a sentence, the

verbs of which are in the Future Tense.

337. In the Present Tense the verb 18 is omitted

after all particles except me, if: as, 1p me on peep.

I am the man; fli me an peep. I am not the man.

338. In the Past Tense be is usually omitted after

particles when the word following be begins with a.

consonant: as, op mart: test an dill? Did you like

the place? flip bees on Luce e? Was it not a small

price? Do is not usually omitted when the following

word begins with a vowel or p, but the A is elided:

as, mop b’ e pm 4m rosnpc. That was not the priest.

Notice that the word immediately after on or use,

even when be or use is understood, is usually aspi

rated when possible.

(b) In Dependent Sentences.

339. Present Tense—Ab is used instead of 1p after

sup, meaning "that"; as, meopmm Sup AD é pm on

penp. I think that is the man. Before a consonant AD

is usually omitted; as, ceip re Sup mire an reap. He

says that I am the man. no is always omitted after

mac, that...not. SAOILIm two e pm an pi. I think that

is not the king.

340. Past Tense.—The word be or two becomes b’

in dependent sentences and is usually joined to the
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particle which precedes it- When the following word

begins with a consonant the b’ is usually omitted.

menrmm Sunb e reo an teeth. I think that this was

the house; menrenn re min n‘mtt Le “mu, beiC nnnro.

He thinks that Niall did not like to be here. on

menrenn cs 51.111 mm: on rseul. e? Do you think

that it was a good story ‘2

341. GonditionaJ.--In dependent sentences be or

two becomes mbn. SAOIL‘Im go mbn n'mt Leir 'oul.

Leec. I think he would like to go with you. 'Oem re

Me mba mmt Lem. He says that he would not like.

In the spoken language the tendency is to use the past

tense forms in dependent sentences; hence Irish

speakers would say sun melt in the above sentence

instead of so mbn rhmt, and min n‘nmt instead of mo

mbn thA‘lC.

The Future is never used in dependent sentences

in the spoken language.

081R, BEAR or CARRY.

3&2. Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Particlple. Verbal Noun.

bem beunpn'o bemte bflBIC

This mm; is conjugated like bumL, except in the

Past, Future and Conditional.

843. Past Tense.

pager, pusmr, &c., like 1hOLAI‘ (par. 264).

The prefixes '00 and no were not used before this Past Tense in

early usage and not generally in present-day usage.
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345. Future.

beurra-o, ueurrmr, &c., like motre't) (par. 265).

In early modern usage there was no r in this Tense, or in the Con

ditionul. The rule was that when a short vowel in the Present

became long in the Future stem no r was added. This rule is still

observed in the Futures ending in been or -eoceo.

Conditional.

beurramn, &c., like motpamn (par. 266).

Yerbal Noun brew, gen. brente or beirte.

345. This verb is of very frequent use in the idiom

“heir Afl”; lay hold on. catch, overtake; e.g., rugs'o

0pm, I was caught. m run. breut 411‘. There is no

laying hold on him (or it).

CAUAlfl, GIVE or BRING.

Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Particlple. Verbal Noun.

{beurrao cabarto

cnbmr cabmpc

CIQUILA'O CUSCA

346. IMPEBATIVE MOOD.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

l. — cabramamr, CUSA‘I'YIAOIT‘

(cabram)

2. cabmr cannon)

8. cameo or cuss-o re caorazoir, cusol'oir (or

-A'OAOII‘)

Ind'efinite & Passive, tebnrtar, custar.
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INDICATIVE MOOD.

347. Present Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

SING. 1. (00-) beimm CAbflAIm

2. (00-) beifun CAbflMfl,

3. (00-) heir re cebpenn ré

PLUB. 1. (00-) bemimin cebpemeoro

2. (00-) bemti cebepteon

3. (00-) bemro cebpero

cugeim, &c. (like moteim), may be used in both

constructions.

348. By the “Dependent Form " of the Yerb we

mean that form which is used after the following

Particles, viz., ni, not; en, whether; nec, whether...

not; or who, which or thet...n0t; 50, that; on, where;

mune, unless; 0e, if; and the relative when governed

by a. preposition.

3&9. Imperfect Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

('00-)be1rmn cebnemn

(00-)be1ntee &c., like 0’rue511emn

650., like bueitmn (262) (305)

Or, tugemn, taste, &c., for both absolute and

dependent constructions. ~
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Past Tense.

850. The Past Tense has only_one form: tusnl‘,

tugmr, &c., like moLnr (264).

In early usage this Past Tense did not take no or 1‘0. as,

so 'o-cusnr, “that I gave." In present-day usage this peculiarity is

sometimes adhered to and sometimes not.

351. Future Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

(no-)‘Oeuppan mubpwo, moblm-o

&c., cmbfwm, mobpmp

like moLpA'o (265) cuut'mm'o ré

&c.

353. Conditional.

('00-)beuppumn cwt‘mnmn, cuohflmnn

&c. caubnpta, caobnptd

like rhomenn (266) &c.

wbnppmnn, &c., may be used in both constructions.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

This Mood occurs only in dependent construction.

353. Prosent—cugan, cusmp, cuswo re, &c., or

Cnbpn'o, Cnbpmp, &c.

3515. Past—Cusmnn, &c., like moLmnn (268).

Yerbal Noun.

tnbmpc, gen. tnbnfltA.
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885. 400111, SAY.

Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Participle- Verbal Noun.

oeurrn'o _

comp {Abfloc‘m Mince {me

866. IMPEBATIVE MOOD.

' . AbflAfiIAOIf (Ame)

2. n‘omr norm-o

8. serum re norm-oir, Abra-0401;

887. Present Tense.

ABSOLUTE . DEPENDENT.

1. (n)~oe1rum Abrmm

2. (c)'oe1r1|\ 40110111

8. (cheap re Abrenn re (chair)

1. (c)oe|r1mi'0 AbflAMAOI'O

2. (A)'oe1rti ADAflCAOI

3. (A)'oe1r1'0 A'Oflm'!)

lndef. & Passive, (A)'oe1r\te4r\ charter

The initial A of Aoequm, &c., is now usually dropped. The same

remark holds for the other tenses. The '0 of 'oequm, &c., is not

usually aspirated by a foregoing particle. The absolute and dependent

constructions are sometimes confus_d in spoken usage.

858. Imperfect Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

1. c'oeirmn abrwmn

2. Abeirtee AbAflCA

8. A'oememo re Abfm'l') re

&c. &c.
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859. Past Tense.

a-oubrer, A'OUUAflC oubrar, 'oubarc

A'oubpmr “oubrmr

a‘oubmrc re oubmrc re

A'oubramar 'oubrmman

A‘oubrat’mr 'oubrat‘mr

n'oubraonr 'ou'ora'oor

Indefinite & Passive, (abut)er or (4)0uoartar

860. Future Tense.

oeurrao AprCA'D

'oeurrmr abrocam

'oeurrmo re Abrocm'o re

&c. &c.

In the spoken language the absolute and dependent forms are often

confused.

361. Conditional.

"oeurramn Abrocamn

Deurr‘i abroe'CA

'oeurra'o re ADflOCA'O re

&c. &c.

In spoken language the two constructions are often confused.

862. SUBJUNGTIVE MOOD.

Present, Abra-0, AbflAlfl, Abram re, &c.

Past, abramn, AbAflCd, AbrA'O re, &c.

363. Participles.

Mmce, 1on-riubce, 'oo-rmnce, ro-rm'ore.

Yerbal Noun.

Me or fld'OA, gen. sing. and nom. plur. tub-ere
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See, TAKE.

364. Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Particlple. Verbal Noun.

0 Seebe'o 05 L

A ~ .S Seebe'o Sm“ so 1

This verb is regular except in the Future and Con

litional.

365. Future.

5e06e0, Seebeir, Seobei-o re, Seobemeoro, &c.

366. Conditional.

geo'oemn, geobte, geobe0 ré, geobememr, &c.

367. In the spoken language the Future is often made Sebpe'o, &c.,

and the Conditional, Sebpemn, as in regular verbs.

Yerbal Noun.

smelt or gecer, gen. sing. and mom. plural Sebele.

reg“, GET, FIND.

368. Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Participle. Verbal Noun.

as (geobe'o AL

P lgeebeo PAS“ mg 1

869. IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. -— regememr

2. reg regei'o

3. rege'o re regemir
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INDICATIVE MOOD.

370 Present Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

(00-) ger‘mm psgmm

,, gelbip 1:43am

,, $9.10 {‘6 pngnnn ré

,, Semmi‘o rngnmnom

,, semti pngnnn rib

,, gemro pagmo

Indef. & Passive, ('00-) gelbtesp, 1:43am.

In spoken umge pnjflm, &c., is usad in both dependent and

absolute constructions.

In the Passive pages", pmgceofl and 1:46:411 are used.

371. Imperfect Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

(00-) geit'nnn pngnmn

,, SelbteA FASCA

&c. &c.

Indef. 8: Passive, gemti, ‘FAgCAm, pmgci.

Spoken ussge, Absolute, Seibmn or psgmnn, &c.

872. Past Tense. \

This Tense has only one form for both absolute and dependent con

structions. The prefixes no and p0 are not used with it.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

1. runner punfmmnp

2. puspmr FUAflAUAfl

3. pump re FUAflA'OAfl

Indefinite & Passive, nut, punptnr or puAflA‘O

In spoken usage not often becomes flute“)
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878. Future Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

1. geobn'o, genbA-o bringer or brm'see'o

2. geobmr, &c. brmgir &c.

8. geobm'o re bruigro re

1. geobnmnom brmgimi'o

2. geobm'o rib bruigi-o rib

3. geobm'o bpu1$r0

Indef. & Passive Sewn" Fu'ste‘“ '

' senbtcr reistenr

37!. Conditional.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

$eObAmn 0r genbnmn bruigum or brmgmn

3e0btn‘, &c. bruigteii, &c.

. geObA'b re bruigee'o re

$e0bemA01r brmgimir

geObA'o rib brulgen‘b rib

$e0bei'0ir brulsroir

, geObtnm ruigti

Indef. 8: Passive, {Samuel Fmsti

375. SUBJUNGTIVE MOOD

Present, regn'o, ragmr, ragmb re, ragomnoro, &c.

Past, regmnn, pasta, rag/Ab re, &c.

876. Participle.

ragcc, FAI$CG or races.

The derivative participles of this verb are usually

formed from the genitive of the verbal noun.

ion-ragete, ro-reseLe, '00-?0$5LA.
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877. oeun, DO, MAKE.

Principal Parts.

imperative. Future. Participle. Verbal Noun.

'oeun oeunrao oeunca 'oeunam

878. IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. -— oeunamaorr

2. Dean neunmo

8. "Denna-o re 'oeunmoir

Indef. & Passive, 'oeuncap. '

INDICATIVE MOOD.

879. Present Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

1. ('00-) gnim (gunman) 'oeunmm

2. ,, snip &c. 'oeunmr

3. ,, gni re or 5nionn re 'oeunrmn re

1. ,, $nimi'o peunamaow

2. ,, sniti 'oeunann r16

8. ,, gni'o "oeunmvo

Relative, gnior, $moear

Indef. & Passive, snitear 'oeuncar

In present-day usage oeunmm, 610., are very frequently used in the

absolute construction,
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380. Imperfect Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

00-Sninn, S'ni'bmn 0eune1nn

,, gnitee, Sac. 0eunce

,, $nio0 re 0eune'o re

,, gnimir 0euneme01r

,, $nio0 r16 0eune0 rib

,, gnibir 0eune10ir

Indef. & Passive, 00-gniti 0eunce01

381. Past Tense.

0o-pmneer 0ee1mer

,, runmr 0eenne1r

,, rmne re 0eenne re

,, pinneemep "beermemep

,, runneeber neepneben

,, rmnee'oer 0eerme0ep

Indef & Passive, 00-p1nnee0 0eerne0

In Munster dialect nemeer, beinir, 0em ré, beineemep,

nemeeber, and fie-nee-oeyi are used as the Past Tense in both

absolute and dependent constructions.

382. Future Tense.

ABSOLUTE AND DEPENDENT.

0eunre0 0eunreme0|0

0eunrem 0eunre10 rib

0eunre10 re 0eunre10

Indef. & Passive, 0eunrer

383. Conditional.

"Oeunrenm 0eunremeo1r

0eunre 0eunre0 rib

0eunre0 re 0eunrer0ir

Indef. 8! Passive, neunreioe
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88!. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present.

DeunA'O 'oeunnm neunmi) re 'oeunnmA01‘0,&0.

Past.

“oeunnmn 'oeuncA “OGUHA'O re '0eunAmA01r, &c.

Participles.

'oeunce ioncoeunco ro-oeuncn '00-'0euncn

Yerbal Noun.

'OGUflAfh (oeuns'o) gen. 'oeunCA

885. F616, SEE.

Principal Parts.

Imperative. Future. Participle. Verbal Noun.

(:ipeno

pelc peicte peicrmc

pe1cpeA0

886. IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. —— peiclmir(pe1ceom)

2. peic pelcro

3. pelces'o re peicroir

387. The imperative 2nd sing. and 2nd plural are hardly ever

found; for we rarely command or ask a person to “see” anything,

except in the sense of “look at” it. In Irish adistinct verb is always

used in the sense of “1001; at,” such as peué, nenflc, bpem'mmg, dw.

The verb peuc must not be confounded with gene; it is a distinct

verb, and has a complete and regular conjugation.

888. In early modern Irish pane was the' stem used in the impera

tive and in the dependent construction throughout the entire verb.
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889. INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

1. "oo-Cim (Ct-01m) pelclm

2. "no-Cir, &c. peicm

3. '00-Ci ré, eionn re FBICQAflfl re

1. 'oo-Cimi'o peaclmi'o

2. DO-Citi percearm rat)

3. 'oo-cno pelcro

Indef. &Passive, i DO-Cicew PCICteAfl

'OO-CICQA‘I‘

390. The prefix 00-, now usually dropped, is an altered form of the

old prefix Ac~e.y., azéim. This form survives in the spoken lan

guage only in the Ulster form, ’tim or clinm, &c.

391. Imperfect Tense.

no-cinn, élbmn pe‘cmn

'oo-CiteA, &c. pmcc'eA

'00-Ci0'0 ré pe1ceA-0 ré

'oo-Cimir pelclmir

'oo-cioi) rm pencea'b rib

'oo-éinir pe1cu'oir

In spoken langunge peacmn, &c., is used in both Absolute and

Dependent constructions.

Ulster usage, nimmn, t:|1'.\tel\I &c.
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392. Past Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDEN'I'.

1. {connac (ConnAflmr) {racer {reacar

Connacar race peace

2. connacmr (cormarcmr) racmr reacmr

3. oonnmc re (eonnmrc re) race re peace re

1. ¢OliflCAmAfl[¢0l1nAf\CAmAf\] racamap reacamar

2. Conncnbar [Connarcabar] recat'mr reacat'mr

3. Connce'oar [Connsrcironr] racnoap reacanap

Indef. & Passive, conncar racer 0r rectar

The older spelling was nceonnac and acéommrc, &c. The c is

still preserved in the Ulster dialect: tanmc me, 620., I saw.

393. Future Tense.

(00-)CircA-o, eloreA'o, reicreao,

(Do-)cirir, cmrm, relcrm,

&c. &c.

Indefinite & Passive, cirear reicrean

894i. Conditional.

('00-)Cirmn, el-ormn, peicrmn,

&c. ~ &c.

In the Future and Conditional reicreao, &c., and

reicrmn, 650., can be used in both constructions.

395. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD. ’

Present, PGICGA'O, reicm, relcno re, &c.

Past, reicnm, peictea, reiceao re, &c.

Participle, reicte.
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396. Yerbal Noun.

reicrm or reicrmc, gen. re1creene.

From the genitive of the verbal noun the compound

participles are formed: viz., m-reicreene, ro-reic

reene, 00-reicreene.

397. 01018 or cLum, HEAR.

These two verbs are quite regular except in the

Past Tense.

In old writings the particle ec or 00- is found prefixed to all the

tenses in the absolute construction, but this particle is now dropped.

398. Past Tense.

cueter, ouete cuetemer

eueteir cueteber

oueLe ré Cuete0er

Yerbal Nouns.

ctor 0r cLourmc (or more modern ctumrmc or

cLorrcm).

CAR, COME.

399. IMPERATIVE. I

SING. 1. — PLUR. Clgimir (cuseem)

2. cer 01510

3. 015240 (cege'O) re osmir
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INDIGATIVE MOOD.

400. Present Tense.

1. C151m usamro

2. 015111 CiSCi

B. 615 re 0510

Relative (wanting).

Indefinite, USCG.de

The Present Tense has also the forms cesium or

censmm inflected regularly.

401. Imperfect Tense.

t151nn, tagemn, or tensmnn, regularly.

402. Past Tense.

CdnSAf‘, tends tAnSAmAr

Crimson“ tongobnp

teams re (2511540411

403. Indefinite, winger.

The n5 in this Tense is not sounded like n5 in tons, a ship, but

with a helping vowel between them—e.g., 2nd pers. sing.—is pro

nounced as if written timesmr; but in Munster the 5 is silent except

in the 3rd pers. sing.—-e.g., tinsar is pronounced haw-mass.

404. Future Tense, 1:1ocps0,&c., inflected regularly;

also spelled cmcreo, &c.

Relative, CIOCFAI‘

Conditional, tiocpmnn, &c., inflected regularly.
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405. BUBJUNGTIVE MOOD.

Present, 61566.0, “540, or cease-o, inflected regu

larly.

Past, cagmn, “5.41m, or censnmn, inflected regu

larly.

406. Yerbal Noun, cenéc (or momec, ca-oeeec).

Participle, cengtn or taste.

407. 1:613, GO.

N.B.—-The present stem is also spelled cére, but céug is preferable,

as it better represents the older form, was or tens.

408. IMPEBATIVE.

1. —- ceigimir (cé1genm)

2. cérg cmgm

3. téagen'o ré Cé1$roir

M9. In the Imperative 2nd sing. and 2nd plur. other verbs are now

usually substituted, such as SAD, Iming, céqug. The use of céqug,

plur. cémvgn'), seems to'be confined to these two forms; 1min$ has a

full, regular conjugation.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1110. Present.

1. céafivm (cé1'01m) 1. Cé1§1min

2. Cévgm &c. 2. Cél§ti

3. c615 ré,té1$em1n re 3. céagro

Indefinite, tastenp
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Imperfect Tense.

teigmn (or tenomn), &c., regularly.

411. Past Tense.

ABSOLUTE. DEPENDENT.

1. career veneer

2. CUA'OAII‘ neaCAIr

3. curve re 'oeaciaro re

1. CUA’OAmAfl 'oeacamar

2. (Bannister beaches“

3. CUA'OA'OAfl 'oeacs'oar

Indefinite, cue-etar 'oear'mr

In Munster ease“, &c., is used in the dependent construction, as

niop éumr') re, he did not go.

412. Future.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

1. [IACA‘O, pagan Noam/sow, ragamaoro

2. fldCAlfl, ragam Memo rib, [\ASM‘O rm

3. raearo re, pager-o re racaro, ragmo

Relative, wear, 1\.\§Ar.

Indefinite, raCtar, raster. _

418. Conditional.

racamn or ragamn, &c., regularly.

The Future and Conditional are sometimes spelled News, Are.

and recrmnn, M.
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414. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present, ceigee'o, ceigir, ceigvo re, &0.

Past, ceigmn, ceigtee, CélSeA'O re, 6w.

415. Yerbal Noun.

0uL, gen. 00Le (sometimes nutce).

Participle of Necessity.

0uLce (as, ni 0uLce 00, he ought not to go).

Derivative Participles.

IOU-'OOLA, r0-00Le, 00-00Le.

416. it, EAT.

This verb is regular except in the Future and Con

ditional.

Principal Parts.

Impcr. Future. I’srtleiple. Verbai Noun.

1C iore0 Itce 1C8

417. Future Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1. iore0 (iorre0) ioremeoro

2. ioreir, &c. iorei'o rm

3. iorei'b re iorero

Relative, iorer (iorrer).

Indefinite 8! Passive, iorcep.

418. Conditional.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

1. ioremn (iorremn) iorememr

2. iorce, &c. iore'o rm

3. ioreo re ioreroir
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419. As well as the regular Past Tense, 'o’lteur, &c.,

there is another Past Tense, viz., number, in use.

SINGULAB. PLUBAL.

1. ’OUA'OAf 'ouuonmsp

2. 'ouuinnr ‘OUA‘OAUA'fl

3. pump re 'ouuooner

mgm, I BEACH.

420. This verb is nearly obsolete, its place being taken

by the regular verbs fflOlélm and T‘flO‘I’f‘Im

Its Past Tense is inflected like minus.

1. rengur, runes rimsumnp

2. runsmr rimsobnr

3. Minis ré Wingspan

421. Yerbal Noun.

roécmn 0r flIACCAin.

Riglm has a special usage in the phrase [ugm steer,

“I need,” (whence, fliACCAflAf‘, need, necessity: Inaccu

nnc, necessary: from the verbal noun.)

moRDmm 01' "1011011131111, I KILL.

422. This verb is quite regular except in Future

and Conditional.

Future, meromo, meroocrm, mmreotbso, mmr

beociro or mumbpeim (with usual terminations).

Conditional, merchnmn, rhupbbéumn, n'mmeobumn,

mmpbeOCAmn 0r mumbpmn, 5.10., &0.

Yerbal Noun.

murbu'o 0r marbugo'o, to kill or killing.
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SOME DEFECTIVE VERBS.

$28. AR, quoth, say or said. This verb is used

only when the exact words of the speaker

are given. (It corresponds exactly with

the Latin “inquit.”) It is frequently

written AflfA or Mr, as 4pm mare, said I.

When the definite article immediately

follows this latter form the r is often

joined to the article, as, Aflr an reap or an

ran peep, says the man. “ C14 cs pém P"

4p relrenn. " Who are you?” said he.

When the exact words of the speaker

are not given translate “ says” by new,

and “ said” by 'oubmpc. When the word

“that” is understood after the English

verb “say” 50 (or use if “not” follows)

must be expressed in Irish.

424. ’OAR, It seems or it seemed. This verb is

always followed by the preposition Le:

as, nap Mom, it seems to me, methinks ; or,

it seemed to me, methought. Dan test.

It seems to you. ’Osn Leif an ‘opesn. It

seemed to the man.

‘28. peenen, I know, I knew. This verb is

nearly always used negatively or inter

rogatively, and although really a past

tense has a present meaning as well as a
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past. m tea'omp. I do, or did, not

know. m pen'omp re. He does not know,

or he did not know.

SINGULAB. PLURAL.

1. pea-nap I. penopamap

2. peaopmr (4r) 2. penopabnp

3. pea-own re 3. FGA’OPA'OAfl

N.B.—The forms just given are those used in the

spoken language, the literary forms are: peavup,

peanmp cu, pewonm ré, penonmap, peADAbnp, and

peaoaoap.

426. CARLA, There came to pass, it happened or

happened to be. It is also used to express

the meeting of one person with another.

427. U’ftODAIR, “It all but happened.” E._I./.,

o’fromm '(‘mm CUIClm, It all but happened

to me to fall, I had like to fall, I had well

nigh fallen. The same meaning is ex

pressed by o’pobam 50 'Oculcpmn.

l$28 12611001111, I can, is regular in all its tenses,

but it has no imperative moozl.

 

C H A P T E R V I .

The Adverb.

429. There are not many simple adverbs in Irish,

the greater number of adverbs being made up of two or

more words. Almost every Irish adjective may be
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come an adverb by having the particle “50" pre

fixed to it: as, mmt, good; so mmt, well; what,

humble; 50 h-urimL, humbly.

430. This so is really the preposition 50" with its

meaning of “with.” (Do not confound this word

with 50 meaning “ to,” they are two distinct preposi

tions). Of course this particle has now lost its

original meaning in the case of most adverbs.

431. Adverbs may be compared; their comparative

and superlative degrees are, however, those of the

adjectives from which they are derived; the particle

50 is not used before the comparative or superlative.

482. It may be well to remark here that when

an adjective begins with a vowel so prefixes h, as

50 h-Annam, seldom.

438. The following list may now be regarded as

simple adverbs although many of them are disguised

compounds.

amac out (used only after a verb of

motion).

amuls outside, out; never used after a

verb of motion. He is out, (:5

re am mg. He is standing out

side the door, 65 re ’na f‘eAI‘mn

cao‘o ammg 'oe ’n ’001\Af‘.

 

‘ This preposition is now used only in a few phrases; as miLe 50

beat, a mile and (with) a half: rut: 50 teat, a yard and a half:

bLmimm so Len': 6 fem, a year and a half ago.
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1 mu'OA (emu'OA)

minim

mom (nn'om)

m'oe (ené)

1 moi/Spec (AmAflAC)

cronnur

Afi'lLAl’O

FEAT‘UA

4mm}

map

so h-AflflAfh

50 pom.

¢e4n4

nump (en amp)

com

enmr

For

out (mistaken). '65 re emu-04

50 mop. He is greatly mistaken.

as now mane, going astray.

alone, only.

to-day.

yesterday.

to-morrow.

how.

thus: like this\

henceforth, in future ; also, just

now, at once, as, 1mt1$ penrxm,

be off with you this moment.

as, like.

seldom.

awhile, yet.

already, before, previously _

when (never used interroga

tively). Il'hcn, used interroga

tively, is translated by cs

h-ump, cetmn 0r carom.

where (interrogative).

map A or 111-51c A, where (when

not interrog.)

as; as white as, com Mn Le

(45w). For use of Le and

45w see per. 154

now.

yet.
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m not. In Ulster c4 is used for not;

it eclipses consonants and pre

fixes n to vowels. Can is used

before run. and 1p.

chem last night.

4N1“ again.

arcenc in (used only after a verb oi

motion)

11mg in, inside: the oppositetosmmg.

434. It may be useful to remark here that the words,

more, to-day; m'oé, yesterday ; rmmspae (or smeime),

to-morrow; spew, last night, can be used only as

adverbs. He came to-day. CAHHS re mom. He went

away yesterday. ’0’ mung re more. When the Eng

lish words are nouns we must use an LA (or an ovoee)

I before m'ou, 1n'0é, &c. Yesterday was fine. bi on LA

m'oé bueeg. To-morrow will be wet. Dem an LA

1 mbApsC plane.

Up and Down.

485- roar, upwards, motion upwards from the

place where the speaker is.

snior, upwards, motion up from below to the

Up_ place where the speaker is.

tusr (also spelled fumr), up, rest above the

place where the speaker is.

snior (abuflfi up, rest where the speaker is.

 

' This form is used in Ulster and North ConnaughtI but generally

this word is used only for rest on this side of a room, river, &c.. or

here, where we are.
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rior, downwards, motion down from where

the speaker is.

anunr, downwards, motion down from above

to where the speaker is.

tior (rior), down, below, rest below the place

where the speaker is.

anuar (abur),* down, rest where the speaker

1s.

Down. ~

436. The following examples will fully illustrate the

use of the words for “up” and “down "v:—

A.

A says to B, I’ll throw it down, Cmtrro me rior e.

Is it down yet? 'Oruu. re tior ror?

Throw it up, Can: anior e.

It is up now, C5 re anior anonr.

B says to R, I’ll throw it up, Cmtrio me ruar e.

Is it up yet? brunt re tuar ror?

Throw it down, Cmt anuer é.

It is down now. CA re anuar AflOlf‘.

B.

N.B.—He is up (i.e.,he is notin bed), CA re ’na f‘ul'Oe.

We are up, CA rmn ’niirruwoe

 

' See foot-note at end of page 160
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‘87. Abur, on this side, et'mr Agar tau, here and

there, on this side or on that (when

rest is implied).

emu. Asap anonn, here and there:

hither and thither, to this side and to

that (when motion is implied).

Over.

438. The following sentences will exemplify the

translation of the word “ over” :—

A. B.

A says to B, I’ll throw it over to Cmtpro mé anonn

you, cogec é.

,, Is it over yet? ‘0pr re CALL For?

,, Throw it over to me, Cmt aneLL ousmn é.

,, It is over now, CA re abur enoq‘.

‘39. He went over the wall. Conn) ré Can an mbALLA.

He went over to Scot- Cuaro re enonn 50

land. h-ALbAm.

He came over from Cmmg ré anau 0

Scotland. ALtmm.
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East and West.

The root 01p means front: mp means back.

440. The ancients faced the rising sun in naming

the points of the Compass; hence t01p, east; tmp,

west; tame, north; tear, south.

roup, motion eastward from the place where

we are.

t01p (imp), rest in the east, with regard to

where we are.

Anmp, motion from the east to the place

where we are.

441.

rwp, motion westward from the place where

we are.

twp (f‘lAfl), rest in the west.

Anlnp, motion from the west to the place

where we are.

shop, here, rest at the place where we are.

“3. The words twp, to1p, tum-o, tenp, have

primary reference to position with regard to the

person .

444. With reference to a house, map is inwards,

roap is outwards.
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Compound, or Phrase Adverbs.

445. The following list are really phrases formed

of nouns or adverbs preceded by prepositions.

10pm,” afar off, in space or time: ipr-o

4r r0, far from here: I bpn'o

ponhe, long before.

1 Seem, far off.

I Scorimuroe, always.

4p my, back ; as, Come back. “Cap 411 Alf.

4p 5cm, backwards.

1 ocorac,

Afl "ocfir, first, at first, in the beginning.

4p “ocfur,

1 Sce‘mom, immediately, instantly.

mm r0, here.

Ann rm, there.

an out, by and by, after awhile (it some

times means immediately).

Afl non eon,

1fl-A0n (5011

A11 aon euma at all, at any rate.

411 bit,

Afl (:umA Afl bit,

4p é15m, with difficulty, hardly, perforce.

1 L816, apart, aside, separately; Sat)! Lelt,

 

come hither.

' A is frequently used instead of l in these phrases.
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Ar moo,

Ar umrut),

1 n-Zupne,

1 n-émreaec,

beagnaé,

ca h-Af‘, can Ar,

04 mean,

cm them), i

'00 rior,

eabon,

r6 'Oemg,

rA 'Oeoro,}

re '00,

rd reaé,

50 bruit,

comCe,

11mm,

50 h-Amlte,

so 'oem'im,

so h-IomLAn,

so Lem,

50 Leor,

mar an Sceuona,

0 rom I Lent,

0 rom 4ma¢,l

CUILL8(A'D) eILe,

cuLLe ror, }

FA 'Oeme(ab),

in a manner, so that.

sometimes, at times.

on high; core ’n-Alroe, at full

gallop.

together.

almost.

whence, from what.

how many, how much.

always.

that is, id est, i.e.

at last.

twice; rd tr], thrice, &c., M.

by turns, respectively.

ever (future), to the judgment.

for ever (future).

ever (past).

especially.

indeed.

entirely, altogether.

entirely.

enough.

likewise, in like manner.

from that time out.

besides, moreover.

at last.
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map r111 'oe,

mAflACA,MAI\ACAI'O,

'oe gnét,

-oe 1.5154111,

'oA ffifllt),

L51t11eA¢ bonn,

1.0m uhtpeec, i

re tummm,

50 men-men,

SO h'“l‘mol‘,}

or iflOL,

or Afro,

me to,

'0’01'oce,

1rc’o1'o¢e, i

OCéILe (0 11-4 ¢é1Le),

('0)A1\ 1113013,

e11 mm'om,

rA cpAtnOnn,

um tpetnonn, l

411 mm'om 11mm

Afl mm-om 1 mbnpec,

re CflanOHA 111'0111,

ntpuge'o moe,

etjmge'o 1 mbdflAC,

anomteep, umAno1pCenp,)

LA on fl-A blipnc,

1 mono-One,

enupm'o, .

atpuge'o 4111111010,

therefore, thereupon.

namely, viz., ie.

usually.

presently, just now.

really, in fact.

just now, exactly now, im

mediately.

conjecturally.

especially.

secretly, lowly.

aloud, above board, openly

by day.

by night.

asunder.

sure, surely.

in the morning.

in the evening.

this morning.

on to-morrow morning.

this evening.

on the day before yesterday.

7‘on the day after to-morrow.

on the following day.

(during) this year.

(during) last year.

(during) the year before last.
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446. The phrases which have just been given about

morning, evening, &c., are strictly adverbial, and

cannot be used as nouns.

547.

Adverbs. Nouns.

01.1 'Oomnmg, on Sunday 'Oomnco,m., Sunday

but Lucm, on Monday Lunn, m., Monday

'om mA1pc, on Tuesday mmpc, f., Tuesday

014Ceunnom’, onWednesday Ceu'oeom, f.,Wednesday

'014 'Onp'onom’pn Thursday ’Onpn401n,f., Thursday

'01s h-Aome, on Friday come, f., Friday

01.1 Satelpn, on Saturday Sntnpn, m., Saturday

448. me takes the name of the day in the genitive

case; it is used only when “on” is, or may be, used

in English—Le, when the word is adverbial.

'01s is really an old word for day. It occurs in the two expressions

1 11:0111, to-day; 1 n-"oé, yesterday. It is new never used except before

the names of the days 01 the week, and in the two expressions just

mentioned.

4’29. “ Head-foremost.”

He fell head-foremost, ’00 tun: re 1 11'01A1'O" A omn. -

I fell head-foremost, '00 tu1cen|~1 11'0141'0 mo cmn.

She fell head-foremost, 'Uo tun: pi 1 1101410 A cmn.

They fell head-foremost, ’Oo cmcea-oap 1 noun) a

5mm.

 

'm'omrb is a phrase meaning “ after," and is iollowed by s. geni

tive case.
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CHAPTER VII.

Prepositions.

450. The following list contains the simple preposi

tions in use in Modern Irish :—

1, A, m, (41m), in so, to (motion)

A5, (A15), at 110m, before

411, (mp), on map, between

4r, out of Le, with

map, by (in swearing) o, irom

0e, off, from may 7

no, to up, 50\ er, across

pi, p.101,“i under the, cpio, through

Sun, without um, 1m, concerning, about

451. The prepositions 1, m (or onn), 50, Le, and the

take r when they come before the article, as

tour so mnem, with the woman.

Inr 4n Lennon, in the book.

my no pjiyiceannmb, in the fields.

 

‘ to is used in Munster.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Conjunctions.

452. The following is a list of the conjunctions in

use at present :—

ACC,

A5111*(‘1’13 1r, ’1").

an,

on), 7510, ce,

sloea'o,

mi,

'oe bros 50,

For!

SO.

n46,

’mi (10nd),

lonnur 50,

lonnur naé,‘

ms,

mel‘,

munn,

so:

but, except.

and, as.

whether (interrogative).

although

however (=5m ea-o, though it is so).

if.

because.

yet, still.

that.

that...not.

than.

so that, in order that.

so that...not.

if.

as.

unless, if...not.

 

no 50,

sec 50, ,

until (before a verb).

' so and 11.16 are very frequently separated from ionnur by a sub

ordinate or relative clause: 0.9., “ ionnur, an ti 4;! A mbm'o an rlgm

rm, so mom-6 Ceapmann arse 6'n clrteaé ;" so that the person who

would be marked with that u'gn would have protection from the

daughter,
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mmreao, well, if so.

n0, or.

115, nor.

0, since, because.

0 mac since...n0t.

0 came 50, whereas.

0111, for, because.

ruL, rut. ms, before (followed by a verb).

u1me rm, therefore, wherefore (these have

also an adverbial force).

car cennn, moreover, besides, furthermore.

an an Abner rm wherefore, therefore.

mar rm rem, nevertheless, notwithstanding,

even so.

bio-o 50, although, whether...or. bio'o re

05 no norm, biob re rm'omr no

'oocc. Whether he be young or

old, whether he be rich or poor. ‘

bio-o is really the imperative 3rd

sing. of cmm, meaning “let (him) .

be.”

453. The use of men before a clause is noteworthy.

re mar eoubmrc re, (according) as he said. ‘

tar map ‘01 re ’0e1c mwa'Onn pecan O r0111.

Beyond (or compared with) how it was 30 years

ago.

1 ‘oceob mar '0e1r cs, regarding what you say.

Clams re map 4 mm 13101111. He came to where

Finn was.
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map ace or map acfim, that is, viz., i.e.

map 50 mbA'O 14'0 pém '00 'Oeunnm ‘m

gnion'w, as if it were they who pen

formed the act.

map 411 Sceunna, likewise.

map Seam. np, on account of.

CHAPTER IX.

45!. Interjections and Interjectional Phrases.

1%

e'l‘c,

F01p1'op!

P.11piop!

The open !

mo openc!

mo Lénn 1

mo Lean Seup!

Feuc !

O bi: bi: ! 06! no! 110011!

mo mime cu !

_ A Di: 1

Fence nomcc !

O (the sign of the Vocative

case) .

hush ! list !

Alas !

Behold ! lo !

Alas !

Shame on you!

Hurrah for . . . !

Welcome!
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‘Ow '00 fiesta!

’Sé '00 beata ! }

SLAn Lear; (u'o)!

SLAn beo ASAC (ASAID) !}

Deannaec Lent; (no)!

The Linn !

mmer !

1301511) (poigne) !

Fame !

So ’ocero cu rLAn !

50 rombngln ’01s emcl

Di ’00 tort: !

811$ '00 beat! }

the 30mm CF: I

Sire 0pc! }

SLAmce!

mm an peep!

‘mmt an ouacmLL!

burbeaoar Lear: !

50 1mm mmt ASA'61}

'50 fl-é‘lfllsl'b so Lean!

Him Lé1510 ’Om rm !

So mbeonnmgro ’014 'Oul'c !

So memm,

150 mamro to l}

50 Memo ’01.: onamn!

OI'OCB r'nmt 'Ouu: !

So ‘ocusmb ’OIA orooe

mmt owe!

Hail !

Good-bye !

God be with us!

Well ! Musha!

Patience!

Take care! Fie!

Safe home !

God prosper you!

Silence !

Bravo !

Good health !

Good man !

Good fellow !

Thanks ! thank you !

Good luck to you!

God forbid!

God save you ! Good

morning ! &c. -

Long life to you !

God help us!

Mayyouhave a good night!

May God give you a good

night!
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So mime-bare ‘Om Lear: ! God grant you success !

SLAn co-oatca na h-oroce Sound night's sleep to

ASAC ! you!

So 5000me 50 ram ! May you sleep peacefully.

Dan. 0 '01.: orc ! God bless you!

Cumeacan ’Oe Lear: I May God accompany you!

13w raogml. 45m: ! Long life to you !

Duaro Lear: !

} Success to you !

Rat 50 1mm opt: !

CHAPTER X.

WORD-BUILDING.

Prefixes.

‘55. The following is a list of the principal prefixes

used in Irish. Some of them have double forms

)wing to the rule caoL Le c401,.
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61]“ or e1r, back, again; like the English re- ;

ioc, payment; mrioc, repayment, restitu.

tion.

At“ or AITh,\ (rero, even; mfimero. un

even.

‘m 0 Am, Bret, time; 1 n-Afltfldt‘j, un

timely.

pi ,, pio,‘ ceenn, a head; 'oieeennao,

>Negative to behead.

particles commrte, an advice; mio

commrte, an evil .advice.

neem ,, nenh, 11111), a thing; nenhm-o, n0

thing, non-entity.

)

\cAmoeAr, friendship; eer

e or en, a negative particle. It eclipses c and c and

mi ,, mlo,

 

em

 

CAup-oeer, enmity.

becomes e45 before r. com, just; enscom,

unjust; crom, heavy; en'ocrom, light;

corrhmt, like; eugrmhmt, difi'erent.

proc, bad, evil; meer, esteem; woe-mew, reproach,

disesteem.

con'n, equal; mmrm, time; com-mmrearec, contem

porary.

 

' oi, -oio eclipse words beginning with b or r, 'oiombul-oeaéar,

ingratitude.
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an, mOp, big; an-mOp, very big.

1L, 10L, “one, a colour; 10L’OACAé, many

coloured.

po, mOp, big; po-rhop, too big.

f‘dp, Intensifying ce, warm; rep-Ce, excessively

particles warm

LAn, mecca. vast; rim-amber,

awfully vast.

up, 51151104, ugly; fip-Quin'oc, very

ugly.

Lent, a half; teat-amp, half an hour; pseut, a story;

be1t-r5eut, an excuse.

1n, 1on, fit, suitable; neuncn, done; m-‘oeunce, fit to

be done; pmoce, said; 1on~pamce, fit to be

said; 1on-11‘10Lcn, praiseworthy; 10n-(1Lcn,

drinkable; 1n-1tce, eatable, edible. (See

pars. 286, 288.)

peum, before; pawns, said; peu11'1-p;\1'0ce, aforesaid.

nut, back; ppm-tenet, coming and going; ppm-emu“),

palpitation, or a. return stroke.

ban, a feminine prefix; punt, a prince; ban-121.41g a

princess ; ham-ageapne, a lady.

at, a reiterative particle: pm, a saying; Ac-pso,

a repetition; ctump, another time; an

ctbun'omn, next year; an Attenccrnmn,

next week. 0.1: has sometimes the force

of “dis” in dismantle, as cumn'o, to form;
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atéumm), to deform, destroy ; Megan,

to crown, to elect a king ; atpiogao, to de

throne.

bit, mot, lasting, constant; bum, lasting; mot-bum,

everlasting; bit-pipeun, ever-faithful.

'00 and r0, two particles which have directly opposite

meanings, as have often the letters -0 and 1'.

’00 denotes diliiculty, ill, or the absence 0]

some good quality; r0 denotes the opposite.

no-beunca,hard to be done ro-Oeunca, easy to be done

voter, sorrow

'oonar, bad-luck

ouoao, sad

'OAFO‘om, poor

0.101, a fool

me, want, misery

'oumece, vice

veep, cendemned, dear

“oooap, harm

'oona, unlucky, unhappy

'oomeann, bad weather

'oocammt, inconvenient

456.

romp, comfort, joy

ronar, good-luck

pubAC, merry

rmnbm, rich

mm, a wise man

rut, peace, plenty

pumece, virtue

paop, free, cheap

roeap, profit

pone, lucky, happy

romemm, fine weather

rocammt, convenient

Affixes or Terminations.

AC, when it is the termination of an adjective, means

full of, abounding in: bpwtap, a word;

bpmtpae, wordy, talkative; peupae, grassy.
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46, when it is the termination of a noun, denotes a

person or personal agent: as ememmae, an

Irishman; Atoanac, a Scotchman.

ACE is an abstract termination, like the English mess:

mmr, sweet; mIL'f‘eACC, sweetness.

N.B.—The termination we: is usually added to

adjectives.

aroe, wee, me, are personal terminations denoting

an agent: rgeut, a story; rseuturbe, a story

teller; cor, a foot; co1rioe, a pedestrian.

A1116, me, are also personal terminations denoting an

agent: ceatg, deceit; ceatgame, a deceiver.

what, a termination having the very same force as

the English like or ly: rearmhmt, manly;

rtmteamaat, princely, generous.

Ar, ear, or sometimes r alone, an abstract termination

like ACC; mmt, good: mmtear, goodness;

ceann, a head; ceannar, headship, authority.

bar and We have a collective force: as, "omLLe, a leaf

(of a tree); ’OUILLeAbAfl, foliage.

04, '0a, or ca, is an adjectival termination which has

usually the force of the English like:

mor'oa, majestic; Grim, golden; SALL’OA,

exotic, foreign (from BALL, a stranger, a

foreigner).
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e is an abstract termination like sec or er: whenever

it is added to an adjective the resulting

abstract noun, owing to the rule “cnot

Le caoL,” has the very same form as

the genitive singular feminine of the adjective:

as, r141, generous; re1Le, generosity; are,

high; Ampe, height; seat, bright; 51Le,

brightness; A1Lne, beauty.

Lac, 114e, 1146, we, Cfm¢, have all the same meaning

as AC, viz., full of, abounding in: muc, a pig;

muctec, a piggery; 00111., a wood; comment,

a place full of woods; PHILCCAC, bloody;

concene (concemmae), willing.

flier means full of, abounding in: ceoL, music; ceoL

mer, musical; Speerm, fun; Spennnn'mr,

full of fun, amusing; chLrhnr, sensible,

intelligent.

0111, 06111, or c6111, denotes a personal agent: rpent, a

scythe; rpeaLA‘Oom, a mower, reaper; 'oom

reom, a door-keeper.

Diminutives.

457. In Irish there are three diminutive termina

tions, viz., in, An, and 05. However, in is practically

the only diminutive termination in Modern Irish as

An and 05 have almost lost their diminutive force. A

double diminutive is sometimes met with, as Apmhnin,

a very little height.
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in.

458. The termination in, meaning “small” or

“little,” may be added to almost every Irish noun.

Whenever the final consonant is broad it must be made

slender (as the in always remains unaltered), the

vowels undergoing the same changes as in the

formation of the genitive singular, but ('3 is not

changed into $ (see pars. 60 and 78).

411.11,, an ass Armun, a little ass

'peAp, a man ppin, a ,, man

50pc, a field 5u1pcin, a ,, field

cn1LLe.\c,an old woman cmtucin, a ,, old woman

rpm'o, a street rpmoin, a ,, street, a lane

If the noun ends in e, drop the e and add 1‘11; but

if the noun ends in A, drop the A and attenuate the

preceding consonant; then add 1‘11.

panvoe pmr'oin nepn "01pm mALA mA1Lin

459. an.

rputzin, a brook, from rput, a stream.

Apmin, a hillock, ,, Ap'o, high.

neatgén, a knitting-needle, ,, “DEALS, a thorn.

b1opAn, a pin, ,, mop, a spit.

Lecbpzin, a booklet, ,, Leatmp, a book.

geugrin, a twig, ,, Seas, a branch.

mom, a little lake, ,, too, a lake.

rsmtim, a wing, ,, 1151.115, a shield.

The above are examples of real diminutives, but

such examples are not very numerous.
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460. 05.

pmrcos (pélrceog), a worm, from pmpc, a reptile.

Laros, a match, ,, tap, a light.

games, a little fork, ,, saoat, a fork.

These are examples of real diminutives in 05, but

such real diminutives are not numerous, as most nouns

in 05 have practically the same meaning as the nouns

from which they were derived (the latter being now

generally obsolete): cameos, a fly, from 61111., a fly;

'ompeos, a briar, from 'Ofllf‘, a briar; pumnreos, an

ash, from pumnre, an ash.

In Craig's Grammar we find Locos, a rat (we, a mouse). This

example is a striking instance of the fact that the termination 65 is

losing (if it has not already lost) its diminutive force.

All derived nouns in 05 are feminine.

Derived Nouns.

461. Words are of three classes—Simple, Derivative,

and Compound. All simple words are, as a general

rule, monosyllables; they are the roots from which

derivative and compound words spring. Derivative

words are made up of two or more pirts. These parts

undergo slight changes when they {re united to form

words, and thus the component parts are somewhat

disguised. The difficulty which presents itself to a

student in the spelling of Irish is more apparent than

real. The principle of vowel-assimilation is the key to
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Irish spelling. Let a student once thoroughly grasp

the rules for “ c001. Le caoL, due,” “aspiration,”

“ eclipsis,” “attenuation,” and “syncope,” and im

mediately all diificulty vanishes.

Derivatives are formed of simple words and particles.

The most important of the latter have been already

given under the headings “Prefixes” and “Affixes.”

We will here give some examples of derivative n'ouns,

a careful study of which will enable the student to

split up the longest words into their component parts,

and thus arrive at their meanings.

I

462. crom means heavy; cromar, i.e., crom+4r

(the abstract termination) means heaviness or weight;

espcrom, light, from cpom, and the negative particle

e4, which eclipses c and c, hence the o; éA'DCflOmAf‘,

lightness, from ea, not; crom, heavy; Ar, ness;

corntpom, impartial, fair, or just; from com, equal,

and crom, heavy; con‘utromar, impartiality, fair

ness, &c.; eascorhtflom, partial, unjust; from ea+

com+crom; eascorhtromar, partiality, injustice;

from ea+com+crom+ar. Speataoom, a reaper;

from rpeaL, a scythe, and 001p, an aflix denoting an

agent; the a is put in between the L and '0 to assist

pronunciation: CA'I'fl'Oe, friends; camoear, friendliness,

I friendship; CUSCAIIVOGAI‘, unfriendliness, hostility :

rearsmucc, manliness ; from reap + mimu. +

sec: “elm-SBAHATEILACC, unamiability; from nem'n,

not + seen, affection + Amen. + acc; piogaec, a
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kingdom, from riog+accz comorcnr, comparison,

emulation, competition; from co (com), equal, and

mOflCnr, greatness, i.e., comparing the greatness of

one thing with that of another.

463. Compound nouns are formed by the union of

two or more simple nouns, or of a noun and an

adjective.

(A.) A compound noun formed of two or more

nouns, each in the nominative case, has its declension

determined by the last noun. Its gender also is that

of the last noun, unless the first noun-part be such

as requires a different gender. The first word quali

fies the second, and the initial consonant of the

second is usually aspirated.

(B.) If the compound is formed of a noun in the

nominative form followed by a genitive noun, the

first is the principal noun, and determines the de

clension and gender; the second qualifies the first,

and generally remains unaltered, and the aspiration

of the initial consonant in this case depends on the

gender of the first noun. See par. 21(f).

We will give here a few examples of the two chief

kinds of compound nouns. It is usual to employ a

hyphen between the nouns in Class A, but not in

Class B.
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46!. Glass A.

Opens-pi, a. pseudo king opens, a. lie, and M, a. king

bun-mint, a. fountain bun, a source, origin, and

Nut, a. stream

cat-04M, a. helmet cut, a battle, and tm‘pp,

top, head

cup-four, twilight

cLo15-te4c, a belfry 01,05, a clock, bell, and

cello, a. house

cpeob-pLeers, a. garland cpuot'), a branch, and

nears, a. wreath]

cfiL-cmnc, back-biting cm, the back of the head,

and cmnc, talk

ceom-teost, mutton peouL,fiesh; 0401mm. sheep

Leoag-peoat, veal Leog, a calf; mac, a pig

mmc-yéeon, pork, bacon mepc, a. beef

meme-freon, beef

Lam-om, a. household god

LArh-eu'oac, a. handker

chief, a. napkin

mm, a hand; ’Om,‘ God;

euoec, a cloth; Ofl’O, a.

sled eLArh-opo, a hand-sledge g

Le1t-r5euL,* an excuse Lent, a. half, and rseuL,

a. story

Ofl-f‘LAC, a sceptre; 011, gold; and rum, 9. rod

zip-$11M), patriotism; tip, country; and swim love

 

' See me Lent-pseul. I beg your pardon. (Lit. Accept my excuse).
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468. Class B.

bpec were, a winding-sheet (a garment of death).

peep ceonL, a musician (a man of music).

peep peepe, a seer (a man of knowledge; plop, gen.

peepe).

peep age, a householder (a man of a house).

mec cipe, a wolf (son of (the) country).

on mepe, an otter (a hound of the sea; muip, gen.

mepe).

Leog mepe, a seal (a calf of the sea).

peep 10ne1o, a lieutenant, vicegerent (a man of place)

ceee orce, an inn, hotel (a house of entertainment).

me1$1rc1p rcone, a schoolmaster (a master of a school).

an oipce, a hen-egg (an egg of a hen.)

been pine or been c-ri'oe, a witch (a woman of the

flop, a fairy hill).

466. A Noun and an Adjective.

epo-pi, a high king.

App—tigeepne, a sovereign lord.

Ape-pelm, supreme power, chief power.

cLeon-opelt, partiality; cLeon, inclined: and bpelt, a

judgment.

cpom-Leec, a druidical altar; cpom, bent; and Leec,

a stone, flag.

'oeop-‘opeit, condemnation; “Deop, condemned.

'oeop-ogtee, a bond-slave; egLeo, a servant.
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\
oenpprtmp (neApb-pr- 'oeepb, real or true.

mm), a brother by blood [ 0115mm and rum, brother

nembfwfip, a sister by and sister (in reli

blood. I gion).

piop-ulrse, spring water: pio'p, true, pure; nurse, water.

sc\1[\l)-f‘l0fl,fl tempest: Sept), rough; and rion, weather.

srpp-pw'o, a. hare: 5mm, short; and puvo, a deer.

11uA-o-ou1ne, an upstart: numb, new, fresh; and name,

a. person.

rem-mum, a. grandfather,

rean-reAn-Atnm (re-renn- renn, 01d; Atd’lfl, a father.

atmp), a great grmld- minim“, a mother;

father. AOIf‘, age.

re.\n-mAtm11, a grand- penéc, law; nuge is a

mother- more common word

rem-sour, old age. for law.

reAfl-fleACC, the old law.

mean-freer, a. brave man.

cpeun-uoc, a. hero.

rsop-f‘eetb, a freehold: ream, possession.

cpom-Lm3e, a nightmare.

newt-stem, a patriarch.

gamut-(Emu, folly, silliness: mob, silly; and emu, sen se

pom-ow.\t<\p, an adverb: row, before; and bpmtnfl, a.

word.

pom-menu, a. frontier, extremity; "NEALL, a border, a

hem.

pom-overt, a prejudice (a. fore-judgment).

pom-newt, violence.

pom-easem, oppression, compulsion.
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Formation of Adjectives.

467. (a) Adjectives may be formed from many

nouns by the addition of AC or 60¢, which signifies

full of, abounding in. All these adjectives belong to

the first declension, and are declined like oipenc.

NOUN'.

peeps, anger

pmt, blood

$91111, grass

mum), victory

opens, a. lie

’OiCeALL, one’s best endea

vour

rearem, standing

5110, work

eta, fame

f‘AOCAfl, toil

we, a, loop

1‘AOSAL, life

we, sufficiency

Aum, Scotland

Secrmn, England

cpeob, branch

041111415. a rock

bpdn, sorrow

rat, dirt

pier, knowledge

step, joy

001L5i0'f‘, SOIIOW

_ ADJECTIVE.

peepgné, angry

FUiL'CBAC, bloody

peupno, grassy

bun-One, victorious

bpeuseo, false, lying

'oiCeALLeo, energetic

f‘eAf‘mAC, steadfast

gnome, busy

cLi'ncenc, famous

reotpne, industrious

LfiDAC, deceitful

er$LAé, long-lived

rAtec, setiated

otbennc, Scotch

Secrmmc. English

CflAO‘OAC, branchy

cmpgeee, rocky

onenec, sorrowful

f‘ALAC, dirty

porno, intelligent

Ammo, joyous

UOIL$i0rA¢, sorrowful
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NOUN.

cLeAr, a trick

cumre, weariness

uirge, water

neuL, a. cloud

Leann, a child

snot, wind

1mm'0e, anxiety

cfirheéc, power

peat, a star

Ame, care

1:0131'0, patience

GASLA, fear

coat, a will

061mm, heed

iomapca, too much

ADJECTIVE.

cLeArué, tricky

culpreac, weary

uirseeé, watery

neutce, cloudy

Leunbcé, Childish

Seotac, windy

imnroeac, anxious

CGThACCAC, powerful

peutcac, starry

AlfleAC, attentive

poigroeac, patient

ensue, timid

COlLCeAC, willing

cummac, careful

IO'mAflCAé, excessive,

copious

(b). Many adjectives are formed by adding men

to nouns.

All these adjectives belong to the first declension

and are declined like mos.

NOUN.

A0, luck

ceoL, music

cmn., sense

reap, grass

peon, flesh

ponn, fancy

ADJEOTIVE.

A'omap, lucky.

ceoLn‘mp, musical

cmLLn'mp, sensible

peupn'mp, grassy

peoLrhap, fleshy

ponnn‘wp, desirous
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NOUN. ADJECTIVE.

5L01p, glory Stepiiiep, glorious

Speenn, fun Speennn'iep, funny

Luec, price, value Luecrinep, valuable

Lion, number Liomnep, numerous

neepc, strength neepc'rhep, powerful

$5513, a shadow rgetmep, shy, startled

we, activity tutr'nep, active, nimble

(0). Very many adjectives are formed from nouns

by the addition of when or semen (both pro

nounced oo-il or u-wil). All these adjectives belong

to the third declension.

NOUN. ADJEOTIVE.

peep, a man peeperheit, manly

been, a woman beenameit, womanly

pteit, a prince pLeiteemeat, generous

emm, a name emmeenhmt, renowned

meep, esteem meeremen, estimable

Le (pl. Leete), a day LAE‘CBAfi‘lAII, daily

Spem, hatred Spemeernmt, hateful

cepe (pl. ce1poe),a friend oelpoeerheut, friendly

nerhe(pl.ne1rn-oe),an enemy neimoeerhen, hostile

CflOl‘Oe, a heart cpomeerheit, hearty, gay

pi (gen. piog), a king piogerhelt, kingly, royal

ceo: (pl. ceonte), a way ceoiteemelt, opportune

prep, order piepen‘qeib, subject, docile

obedient

seen, affection SeeneanelL, affectionate

moo, manner mooemeut, mannerly
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NOUN.

tip (pl. ciopte), country

melrneac,

mirneeé,

ceme (pl. cemce), fire

rust), (pl. rLemce), amoun

tain

Speenn, fun

eun, a bird

con'wmm, a neighbour

bepéncer, authority

} courage

ADJECTIVE .

cioptemmt, country-like,

homely, social

m1rneammL, courageous

cemcemiimt, fiery, igneous

rLéibceemmL. mountain

ous

Speenlmmmt, funny, gay

eunammt, bird-like, airy

comupremmtmeighbourly

bepéncemmL, authentic

(d). There is a. fourth class of adjectives formed

by the termination ’OA (’00.); but it is not as large

as the three preceding classes. The following are

some of the principal ones :—

‘014'04, godly, divine

peep-04, masculine

Deanne, feminine

Ofl'OA, golden, gilt

Leocoa, heroic

reen'oe, ancient

'oeone (DAOI'I'OA) human

spen'oa, ugly

crops, brave

beor'm, lively

SALL‘OA, exotic or foreign

neon‘ite (neorh'OA), holy,

saintly

Compound adjectives are extremely common in

Irish, being usually formed by the union of two or

more simple adjectives (sometimes of e- noun and an
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adjective); but these compound adjectives present no

difficulty once the simple adjectives, have been

mastered.

FORMATION OF VERBS.

468. Yerbs can be readily formed from nouns and

adjectives by the addition of 13 or 1113. The addi

tion of this termination is sometimes accompanied by

syncope, which often necessitates slight vowel changes

in accordance with the rule “ c401, Le ccoL."

469. (a).

NOUN.

mum, a name

bente, life

culrhne, memory

euro, a part

cm, the back of the head

recap, exertion

cuamc, a visit

Lear, improvement

neapc, strength

sec, a decree

car, death

cat, a battle

ceim, a step

cpioc, an end

quit, a trembling

Yerbs derived from Nouns.

VERB (Stem).

mnmmg, name

beating, nourish

cmmmg, remember

CUI‘OIS Le, assist (take part

with)

eating, retire

fAOCfll-IIS, exert

cimpcuig, visit, search

Learulg, improve

neapcuig, strengthen

ACCUIS, decree, enact

baring, put to death

eating, contend, fight

Célmnls, step, advance

opioénuig, finish

clntmg, tremble
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norm. vans (Stem).

sopca, hunger, injury sopcurg, injure

1omao, multitude 1omaouig, multiply

elm, an order on-omg, order, command

roLur, alight reittrig. enlighten

up (top), a beginning coring, begin

cream, a guide cpeopmg, guide, lead

pmn, pain pmnmg, cause pain

obam, work omfng, work

(b). Yerbs derived from ldjectives.

ADJECTIVE. VERB (Stem).

Atro, high Apomg, raise

ban, white binning, whiten

out), black 'oubmg, blacken

bones, deaf DO‘OIHJIS, deafen, bother

buun, lasting v DUAHUI§ preserve

poLLur, apparent pontrig, reveal, show

puap, cold reaping, cool, chill

L45, weak LASU‘IS, weaken

run, well T‘LAHUIS, make well, cure

cqum, dry Clowning, 0r c1umlg, dry

bocc, poor boccmg, impoverish

ceupt, right cenpcuig, correct

min, fine mimg, make fine, explain

iriot, low irug, lower

urhet, humble wining, humble

I‘m-com, rich rAl'ODIUS, enrich

The compound verbs are very few, and are there

fore of little consequence to the beginner.
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PART III.—SYNTAX,

CHAPTER I.

The Article.

470. In Irish the article always precedes its noun,

and agrees with it in gender, number and case:

as, on peep, the man ; n4 pm, the men; an fflp, of the

man; n4 mnii, of the woman.

The initial changes produced by the article have

been fully given in par. 40.

471. When one noun governs another in the geni

tive case the article cannot be used with the first

noun: as, mac an rip, the son of the man; peep an

age, the man of the house, &c.

Exceptions. (1) When a. demonstrative adjective is

used with the first noun (the governing one), the

article must also be used; as, ti on CGAC rm mo

caper) Le 'oioL, that house of my friend’s is for sale.

(2) Ifthe two nouns form a compound word, the

article is used before the first, if used in English: a .

newspaper, péipeup numbeacca; but, the newspaper,

on pmpeup numoeeéce.
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(3) When the noun in the genitive case is an

indefinite" one, which denotes a part of something, the

material of which a thing is made, or the contents of the

lirst noun, the article is used with the first noun when

it is used in English :—

An Sperm apsm, the piece of bread.

an mALa mine, the bag of meal.

an cpuirsin large, the little jug of water.

We say our apAm, for, the taste of bread; DOLA'C

eirs, the smell of fish; mac piog, the son of a king ;

because if the noun in the genitive expresses quality,

connection, or origin, the governing noun does not

take the article.

472. If a nominative be followed by several geni

tives the article can be used only with the last (i!

“the” be used in English), as, cpmme cinn 4n

cepmu, the weight of the horse’s head.

The article is often omitted before a noun which is

antecedent to a relative clause; as, 1r é name 'oo 0!

mm. He is the person who was there.

473. In the following cases the definite article is

frequently used in Irish though not used in English.

(1) Before surnames, when not preceded by a

Christian name, as, Rmt) an ‘Opeatnac Annrm ? Was

Walsh there ?

 

' See par. 585.
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(2) Before the names of some countries, as, an

SpAmn, Spain; an fimmc, France; pi ne h-émeenn,

the king of Ireland : also before Rome, ’ren Roin‘i, in

Rome; am new, from Rome. The article is not used

before the names of Ireland, England or Scotland in

the nominative and dative cases.

(3) Before abstract nouns: an c-octmr, hunger.

1r mmt an C-AflnLAnfl an c-ocper. Hunger is a good

sauce.

We frequently use so her for "death."

The article is not used in such sentences, as:—

CA ocper 0pm. I am hungry.

(4) Before nouns qualified by the demonstrative

adjectives: an peep pm, that man; an been re, this

woman.

(5) Before adjectives used as nouns:

4n n'wit Agar en c-otc, goodness and badness.

1p peefm L10m An step mi 411 'oenpg. I prefer green to

red.

(6) After “ cm," meaning “which” or “ what.”

Cm an peep? Which man ‘2

Cm An Lemma? What book ‘2

(7) To translate “apiece,” “per” or “a” before

words expressing weight and measure.

Rem, an ceenn. Sixpence apiece.

'pmgmn en print. A penny a pound.

ssiwng an 'ourcon (cumin). A shilling a dozen.
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(8). Before titles :

An C-A‘CAIfl eogen 11A Spnmne. Father Eugene

O’Growney.

An 'C-ACMfl pee-04p U4 Leogeme. Father Peter

O’Leary.

An 'ooccum ’Oubguxr 'Oe h-l-oe. Dr. Douglas Hyde.

(9) To express any attribute:

A been "A 'ocpi mm. 0 woman of three cows.

(10) The article is used before the word denoting

the use to which a thing is put, or the place where a

thing is found or produced.

maul n4 mme. The meal bag, i.e., the bag for hold

ing meal.

Cflfiifsm an cage. The water-jug.

Compare these with the following :—

An mete mme. The bag of meal.

An cpi'nrgin uirge. The jug of water.

(11) Before the word “ mLe ” meaning “every.”

An mLe peep. Every man.

An mLe tip. Every country.

(12) Whenever an indefinite noun, accompanied by

an adjective is predicated of a pronoun by means of

the verb 1r, the definite article must be used with the

noun whenever the adjective is placed immediately

after the verb.

1r bpeixg an LA e. It is a fine day.

1r mmt 4n reap cc. You are a good man.

\
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(133 Before the names of seasons, months, days of

the week (when not preceded by the word em), and

in Ulster and Munster before numerals when they

are not followed by nouns.

"CA re an '00. It is two.

An e an Satann ace agamn? Is to-day Saturday?

3: tigujqnin??? Is this Monday ?

1mm: an Acme. To-day is Friday.

CHAPTER II

The Noun.

474. In Irish one noun governs another in the

genitive case, and the governed noun comes after the

governing one.

Ceann an CameL. The horse’s head.

The noun, cemeL, in the genitive case is aspirated by the article

because it is masculine gender. It would not be aspirated if it were

feminine. (See par. 40.)

475. When the governed noun in the genitive is a

proper name it is generally aspirated, whether it be

masculine or feminine, although the article is not

used.

peann meme. Mary’s pen.

Leabap SeagAm. John’s book.

The last rule is by no means generally true of place

names.
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476. When the noun in genitive case has the force

of an adjective, it 'is not preceded by the article, but

its initial consonant is subject to precisely the same

rules, with regard to aspiration and eclipsis, as if it

were a simple adjective, i.e., it is aspirated if the

governing noun be nominative or accusative singular

feminine, or genitive singular masculine. It is

eclipsed if the governing noun be in the genitive

plural.

u'o cipce, a hen-egg (an egg of a hen).

ulbe capce, of a hen-egg.

peep 68011., a musician.

pm CGOIL, of a musician.

114 bpesp scemt, of the musicians.

477. Lpposition has almost entirely disappeared in

modern Irish, the second noun being now usually in

the nominative case, no matter what the case of

the first may be.

478. A noun used adjectiver in English is trans

lated into Irish by the genitive case.

A gold ring, remne om (lit. a ring of gold).

A hen-egg, ub Cljice.

Oatmeal, mm COljice.

479. Collective nouns (except in their own plurals)

always take the article and qualifying adjectives in

the singular; they sometimes take a plural pronoun,

and may take a plural verb.
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tdflSA'OAfl 4n emoem cupA'o pm '00 Ldtmp fimn agar

'oo EGAIHHHS 1mm '00. That company of warriors

came into the presence of Finn, and saluted him

(lit. to him).

480. Nouns denoting fulness or a part of anything

are usually followed by the preposition '0e and the

dative case, but the genitive is also used.

ceenn (or Sweep) o’Ap ngmopmo, one of our hounds.

b51111 mo opmse, the top of my shoe.

Len mo 'qum, the full of my fist.

In phrases such as “some of us,” “ one of them,"

&c., “ of us,” “ of them,” &c., are usually translated

by 45mm, see, &c.; but 'oinn, 'oiob, &c., may also be

used.

481. The personal numerals from our to Depeug

inclusive (see par. 177) generally take their nouns

in the genitive plural: new: mac, two sons; nnofllfmp

peep, nine men (lit. two of sons, nine of men).

A true“ mac asap 4 'ocplup ban.

His three sons and their three wives.

482. When used partitively they take be with the

dative.

UAI'o re neont'mp 0106 p6 ’n too.

He drowned nine of them under the lake.

11401 neonben 'oe rheopmb 1m h-éipemm.

Nine times nine of the stewards of Erin.
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Personal Nouns.

483. An Irish name consists of two parts, the 4mm

bmroro (or simply nmm), which corresponds to the

English Christian name, and the rLomneA-o, the sur

name or family name.

Surnames were first used in Ireland about the eleventh century:

until that time every Irish personal name was significant, and

sometimes rendered more so by the application of some epithet.

"In the early ages individuals received their names from epithets

implying some personal peculiarity, such as colour of hair, com

plexion, size, figure, certain accidents of deformity, mental qualities,

such as bravery, fierceness, &c." Joyce’s “Irish Names of Places."

484. When the Christian name is used in address

ing a. person, it is always in the vocative case, and

preceded by the particle A, which causes aspiration,

e.g. :

Fen Llom, A SeagAm. Wait for me, John.

“Om omc, A Seummr. Good morning, James.

485. When the Christian name is in the genitive

case, it is aspirated, e.g. :

Lenten mane. Mary’s book.

SSIAH Seomre. George’s knife.

486. Surnames when not preceded by a. Christian

name usually take the termination AC, which has

the force of a patronymic (or father-name), and are

declined like mepcee (par. 57). They are usually

preceded by the article except in the vocative case :

an peolmc, Power; en Olnansc, O’Brien; cape“. an
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mews. Power’s horse. Cesar an C-AmgeA'o '00 n

bpmnac. I gave the money to O’Brien. 540 1 Let, a

Upwnmg. Come here, O'Brien.

487. Surnames occurring in Ireland to-day are of

three classes: (1) Surnames of Gaelic origin. These

in almost every instance have the prefix 0 (Us) or

mac for a male, and Hi or me for a female.

(2) Surnames of old foreign origin. The majority of

these have no prefix. (3) Surnames of late foreign

origin. Only a few of these have acquired a distinct

form, pronounced in an Irish way.

488. When the surname is preceded by any ot the

words 0 (11a), mac, m, the, the surname is in the

genitive case, and is aspirated after hi or file, but

not after 0 or mac: e._r/., Seagdn mac ’OomnmLL.

John McDonnell; meme fli COHAILL, Mary O’Con

nell; ’Ompmum O ConmLL, Dermot O’Connell; 1101‘s

The 'Oon'mmu, Nora McDonnell.

489. When the whole name is in the genitive case,

the words after Hi (gen. of O or 11a) and mac (gen.

of thee) are aspirated; fli and 11:0 do not change in

genitive. Leabap Seummp Ui Dream, James O’Brien’s

book; no Upwm mic 'Oon'mmLL, Brian McDonnell’s

cow.

490. mac and O aspirate when they really mean

“son” and “grandson” respectively.
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mac ’Oomnmtt, Donal’s son.

mac ’Oorimmtt, McDonnell.

O bpmm, Brian’s grandson.

O bjuem, O’Brien.

491. Some surnames take the article after mac and

Tho—0.9.:

Seumar mac an Dam-o, James Ward.

new the an tltcmg, Nora McNulty.

C H A P T E B I I I.

The Adjective.

492. An adjective may be used either predicatively

or attributively. An adjective is used pradicattvely

when it is predicated of a noun by a verb, and in this

case it is usually separated from the noun by the

verb. “ The way was long, the wind was cold.”

“The day is fine.” “He made the mantles green.”

“ Long,” “cold,” “ fine,” and “ green” are used pro

rlicatively. An adjective is used attributi'vely whenever

it is not separated from the noun by the verb, and is

not predicated of a noun by a verb: as, “The infirm

old minstrel went wearin along.” “He made the

green mantles.” The adjectives “infirm,” “old,”

and “green” are here used attributiccly.
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493. In Irish almost every common adjective can

be used both predicatively and attributively. There

are, however, one or two exceptions: opoc. bad, and

peas, good, can never be used predicatively. If

“ bad” or “good” he used predicatively in the Eng

lish sentence, we must use otc, bad, or mmt, good,

in Irish. Never say or write ca re 'oeeg for “he is

good,” but cs re malt, &c.

The adjective iom-OA is always used predicatively

with 1p.

1p IOIT‘I'OA mapcsc '00 gab an cruge peo.

(’Tis) many a rider (that) has gone this way.

ADJEGTIVE USED ATTRIBUTIVELY.

(a) The Position of the Adjective.

494. As a general rule the adjective follows its noun

in Irish: as, Leel'mp mOp, a big book; peep melt, a

good man.

Exceptions. (1) A numeral adjective, whether ordi

nal or cardinal, when it consists of one word, always

precedes its noun: as cpi be, three cows; es CI]\C,

two hens. The interrogative, possessive, and most of

the indrfinitc alljectiz‘cs also precede their noun.

(2) Monosyllabic adjectives are frequently placed

before the noun, but then the noun and adjective

form a compound noun, and consequently the initial

of the noun is aspirated, when possible. This is
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always the case with adjectives: 0e45, good; opoc,

bad; rem, old; and frequently with mmn, new; and

piop, true. In this position the form of the adjectives

never changes for number or case, but it is subject

to the very same initial changes as if it were a. noun.

rerun-teen, an old man ; rem-inn, old men.

cpeun-penp, a. brave men; Ape-pi, a. high king.

4n crew-been, the old women;

mm 4m Cretan-cm, the hand of the old man.

(3 When a name consists of two words the adjec

tive frequently comes between them: as, “SLmb Sent.

SCUA,” “the bright Slieve Gue.”

(b) Agreement of the Adjective.

When an adjective is used attributively and fol-.

lows its noun, it agrees with the noun in gender,

number, _and case: as, been mop, a big woman; nmc

An $111 mow, the sen of the big man; no pm menu,

the big men.

For the aspiration and eclipsis of the adjective see

per. 149.

495. Since the adjective in English has no inflcxion

for gender, it is quite a. common thing to have

one adjective qualifying two or more nouns of dif

ferent genders. Sometimes in Irish we meet with

one adjective qualifying two nouns of different gush-rs

or numbers; in such cases the adjective follows the
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last noun, and agrees with it alone. However, the

more usual method is to use the adjective after each

noun: as,

reap mart agar been n'mit.

A good man and woman.

ADJEGTIVE USED PREDICATIVELY.

((1) Position of the Adjective.

496. An adjective used predicatively always fol

lows its noun, except when it is predicated by means

of the verb IS, in any of its forms, expressed or

understood.

The men are good, CA n4 pm THAIC.

The day is fine, CA an LA bpeeg.

_ If the verb ir be used in these sentences, notice the

position of the adjective and the use of the pronoun.

The men are good, 11‘ mmc' na pm we.

The day is fine, 1r epeag an IA e.

(b) Agreement of the Adjective.

An adjective used predicatively never agrees with

its noun in either gender, number, or case; in other

words, the simple form of the adjective is always used.

Moreover, it is never aspirated or eclipsed by the

. 1101111.

497. When the adjective comes immediately after

the Past Tense or Conditional of if (110., be or bub),
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its initial is generally aspirated, when possible; but

in this case it is not the noun which causes aspira

tion.

be breag an LA é. It was a fine day.

498. Notice the difierence in meaning between the

following :—

Rmne ré n4 rgeana Sears He made the sharp kniVes.

Rmne re gear na rsee'na}

He made the knives sha rr.

Rmne re 1m rgesnc Sear

Ca an no men out). The big cow is black.

‘CA an to one men. The black cow is big.

CA an oroce pores rune. The night is dark and wet.

CA an orDCe time 'OOflCA. The wet night is dark.

499. Adjectives denoting fulness or a part of any

thing are usually followed by oe with the dative

case:

full of milk, Len -oe nmnne.

two barrels full of water, as nemee Min "0’ uirse.

NUMEBAL ADJECTIVES.

Position of the Words.

500. A numeral adjective, whether ordinal or

cardinal, when it consists of one word, goes before

the noun.

ceitre cepmtt, four horses; re CAO‘lfl‘IS, six sheep.

an eeu'o buncmtt, the first boy.

The words for 40, 60, 80, 200, 300, &c., also pre

cede their nouns.
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501. A numeral adjective, except those just men

tioned, consisting of two or more words, takes its

noun immediately after the first part of the numeral:

as,

ceitpe cnpmtt "oeug, fourteen horses.

'Od um “oeug, twelve lambs.

'os cum “oeus 1p cpi THCI‘O, seventy-two cows.

502. In large numbers there is a great difference

between Irish and English with regard to the position

of the words. In Irish the unit digit comes first,

then the tens, next the hundreds, then the thousands,

&c. This order is usually, though not always, fol

lowed. The hundreds and thousands may also pre

- cede the smaller numbers. The following examples

are taken from Keating’s ’Oionopottec, edited by

David Comyn. It may be useful to remark again

that ea and as are the same :—

In the tenth chapter ; ’pim “OBACThA‘O CMDI‘OIL.

519 A.D.; amp 'oo’n cageepne c615 CéA'O A’r nem

'oeug.

In the twenty-fifth chapter of the book; pan

54:615er CA1bl'01L 1:16er '0e’n teabnp.

As we read in the 33rd page of his history,

Amen, Leigceep ’pan spear teateneo 'oeug

4p inoro 'o’A pciup.

52,000 of the Roman army, 'OA rhite 'oeus A’r

'oA-picro mite -oe f-tueg RomAnAc.
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1,166 years; re one-one Afl tpi picro 411 oeeo Afl

Mite.

more than 400 years; CUiLLeA'O A501“ ceitpe ceeo

bLm'Oen.

503. The initials of the numerals undergo the very

same changes with regard to aspiration and eclipsis

'as a noun would in the same position. See the

examples in last paragraph.

504. The article prefixes c to eonn'ne'o, first, and to

0Ccn'm'o, eighth, whether the following noun be mas

culine or feminine: as,

en C-OéCIiIA'O been, the eighth woman.

Initial Changes produced by the Numerals.

605. eon, one; '05, two; ceuo, first; and cheer,

third, aspirate the initial of the following word: as,

eon o0 minim, one cow; on Ceu'o reap, the first

man.

606. Aon, prefi..es c to the letter r; but has no

efiect 0n '0 or 1:: non AfAL minim, one ass; eon Cor

Af‘hAm, one foot; eon cresepc erhAm, one priest;

eon crux: erhAm, one rod; eon creebec minim, one

hawk; 15A feeoec, two hawks; eon ceob minim, one

side.

507. Seeoc, seven; out, eight; mm, nine; and

new), ten; and their compounds eclipse the initial
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of the following noun and prefix n to vowels; reaéc

mos, seven cows; oeic n-ubLa, ten apples.

808. CM, r Pltpe, ems and re have usually no effect

on consonants (except ceu'o, 100, and mite, 1000);

but cpi, ceitpe, re, and 'OAflA prefix h to vowels: as,

cm be, three cows; 611i h-armt, three asses; re

h-uota, six apples; ’ran 'oepa h-Aic, in the second

place; cpi Ceu'o, 300; 661C118 mite, 4000.

Although the rule just given is the one usually observed, neverthe

less these numerals (except oara) sometimes aspirate, even in litera

ture.

The Number of the Noun after the Numerals.

509. The noun after e0n is always in the singular,

even in such numbers as 11, 21, 31, 41, &c , as:

non ubatt minim, one apple.

aon ubeLl. 'oeus, eleven apples.

510. When a noun has two forms in the plural, a

short form and a long one, the short form is preferred

after the numerals: as

neor n-uame, nine times; not 11401 n-umpeannca.

811. In Modern Irish the numerals race, 20; 05

tion), 40, &c., ceuo, 100; mite, 1,000, are regarded

as simple numeral adjectives which take the noun

after them in the singular number.
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512. This peculiar construction has arisen from the fact that these

numerals are really nouns, and formerly governed the nouns after

them in the genitive plural. As the genitive plural of most Irish

nouns has exactly the same form as the nominative singular, the

singular form has come to be almost universally used in Modern Irish

after these numerals. Formerly they would use ceu-o ban and Free

cnopaé, but now we usn ceuo bean and plée cnotm.

613. The word CGAflfl and its plural cmn are often

used with numerals when the noun is not wressed in

English: as, CA rheu'o Leat‘mp ACA ASAC? CA '05

(Beam 'oeus ASAm. How many books have you?

I have twelve.

“CA CBAflfl (or name) 404 1111‘ an 1:13.

There is one of them in the house.

The Dual Number.

514. ’05, “two,” always takes the noun after it in

the dual number (neither singular nor plural), which

in every Irish noun has the same form as the dative

singular. This does not at all imply that the noun

after 0A is in the dative case. It is in the dative

singular form, but it may be in any of the five cases,

according to its use in the sentence. All the cases of

the dual number are alike, but the form of the geni

tive plural is often used for the genitive dual: in

bum, two cows; ea gabmnn, two smiths; L511 a '03

Liun'i or LAn a ()5 LArh, the full of his two hands.
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615. The article which qualifies a noun in the dual

number will always be in the singular form.

516. The adjective which qualifies a noun in the

dual number will be in the plural form, but really in

the dual number; the pronouns belonging to the

noun will be in the plural form; and the verb may,

but need not be; because in these parts of speech the

dual number and the plural number have the same

forms.

617. The initial of an adjective” qualifying and

agreeing with a noun in the dual number will be

aspirated, no matter what the gender or case of the

noun may be: as,

twelve houses.

the two white hands.

ten A 0.3 tz‘mh bees, the full of her two little hands.

es mg sees,

an '05 Learn t'ninn,

518. The n of 'oA is usually aspirated, except after

words ending in o, n, c, t, p (dentals), or after the

possessive adjective a, her.

A '05 coup hesga, her two little feet.

 

'Except demonstrative, posscssive, indefinite, and interrogative

adjectives.
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The Possessive Adjective.

519. A possessive adjective can never be used with

out a noun: as, her father and his, A h-Atmp Asur A

atmn.

520. The possessive adjectives always precede their

nouns: as, mo macaw, my mother.

521. The possessives m0, my; '00, thy; and A, his,

aspirate the initial of their nouns ; an, our; bup, your;

and A, their, cause eclipsis: as, 4 ruin, his poem; 'oo

n'niteiu, thy mother; .1 Dim, her poem; a even, their

poem.

522. If a noun begins with a vowel, mo, my, and

no, thy, become m’ and 0’ (c or t); A, his, has no

effect; A, her, prefixes h; and 4, their, prefixes n; an,

our, and cup, your, also prefix n to vowels: as,

A stem, his father; A h-ACAIfl, her father ; a 11-ACA1fl,

their father; m'peap, my husband; 'o’eun, your bird;

an n-epAn Laeicarinmt, our daily bread; bun n-Aolmn,

your song.

523. The possessive adjectives, when compounded

with propositions (see par. 186), have the same

influence over the initials of their nouns as they have

in their uncompounded state: as, 'oom meemp, to my

mother; om tip, from my country.
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621. When the portion of a thing which belongs to

one or more persons is to be expressed by the posses

sive adjectives, the name of the thing is preceded by

cum, with the possessive adjective before it. The

name of the thing is in the genitive case—genitive

singular if quantity be implied, but genitive plural if

number—as, my bread, mo euro npAm (lit. my share

of bread) ; his wine, A can) piona ; their horses,

A Scam capALL.

This rule is not always followed; for instance. we

sometimes find m’pion, my wine; but mo emu {new

is more idiomatic.

525. The word euro is never used in this way before

the name of a single object.

mo Ledbdfl, my book; A ScapALL, their horse.

e LeAbAT‘, his book; but A cure Lenonp, his books.

A be, her cow; A cum be, her cows.

526. The word euro is not used in such phrases as

me Core, my feet; mo rune, my eyes; A cnim'm, his

bones, &c.

527. When the emphatic suffix is used, some make

it follow cum; others make it follow the noun: as,

mo cuiope epém or mo cum swim-re.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PRONOUN.

Personal Pronoun.

5f8v The personal pronouns agree with the nouns

for which they stand in gender, number and person:

as, He is a big man. 11' men an peep é. They are big

men. 1r men no pm IA’O.

529. A personal pronoun which stands for a noun

the gender of which is difl’erent from its sex, agrees

in gender with the sex of the noun; as, 1r mm': an

cmLin i. She is a good girl. 1r oLc an Corhuppa- c.

He is a. bad neighbour.

530. In Irish we have no neuter pronoun corre

sponding to the English “it;” hence, in translating

“ it,” we must determine the gender of the Irish

noun (masculine or feminine) and then use re (he) or

pi (she) accordingly ;* as, It is terrible weather. 11*

cmLLce 4n mom“ i. Is to-day Friday? An i- an

Acme eta 45mm ? ’00!) i an pipinne i. It was the

truth. CA 411 carup ASAITI, ni fruit. ré cpom. I have

the hammer, it is not heavy.

 

’ The word Arc although feminine takes generally u. masculine pro

noun, 118, 1r near on An: é. It is a nice place.

Notice also—

1r é

01' }mo bapmhm L, mo tumfum, 6:0. It is my opinion, &c., <20.

1r i
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531: The pronoun cu, thou, is always used to trans

late the English “you” when only one person is

referred to; as, How are you? C10nne1‘ CA cu?

What a man you are ! flee cu an peep !

532. The personal pronouns, whether nominative

or accusative, always come after the verb; as,

moLann re ca, he praises you.

533. The disjunctive forms of the personal pro

nouns are used immediately after the verb 18 in any

of its forms expressed or understood; as, 1r é 4n perm

Lalom e. He is a strong men. An é a pump é? Was

it he who found it? The i '0’ mgean i? Is she not

your_daughter?

534. A personal pronoun which stands for a sen

tence, or part of a sentence, is third person singular,

masculine gender. An pun snuompc me, tr e enequm

snip. What I said, I repeat.

535. The acousative personal pronoun usually

comes last in the sentence or clause to which it

belongs: as, ’O’fuis ré an an Au: rm 1A0. He left them

at that place. Rug ré Leif miLe 611.6 e. He brought it

with him another mile. ’D’fmsur 1m 'omro e. I left it

after me.

Relative Pronoun.

636. The relative particle follows its antecedent and

precedes its verb: as, an peep A Contour, the man

who will sleep.
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537. The relative particle, whether expressed or

understood, always causes aspiration: as, an peep

Our 45 obmp, the man who will be at'work.

538. The relative when preceded by a preposition

causes eclipsis (unless the verb be in the Past Tense).

When the relative A signifies “ all that” or “ what ”

it causes eclipsis : as, an Au: 1 "-11 b-pufl. re, the place

in which he is; A UFUILI mUAILe-th-Cuet, all that

is in Dublin.

539. When the relative is governed by a preposi

tion and followed by a. verb in the Past Tense, the

relative combines with p0 (the old sign of the Past

Tense), and does not eclipse: an Au: 4p tun: dot),

the place where (in which) Hugh fell.

540. The eight verbs which do not admit of the

compounds of 110 being used before them (see par.

279) form an exception to the last rule: as, an tip

1 n-e 'ocdmlg re, the country into which he came.

541. In English, when the relative or interrogative

pronoun is governed by a preposition, the pronoun

very often comes before the governing word : as,

What are you speaking about ? The man that he gave

the book to is here. In colloquial Irish it is a very

common practice to separate the relative particle from

the preposition which governs it ; but instead of using

a simple proposition at the end of the sentence, as in

English, we use a prepositional pronoun. Thus we
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can say—en peep e5 e bpull. en no, or more usually, en

peep e ‘0me en b0 else,‘ the man who has the cow;

en peep e 'OioLep en cepeu. L811“, or en peep Lep

nioLer en cepeLL, the man to whom I sold the horse.

642. The forms 'Oepb or DAMD, 'oepb, Lepb, mep'b.

&c., are compounds of a preposition, relative particle;

" po,” the sign of the Past Tense; and be or but) the

Past Tense of 1p.

'oepb='oo+e+p0+be=to whom was.

Lepb=Le+e+po+be=with or by whom was.

as, been bepb emm ‘Opigm, a woman whose name

was Brigid.

543. As the accusative case of the relative particle

has exactly the same form as the nominative, the

context must determine, in those tenses in which the

verb has no distinct termination for the relative,

whether the relative particle is the subject or object

of the verb; en peep e been. Seegen, may mean, The

man whom John struck, or The man who struck John.

Translation of the Genitive Case of the English

Relative.

544. The Irish relative has no inflection for case;

hence, in order to translate the English word “ whose"

 

'An peep 50 b-puiL en be eige is also used.
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when not an interrogative, we must use one of the

propositions (A5, '00, 1)+relative particle+posses

siYe adjective (before the noun).

The man whose son was sick.

_ on

An peep n55 [mm A mac cum.

1 fl-A

but '05, 455, or ’SA, 1 fl-A are often shortened to A, 50,

and no; hence the above sentence in colloquial Irish

would be—

A

on peep 50 new A time cmn.

’nA

The women whose son is sick visited us yesterday.

50 _ .

_ bpult A mac cmn tmmg r1

:SA

840.

on been '31; '

on Cmupc m'oe Cugomn.

545. To translate the English relative pronoun

when governed by an active participle, we employ it

somewhat similar construction; as—

The here that the hounds are pursuing.

An gmpl'noo 55 bpml. no 540m“ op o Lops (er 4p A

tom, 01' AS cepmgeooc mp).

The man whom I am striking.

An peep ocAim no Dunno (or 3.3 ouoteo).
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546. The relative A meaning all that, what, may

itself be genitive; as, cpmn A pm'b mm, a third of what

were there. “Dem beannaoc 0m cpome cum 4

mmfieenn 4p bdnénoic emeann 01$.” “ Bear a bless

ing from my heart to all those who live on the fair

hills of Holy Ireland."

The relative A in this sentence is genitive case being

governed by Cum (see per. 603).

C H A P T E R V.

The Yerb.

547. As a. general rule the verb precedes its nomi

native: as, cs re, he is; ‘oi en peep mm, the man

was there.

Exceptions. (1) When the subject is a relative or an

interrogative pronoun the verb comes after its subject;

as,

on buaémtt. A bumteer me. The boy who strikes me.

Can ace agac ? What have you?

(2) In a relative sentence the nominative though

not a relative pronoun may precede its verb ; but as

the noun is usually far separated from the verb, a
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personal pronoun is used as a sort of temporary sub

ject, so that really the noun and its pronoun are

nominative to the same verb: as,

An peep Atd ’na fearen'i A5 4n 'ooper buml. re an

cepett. The man who is standing at the door

struck the horse.

Compare the similar use of the French pronoun es ; or the English

“ He that shall persevere unto the end, he shall be saved.”

(3) The nominative often precedes its verb in

poetry, and sometimes even in prose.

Raf: 5041416 0pc! Success to you!

548. Transitive verbs govern the accusative case;

and the usual order of words is, Yerb, Subject,

Object. When the subject or object is a relative or

an interrogative pronoun it precedes the verb.

’00 pmne Sesgen 4n use pm. John made that boat.

’00 heart an baud:th e. The boy struck him.

For the conditions under which a verb is aspirated or eclipsed, see

pars. 21(g) and 26(0).

Use of the Subjunctive Mood.

549. The most frequent use of the present sub

junctive is with the conjunction SO, expressing a

wish. If the wish be negative use 114311 (except

with pare).
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So mbeennmgro ’O1e "bun: ! May God bless you !

So bpmpio ’Oie opemnl God help us!

So ocelg to pLen ! Safe home! (may you go

safely) l

Hep Le1510 'Ole pm I May God not allow that!

God forbidl

So pei‘o meit egec ! Thank you!

he pert) mmt egecl No thanks to you !

550. The subjunctive is also used after 110 $0, 50

or oCC '50, all meaning “until”; and after mune,

“unless,” but only when there is an element of

doubt.

pen ennpo so ocege'o epip. Stay here till I come again.

mune Scperono no me. Unless you believe me.

mune ocugeno cu en Unless' you give me the

c-eipgee'o 'oom. money.

551. suL e, 3111. pe, 3111. me, $111. ’06, all mean

ing “before,” when used with reference to an event

not considered as an actual occurrence, take the sub

junctive; as,

1mt1§ Leer: put. e 'onegero en mmglpup- Be Ofi

with you, before the master comes.

552. The past subjunctive is found after '06 or

mune to express a supposed condition. They may

also take a conditional. In translating the English

phrases “ it he believed,” “ if he had believed " (im
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plying that he did not believe), we use 011 with the

past subjunctive; but as this Tense is identical in

form with the Imperfect Tense, it may be said that it

is the Imperfect Tense which is employed in this

case.

If you were to see Donal on the following day

you would pity him.

'06 bpeicteo‘ ’Oon'nm‘tt ap moi-0m to 4p fl-A ospac

can tpue$ tear: e.

If you were to give me that book.

'05 ‘OCUSCA-TA ’OOTilT‘A on Lentmp pm.

If it were true for him. be mtm'o piop ~00 é.

All the particles given above can also be used

with the past subjunctive in reference to past time.

553. In the passive voice the present and past sub

junctive are identical in form with the Present and

Imperfect Tenses (respectively) of the Indicative

Mood.

May it be worn out well. So 5cmtceap 50 m'mc é.

May it never be worn out. 116p Makeup 50 'oeo e.

If it were worn out. ’06 5cmtci e.

Relative Form of the Yerb.

554. The relative term of the verb is used after the

relative particle A, when it is the subject of the z‘rrb;

(but neVer after the negative relative nae, which or

wholmot). It has a distinct form in two, and only
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two, Tenses—the Present and the Future. In these

two Tenses it ends in 41‘ or ear. In all the other

Tenses the third person singular is used after the

relative pronoun. The verb is aspirated after the

relative, expressed or understood ; but nae eclipses.

555. The relative is distinctly marked by the posi

tion of the words; as—

CA 411 peep as obmp, The man is at work.

An reap 4ch as Opera, The man who is at work.

An reap A Map, The man who will be.

An peep mac mbero The man who will not be

mm, there.

An capatt 41:5 ammg The horse which is outside

ap 4n mbotap, on the road.

In the case of the verb ca the Habitual, not the

simple Present, has the relative form.

556. In those Tenses where there is no distinct form

for the relative the context alone can determine

whether the relative is the subject or the object of

the verb. See par. 543.

557. Clonnur, how; imam, when; and map, as, are

followed by the relative form of the verb in the Pre

sent and Future, and the verb is aspirated ; but with

monnur 4, cm on (5401, cm 4m nor, cm en mo'b, or any
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other such locutions, the eclipsing A or 1 (in whirh) is

used before the verb. Before the Past Tense, of

course, 4p (4+po) is used. Clonnur A bpmt. :0?

How are you ?

map is also followed by the ordinary Present and

Future.

558. SUL, “before,” has two usages. It may be fol

lowed by the relative forms—e.g., rut, tlocpar ré, ruL

cmmg re; or else it may be followed by one of the

particles 4, ms, 125, 'oA, all of which eclipse.

559. After these particles, the Subjunctive Mood is

often used when the event is future and uncertain, or

contains a mental element: as—

1mt1§ Leac rut, A UFQICIO re to.

Be 011' (with you) before he sees you (110., so that

he may not see you).

It is not correct to eclipse after the word rut, as

rut 'OCdlnls, although sometimes done.

660. The relative form of the Present Tense is fre_

quently used as a historic present, even when no

relative occurs in the sentence: as—

Yio¢cm~ ememOn new. Eremon revealed to them.
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The Yerbal Noun and its Functions.

561. “Is there an Infinitive in Irish ‘2” We give

here Father O’Leary’s answer to his own question,

“ Certainly not.” In Irish there is neither an infini

tive mood nor a. present participle, both functions

being discharged by the verbal noun. It follows

from this statement that there is no such thing as a

sign of the infinitive mood in Irish.

1r m.\1t L10m plubet. I wish to walk.

’Oubpep Leip gen ceecc. I told him not“ to come.

CA 0pm|~e peiteem. I have to wait.

fliop rhelt Mom been- I did not wish to salute

nugeo '06. him.

TN US Le mete poLen'1 An empty bag cannot

reepen'i. stand.

662. In the above examples, and in thousands of

similar ones, the Irish verbal mum is an exact equivalent

in sense of the English infinitive, sign and all. If any

one of the propositions no (or e), Le or com, be used

before the verbal nouns in the above examples, the

result is utter nonsense. Now consider the following

examples :—

11~ meat L1om en betep '00 I wish to walk the road.

f'iubeL.

1p melt Mom pocet. '00 I wish to speak a word.

Lebeipc.

 

' Nnt before the English infinitive is translated by Sen (a prep.,

without).
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'Oubmpc m'A'CA‘lfl L1om SAn My father told me not to

An CA‘PALL 00 Not. sell the horse.

1p 001p 'Ouir: An peup no You ought to cut the grass.

bAmc.

An permp Lear: An cAmz: Can you understand the

'00 twgpmc P conversation ?

1r mum L1om L1C1]'\ no I wish to write a letter.

rgpiobe'o.

663. The preposition on in the above examples and

ones likes them between the noun and the verbal

noun, is very often, in the spoken language, softened

to A : and this A is not heard before or after a vowel :

as,

1p cmp 'omc corhAlpte '3LACA'O.

You ought to take advice.

564. In any sentence of the first set of examples

there is question of only one thing ; e.g., piquL,

ceAec, pe1teArh, &c., but in each of the sentences of

the second set there is a relation between two tiling/s :

e.g., coup and paqut, pocAL and LAoAIpc, &c., and to

express this relationship a preposition is used between.

the two nouns. If the relation between the nouns be

altered the preposition must also be altered, as—

‘CA notAp ASA'm Le pmbAL, I have a road to walk.

CA pocAL ASam Le LAoAipc, I have a word to say.

CA cepoLL ASAm Le oioL, I have a horse for sale (to

sell).

CA peup AgAc Le bAmc, You have grass to cut.
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565. There is still another preposition which can be

used between the nouns to express another alteration

in meaning—

CA ceec cum corhnwgte I have a house to live in.

agem.

'CA capau. cum mepcu1g- He has a horse to ride on.

eeéca mse.

If in any one of these sentences the wrong preposi

tion be employed the proper meaning cannot be

expressed.

566. In translating the simple English infinitive of

an intransitive verb, use the simple verbal noun in

Irish : as,

He told me to go to Cork. ’Oubmpc re L10m out go

Copcmg.

An empty bag cannot ni CIS Le meta poten'i

stand. reerarh.

It is impossible to write ni pelom 1‘51iioba'o San

without learning. FOS'me.

I prefer to walk. 1r peapp Mom nub/AL.

He cannot stand. i‘li C15 Leif rearer'n.

Tell him to sit down. Abmp telr rume rior.

Tell them to go awav. Alum Leo amteecc.
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567. When the English intransitive infinitive ex

presses purpose (z'.e., the gerundial infinitive), use [.116

preposition Le.

He came to stay, (351mg re Le renninnmc.

I have a word to say, CA roceL nsnm te Letmlpc.

You are to wait, CA cu Le FBI'CeAm.

I am to go, Calm Le out.

568. When the English verb is transitive and in

the simple infinitive (no purpose implied) use the

preposition no or the softened form A.

My father told me to buy ’Oubmpc m'ntmr Mom

8. horse. cnanL '00 eennnnc.

You ought to have out be com 'OUIC an reur no

the grass. bnmc.

He told me not to shut ’Oubnmc re Liom gen an

the door. normr no 'Ol'mA’O.

Would you like to read An mum Lent: on testing

this book ? ‘ r0 '00 tangent)?

569. When the English infinitive is transitive, and

also expresses purpose, use either Cum or L0 before

the noun which is the object of the English infinitive,

and ’00 before the verbal noun in Irish; cum takes
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the noun after it in the genitive; Le becomes Le1r

before the article, and then causes eclipsis if the noun

be singular.

He will come to judge the Ciocrero Se cum bpelt

living and the dead. een'nne1r '00 CAbAmC ep

beobelb egur ep inept)

At'b.

He came to buy a horse. teams re Le cepeLL 'oo

eeenneo.

He went to strike the men. Cuen') re cum ne bpeep

no bueten.

He went to strike the man. Cuero re Lelr en bpeep

'00 ‘oueLe-o.

He said that to praise the ’Ouoeipc re rm Leir en

girl. SCdlLlfl 'oo mote-o.

He came to buy the horse. terms re cum en cepeiu

e Ceennec.

570. We can also express the above by means of

the preposition '00 alone, but in this case we must

put the verbal noun before the other noun. This

latter will, of course, be now in the genitive case,

because one noun governs another in the genitive

case. This is the only governing power the verbal noun

has in Irish.

Hecame to buy the horse. Cemlg re '00 ceennec .m

CepeiLL.

He went to strike the man. Cum-(i re '00 rmneo en rap.
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Did you come to strike An ocAnSAlr 'oo buALA'o

John? SeAS'Am ?

He came to make fun. CAmls re '00 oeunAm

5pmn.

They came to make war. CAngA-oap '00 neunAm

cogAro.

N.B.—This latter method is not often used in the

spoken language.

571. When the English infinitive is passive, and

also expresses purpose, use Le.

He is to be hanged. CA re Le cpovo, 0r Le

belt cpocu.

The milk is to be drunk. CA An bmnne Le h-OL (&c.l.

Cows are to be bought at CA DA Le ceAnnAc Ap An

the fair. AonAc.

The grass is to be cut. CA An peup Le ‘oAmc.

The house is to be sold. CA An ceAc Le 'oioL.

There is no one to be seen fli me oume Ap bit Le

on the road. 138101‘H1C A]\ An meetsp.

5'72. When a personal pronoun is the object of the

English infinitive and the latter does not express

purpose, we translate as follows :—

(fli 001p 'OLHC me '00 buALA'O.

You ought not to strike me.' 1

(111 corp 'OLHC mo DuALA'O.

I _ h at t ,k h, (DA n'11An Mom 600 buALM').

WIS e osn e 1m.

s

10.: mIAn L10m A buALAr').
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_ _ 11‘ man L10m i '00 mouth.

I Wish to praise her.

“If mum Liom A moten.

It is not right to strike fli com 14-0 '00 buster).

them. fli com a mbuate'o.

1r oLc en fm'o me '00

gone-o.

1p oLc an pu'o mo sonar).

It is a bad thing to wound

me.

Icannot understand it. m C15 L10m A tmgpmc

(its understanding).

Could you tell me who it An péiom Leac a“ mnrmc

was ? 'oom cm 'nb’e ?

A desire to kill them came timing mm“ A meson

upon me. 011mm.

In this sentence man‘ota is the genitive case (after

the noun mum) of the verbal noun mnpbnn.

573. When the English infinitive governing a per-'

sonal pronoun expresses purpose, we translate as

follows :—

. C'im e '00m 6 MM“).110 came to strike me. -A S r l

Crimig re Lemé-oo buntn'o.

Cum'o me n’A monster).

I went to strike them. Guam me Le n-uro 00

 

Dustin).

'Whenever the object of the verbal noun is a phrase, it cannot be

put in the genitive case, but the possessive adjective A is used before

the verbal noun.
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CA riA'o A5 ceACc 'oAp

They are coming to wound I ngone'o.

us. CA f‘iA’O A5 ccnéc Le rmn

'00 gonn'o.

If we used the indefinite form in this last sentence

we would get—

CAtAr A5 cenéc 'oAp

They are coming to wound ngonA-o.

us. CdCAfl As cencc Le rmn

00 30mm.

574. There is no present participle in Irish. The

verbal noun when preceded by the preposition 05

performs the function of the English present parti

ciple.

They are coming. CA rum As CGACC.

The 'tree is growing. CA An crAnn A5 rAr.

I am going away. CA1m A5 amteACC.

The children are playing. CA nA pmr'oi 45 mnpt.

675. The verbal noun in each of the above is dative

case, governed by the preposition A5.

576. When the English present participle governs

an objective case, the object if a noun will follow

the verbal noun in Irish and will be in the genitive

case.

He is cutting the grass. CA re A5 bAinc en rem.

She was stretching out her Di ri A5 rineAu A tAirhe

hand. emec.
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Are you reading the letter? DPUIL ca AS Leigeee n.\

Licpe P

Whowas beating the child? Cm bi e5 beaten en Leann?

577. If the object of the English present participle

b: a. personal pronoun we cannot translate as in the

above sentences, because the pronouns have no geni

tive case; hence instead of using the personal pronouns

we must employ the possessive adjectives. Posses

sive adjectives must always precede the nouns

which they qualify.

He is striking me. '06 re ’gem (or Agom)

busts-o (lit. he is at my ‘

beating).

Are you breaking it? bruit, ca ’35 (ASA)

4 bluree'O?

Are you breaking them? bruit, m ’36 (ASA) monar

ee'o P

He is praising us. CA ré $611 (AS Ali) motive.

Is he not burning them? flee 11>me re ’54 (A54)

noose-0 ?

They are not striking her. fli fruit. run) ’55 (ASA)

bueLe'O.

Note carefully the initial effects of the possessive

alljw'lives on the verbal nouns after them.
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578. Preceded by up, the Yerbal Noun has the force

of a Present Participle Passive, denoting a continued

r'.‘ habitual state: as,

iii me An ceA'nsA rm Ap That language is not

LAbAipc Anmr. spoken now.

CA An epmc Ap CflOCA’O Ap The harp is hanging on
d An n5e15. the bough.

SgeuL Ap Lemarhmnc. A continued story.

In this idiom Ap neither aspirates nor eclipses.

579. With up, after (eclipsing), the Yerbal Noun

has the force of a Perfect Participle: as,

1Ap 'oceAcc 1 n-éipmn '00 TDAopeis,

Patrick having come into Ireland.

But in this idiom up is usually shortened to Ap: as,

Ap oceAcc, &c., the eclipsis being retained. In collo

quial language the Verbal Noun is commonly aspi

rated, not eclipsed, by Ap in this usage.

580. SA" is the word used to express negation

with the Yerbal Noun: as, sAn make, not to come.

AbAip Le DplAn sAn An Sept '00 tpeAbA'O.

Tell Brian not to plough the field.

581. San with the Yerbal Noun has the force of the

Passive Participle in English with an prefixed: as,

file ems pumc oLnA Agar 1A0 5An pnion‘i,

My five pounds of wool, and they unspun.
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582. The genitive of the Yerbal Noun is often used

where a. relative or infinitive clause would be used in

English: as,

mop wing peep mmrce rgéit,

There was not a. man left to tell the tidings.

CmLin "oeer ohm-(me 1m mbo,

The pretty girl who milks the cows (lit. of the

milking, &c.).

583. The following examples will be studied with

advantage.

muon-CAmc :—

Someone is striking me.

I am being struck.

Someone is striking the

dog.

The dog is being struck.

Someone is breaking the

stones.

The stones

broken.

are being

They used to kill people.

People used to be killed.

They used to buy horses.

Horses used to be bought.

They are culled from Father O’Leary’s

CAtAp ’gam DUALA'O.

Chm 'oom buALAo.

CAtAp AS bueten 4n

34-0411“.

CA on SA'OAfl 'oA bueLA'o.

CACAfl 45 bpiree'o ns

50106.

CA no cLoéa '05 mbmrem’).

Dici 45 manna-o “oeome.

bio-o 'osome 'oA mAfle'D

bid 45 ceanrmc cepaLL.

Dion cepmu, 'oA Sceen

nné.
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We (or they) will be dig

ging potatoes.

Potatoes will be dug.

We shall have dug the

potatoes.

If they were breaking

stones they would not

be cold.

If they are breaking stones

they are not cold.

berorenp AS bnmc ppA

ceou

061i) ppAceor '0A mbemc.

Dem 114 ppACAOI bAlnce

ASAIflfl.

’OA mbéi'ori A5 brureAr')

cLoe ni beveri pimp.

mA cAtep A5 bplreee ctoe

ni ftfliLCeAfl ruAp.

THE VERB 18.

584. A definite noun is one limited by its nature or

by some accompanying word to a definite individual

or group.

The following are definite nouns :—

(a) The name of a person or place (but not a class

name like SArAnAe).

(b) A noun preceded by the definite article.

(0) A noun preceded by a demonstrative adjective.

(d) A noun preceded by Sac (because it means each

taken individually).

(e) A noun followed by any other definite noun in

the genitive case.

Any noun not included in the above classes is an

indefinite noun.
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585. Whenever a definite noun is the subject of

a verb in English, and the verb 11‘ is employed

in translating into Irish, a personal pronoun must

immediately precede the definite noun in Irish.

John is the man. if e SeagAn an peep

WHEN TO USE THE VERB 18.

586. (a) When the verb “ to be ” in English is fol

lowed by a definite noun, use 1r: as,

I am John. 1r mire SeagAn.

It is the man. 17‘ e on peep 6.

You are my brother. 1r co m0 'Oeopbpcitmp.

James is the man. 11* e Seumnp on reap.

It is the woman of the house. if i been on age i.

Are you not my friend? line no mo caps?

He is not my father. iii h-e rm m’oc'oip.

All sentences of this class are called “Identifica

tion sentences.”

N.B.—“He" in sentences of identity is usually

translated by e pm.

(b) When the verb “to be ” in English is followed

by an indefinite noun 1r or :5 may be used,

but with very different meanings. Whenever

we use the verb 1p in such a sentence we convey

the idea of "classifluation.” or species: as, 1r
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Amm‘iige be. A cow is an animal, &c.; or we lay

stress on what the person or thing is at the time beiny,

without any thought that he has become what he, or

it, is. For instance, a father, enumerating to a friend

the various positions in life of his children, may say,

1r ceAnnmoe Seumar, 1r rASAru: SeAgAn, egur 1r

peep “ouge mleeAL: James is a merchant, John a

priest, and Michael is a lawyer. He should not use

cA in such a case, as he considers simply what each

is at the time being. When cA is used we convey

the idea that the person or thing has become what he

(or it) is, and that he (or it) was not always so. Sup

pose a father is telling what professions his sons have

adopted, he should say, CA Seumer ’n.\ eeAnnmne, &c.

In such constructions the verb 12A must be followed

by the preposition 1 or A, and a. suitable possessive

adjective.

(0) The difference between at and 1r is well ex

emplified by the two sentences 1r peep e and 12A re

’11.; reAr, both meaning “He is a man.” If we see

a figure approach us in the dark, and after looking

closely at it we discover it to be a man, our correct

phraseology would then be, 1r reap e. But when we

say at re ’nA peep we convey a very different idea.

We mean that the person of whom we are speaking

is no longer a boy, he has now reached manhood.

If anyone were speaking to you of a person

as if he were a mere boy, and you wished to correct

him, you should use the phrase cA re ’11.\ peep.
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(d) When the indefinite noun after the verb “ to

be ” in English is qualified by an adjective, the verb

up or c5 may be used according to the idea, we wish to

convey. If we wish to express a. “condition sentence”

(i.c., one which has reference to the state or condition

of the subject at the time in question), we use :5;

otherwise we employ 1r, e.g.,

He is a. small men. CA re ’nn #8411 bees.

He is a useful men. CA re ’nA f-enp f‘OSAi'ICA.

She was a, good woman bi ri ’nA mneoa mmt.

(c) When the verb 1r is employed in such sentences

there is a choice 0fth constructions. In the second

construction (as given in the examples below), we

emphasise the adjective, by making it the prominent

idea of the sentence. The definite article must be

used in the second construction.

1r LA bpeég e.

1]“ wees An LA é.

}It is a fine day.

1r 0100c 15mm i.

W WA“ A“ 010cm. }It IS a. cold night.

11‘ ‘00 bpeé'g i rm. _

1r bpe‘ig an no i pm. That 18 a fine cow'

The 01LeAn beer é rm? _

Isn't that a pretty island?

the near an c-ouLeAn é rm?
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(7') When a simple adjective follows the verb “to

be" in English, either 1r or as may be employed

in translating, as,

Honey is sweet, 1r mmr ml. or c5 mIL maur.

’ He is strong, 11‘ Liump e or CA re Lemm.

587. The beginning of a sentence is naturally the

place of greatest prominence, and is usually occupied

in Irish by the verb. When, however, any idea. other

than that contained in the verb is to be emphasised,

it is placed immediately after the verb 1r, and the

rest of the sentence is thrown into the relative form.

For example, “We went to Derry yesterday,"

would be generally translated: Cuero rmn so ’Oome

m-oe: but it may also take the following forms

according to the word emphasised.

We went to Derry yester- 1r rmne '00 came 50

day. Dome more.

We went to Derry yester- 1r 50 ’Oome no cum)

day. rmn m'oe.

We went to Derry yester- 1r nine '00 Cum-o rmn 50

day. Dome.

688. The Yerb 18 is then used.

(1) To express Identity, e._(/., 1r e Conn an 1d.

(2) ,, Classification, ,, 1r pi Conn.

(3) ,, Emphasis, ,, 1r nine 00 Cum-e

rmn 50 ’Oome.
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POSITION OF WORDS WITH 15.

589. The predicate cf the sentence always follows

18: as.

Dermot is a. man, 1r peep ’Ompmm'o.

They are children, 1r pimp-oi me.

John is a. priest, 1r 1mgan Senglin.

Coal is black, 1r 'oub SUAL

A cow is an animal, 1r nmnhise no.

Turf is not coal, m sect, mmn.

Is it a man? An peep e?

590. Sentences of Identification—0.9., Conn is the

king—form an apparent exception. The fact is that

in this sentence either the word “ Conn ” or “the

king” may be the logical predicate. In English

“king” is the grammatical predicate, but in Irish it is

the grammatical subject, and “Conn” is the grainma

tical predicate. Hence the sentence will be, 11‘ e

Conn an pi.

591. In such sentences, when two nouns or a pro

noun and noun are connected by the verb if, as a

general rule, the more particular and individual of

the two is made grammatical predicate in Irish.

The comers-r- usuully holds in English. For instance,

we say in English “I am the messenger," but in Irish

11‘ mile en resettmne (lit. “the messenger is 1”).

Likewise with the following :—

You are the man, 1r cf: (m reap.

lie is the master, if e rm an ITIAISII‘CIIL

\Ye are the boys, l|~ l‘mne rm UUACAILU
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592. Sentences like “It is Donal.” “ It is the mes

senger,” &c., are translated 1r é ’Oon'mett. é, 1r 6 .m

ceecceme é. Here “ é ’Oon'nmu.” and “ é en cem

ceme” are the grammatical predicates, and the second

e in each case is the subject.

It is the master, 1r e an mmglrcm 6.

He is the master, 1r e rm 4n mmgnrcm.

(The underlined words are the predicates.)

593. In recent times we often find such sentences

as “1r e an mmgircm,” “ 1r é en peer,” &c., for “It

is the master,” “It is the man,” in which the last e,

the subject of the sentence, is omitted.

Translation of the English Secondary Tenses.

594. The English Present Perfect Tense is trans

lated by means of the Present Tense of the verb cs,

followed by 0’ e1r (or can. élr) and the verbal noun.

When 0' ear comes immediately before the verbal

noun, the latter will be in the genitive case; but

when '0’ éll‘ is separated from the verbal noun by the

object of the English verb, the verbal noun will be

preceded by the preposition '00, and will be dstive case.

He wrote, ’00 rsrioo ré.

He has just written, (‘3 re '0’ élf‘ rspiobte.

He broke the window, ’00 brlr re 4n rumneog.

He has broken the window, CA re n' e1r nu rumneolge

'00 bruree'o.

He has just died, CA re 0’ éll‘ heir n’r.\g.m.
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695. The word “just” in these sentences is not

translated into Irish, and the word aiter -0’ exp is in

the genitive case.

596. When the English verb is transitive there is

another very neat method of translating the secondary

tenses. As already stated, there is no verb

“ to have ” in Irish: its place is supplied by the verb

CA and the preposition 45. Thus, “I have a book"

is, Cs Leanna egam. A similar construction may be

used in translating the secondary tenses of an English

transitive verb. The following sentences will illustrate

the construction :—

I have written the letter, Its an Licm rgpiobte ABM“.

I have struck him, CA re bumLce assm.

Have you done it yet? ‘0me re neunce ASAC per?

I have broken the stick, CA an meme bfli‘f‘Ce 45m“.

597. The English Pluperfect and Future Perfect

are translated in the same manner as the Present

Perfect, except that the Past and Future Tenses re

spectively of CA must be used instead of the Present,

as above. The following examples will illustrate the

construction :—

He died, 131mm re 03“.

He had just died, Di re -o’ eir bar '0' mgsa.

Di re '0’ err n4 cateomeec

He had broken the chair, 1' no braves-o.

\bi an CACAOlll mwrce “SQ
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The window has just been CAtAp '0'e1r nA rumnemge

broken by a stone, 00 nrrreA'o Le che.

Ihad written the letter, Dior 0’ éil‘ nA LICfle '00

J‘Oi A11 L1CI]\ rgpiobte Asem.

i rspiobn'b.

t)er 0’ elr cpiee 00 Cup

A11 m0 Cum 010|ie ru'.

I shall have finished my A mbém “em (mum),

work before you will be

' 'hready, Den) m0 Cum Olbpe c|uoc

nulgte Agem rut A

mbeip pél'O.

Prepositions after Yerbs.

598. We give here a few verbs which require a

preposition after them in Irish, although they require

none in English :—

SeiLum 00, I obey.

lehtmgim "00, ,,

Gui-019m Le, I assist.

1nnr|m '00,

’Oelrum Le, I ten'

Cugmm Ari, I persuade, prevail over.

CuSAim pA, I endeavour.

uprmim 01‘, I ask (beseech).

Fmppulgam ne, I ask (enquire).

Seettmm 00, I promise.

beenmngim 0‘0, I bless. I salute.
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Cmrhmgtm ep,

‘Oeipim ep,

Steuretm ep,

'Lé151m '00,

Comeipugim '00,

meltim '00,

Fpeespmm '00,

120mm ep,

élpigeenn Liom,

C151m Le, ,

C15 Ltom

SSemum '00,

implgnn ep,

Celtmgim L0,

I remember.

I catch, I overtake.

I prepare (SLeup 0pc, get

ready).

I allow, permit.

I advise.

I forgive, pardon.

I answer.

I help.

I succeed (lit. It arises with

me).

I confirm, I corroborate.

I can.

I loose.

I beg, I beseech.

I please.

599. Many verbs require prepositions diilerent from

those required by their English equivalents.

Lebpeim ep,

Penetm Le,

Cpeetmm ep,

Cemm ep,

Sgepeim Le,

Culpim pror- ep,

Lebpemi Le,

’Oelpim Le,

Ap . . . Le,

I speak of.

I wait for.

I treat of.

I conceal from.

I separate from.

I send for.

I speak to.

I say to.

say, said to (ep is used only

in quotation).
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bemlm egeuo up,

’Oeunelm mesa) FA,

Crutim re,

Dmmm Le (also '00),

beirum bum-o 4p,

Ciiim bonpulgte us,

élrum Le,

0411 Le,

SLAO‘I'OIm Afl,

Cmmm 411,

Sui-01m 4p,

Feuc ep,

PAS/mm rLAn A5,

Leenmm ’06,

beqnm winner,

‘OloLem Le. . .Afl,

Celtnn Le,

I face (for) (a place).

I make fun of, I mock.

I tremble at.

I belong to, I appertain to.

I win a. victory over.

I am bothered with.

I listen to.

It seems to.

I call for.

I excel or surpass in.

I pray for; also, I beseech.

(sum oremn, prey for us.)

look at (peué orte, Look at

them; reue m0, Examine

or try them).

I bid farewell to.

I stick to.

I take hold 0f...by: as, He

caught me by the hand.

This re A11 Lem'i orm.

Catch her by the hand,

‘Oem A]\ mm mmu.

I sell to...for. He sold me

a. cow for £10. ’Oiol. re 00

L10m er eeic bpfincmt).

I throw at. The women

threw stones at them.

’00 ¢A1CGAUA11 m} mnA

cLoee Leo.
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The Negative Adverb—Not.

600. Young students experience great difliculty in

translating the English negative adverb—“ not.” We

here give the various ways of translating “not.”

llot, with the Imperative mood, is translated by n5.

,, ,, Subjunctive ,, ,, nan.

,, ,, Yerbal Noun ,, sen.

statement, niop.

Past Tense - .
question, impornacsp.

Indicative Mood

All other {statement ni. -

tenses question, nae.

“ If not” is translated by munaz" if the verb be

in the past tense use munap.

All the above forms are used in principal sentences

only. In dependent sentences “that...not ” is always

translated by nae, except in the past tense, indicative

mood, when min or noéep must be used.

How to answer a question. Yes—No.

601. (a), In Irish there are no fixed words for “Yes”

or “No.” Its a general rule in replying to questions,

“ Yes” or “ No ” is translated by using the same

verb and tense as has been employed in the question.

 

' Pronounced mortu.
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The subject of the verb used in reply need not be

expressed, except when it is contained in the verb end

ing. In English we frequently use a double reply, as

“Yes, I will.” “No, I was not,” &c. In Irish we

use only one reply.

bruit. cu cmn? Cdlm. Are you sick? Yes, or I

am.

Rm!) re ennrom ? fli rem. Was he there? No.

An brace ca Seegdn? Did you see John ? No.

hi race or M racer. '

An brace re en ceee? Did he see the house?

Commie. _ He did.

An 'ocmgennn ca P Do you understand? Yes.

Cu151m.

An 'ociocrero cc ? fli Will you come? No, I

CIOCFA'O. will not.

(b) When the question has been asked with any

part_of the verb 1r, expressed or understood, followed

by a definite noun, the English subject must be used

in the answer, as also must the verb, except when the

answer is negative.

An cu 4n peep? fli m-re. Are you the man ? No.

me e rm en rear? 1r e. Is not he the man? Yes,

he is.

Ali b'e rm Seegén? fliori Was that John ? No, it

b’é. was not.
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Notice also the following :—

FIRST SPEAKER. SECOND SPEAKER.

1rm1re an ceaecnme. An cf: ?

I am the messenger. Are you ?

Y'Ii h-é rm Zap regent. flee e P

He is not our priest. Isn’t he .7

1r e an peep é. Tli h-é.

It is the man. It is not.

(0) Whenever the question is asked by any part of

the verb 1r, followed by an indefinite predicate, the

word “Yes” is usually translated by repeating the

verb and the indefinite predicate, as—

TlAé peep an LA e? if Isn’t it a cold day? Yes,

pimp. - or It is.

me man: e? 1r mmt. Is it not good? Yes, or

It is.

An 4158 and an c-mpsea-o? Is it he who has the

1f mse. money ? Yes.

But in this case the answer may also be correctly

given by using the neuter pronoun em). if can (or

’reao) for “yes ;” ni h-ee'o for “no.”

An t'llA'OA’D é pm? hi Is that a dog? N0.

h-en'b.

An Seranee e? 'See'o. Is he an Englishman?

Yes.

The mmt e? 'Sea‘o. Isn’t it good ? It is.
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(d) When the question is asked with "who" or

“ what,” the subject alone is used in the answer, and

if the subject be a personal pronoun the emphatic

form will be used, as—

Cm rmne e rm? mire. Who did that? I did.

CHAPTER VI.

The Preposition.

602. As a general rule the simple propositions

govern a. dative case, and precede the words which

they govern: as,

'Ciums re 0 Corcmg. He came from Cork.

tug re 4n c-ubeu. "oo’n He gave the apple to the

mneoa. woman.

Exceptions. (1) The preposition mm, “brtwecn,”

governs the accusative case: as, rom Copcec asur

Luimneec, between Cork and Limerick.

(2) so '0ci,* meaning “ to” (motion), is followed by

the nominative case.

Cum-O re 50 mi an ceec. He went to the house.

 

‘50 nci is really a corrupted form of the old subjunctive mood of

the verb 'CISlm, I come; so that the noun alter 50 ad was formerly

nominative case to the verb.
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(3) The preposition sAn, “without,” governs the

dative in the singular, but the accusative in the

plural: as,

CA re SAN CélLL. He is without sense.

San Ar ScAmne. Without our friends.

603. The words CimCeALL (around),* cpArns or

creerna (across), c01r (beside), ran (along), eumi

(towards), together with the archaic words 'oALA and

iomturA (as to, or concerning), although really nouns,

are used where propositions are used in English.

Being nouns, they are followed by the genitive case.

bum. re ran n4 racine é. He struck him along the

nose.

An mbéI‘O ca as out, oum Will you be going to

An eonmg 1 mbArmc? (towards) the fair to

morrow?

’00 mt re CIfilCeALL nA He ran around this‘place.

h-Aace reo.

’00 Caspar crarnA on They went across the field

3mm: eormA. of barley.

For the so-callcd compound propositions see par. 608, &c.

604-. The following PI'GPOSltiOIlS—i, 1n (or mm), in;

go, to; Le, wilh; and one, through—take r when they

 

' The meanings given in purrntlu-sis all: the usual English equiva

lents, not the foal mmning of the words.

1The m in this word is pronounced like n.
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come before the article: as, Leir an creep, with the

man; mr en Leebup, in the book; Sur an mmee, to

(the) town; Leir na DLIACAILUI'), with (or by) the boys.

605. The simple prepositions cause aspiration

when the article is not used with them: as, or

earn an enmc. On the top of the hill. rump re 0 rear

an age e. He got it from the man of the house.

Exceptions (1) The'prepositions As, at; Le, with; 4r,

out : 50, to, cause neither aspiration nor eclipsis ;

as, ’00 tun: re Le SoLL. He fell by G011. Came re

50 DelLe-dte-CLmt. He went to Dublin.

Sen, without, may aspirate or not.

(2) The preposition: or A, in, causes eclipsis even

without the article : as, ‘Oi re a SCopcmg. He was in

Cork.

606. The simple prepositions, when followed by the

article and a. noun in the singular number, usually

cause eclipsis: as, A[\ an mDArr, on the top; 0 ’n

orear, from the man; ’ren mmee, at home.

Exceptions. (1) The prepositions '00,‘ to, and 0e,

of, off, from, when followed by the article, usually cause

aspiration, though in some places eclipsis takes place.

 

'50 or so nti is usually used for “to” when motion to is implied

(the Latin ace. of motion). '00 is usually used for “ to” when no

motion, is implied (the Latin dative).
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Aspiration is the more common practice: '00 ’n peep,

to the man; 'oe’n mneoi, from the woman. They

prefix c to r; as, C115 re 'oo’n cregepc e. He gave

it to the priest.

(2) When Sen, withmrt, is followed by the article it

produces no change in the initial consonant follow

ing: as, Sen en pion, without the wine; but if the

following noun be masculine and begin with a vowel,

or be feminine beginning with r, c is prefixed: as,

gen en c-eun, without the bird; Sen en creiL, without

the eye.

In the Northern dialect aspiration takes place after

the preposition and the article.

607. When a simple preposition ending in a vowel

comes before the possessive adjective e (his, her, or

their), or the possessive dp, our, and hop, your, the

letter n is inserted before the possessive: as, Le n-e

Lem'1, by his hand; cpé n-e mooreib, through their

palms; Le n-ep Scum, with (or by) our portion; Le

ubup 'oc01L, with your permission. '

Except the prepositions 00 and be, which become '0’.

Whenever 50 or Le comes before any other word

beginning with a vowel the letter ‘h is usually inserted:

as, o n'nerom 50 h-oroce, from morning till night; 50

n-ALbem, to Scotland; Le n-eeste, with fear. (See

par. 29.)
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608. In Irish certain nouns preceded by prepositions

have often the force of English prepositions. A5

nouns they are, of course, followed by a. genitive

case, unless a preposition comes between them and

the following noun, when the dative case naturally

follows. Such locations are styled in most grammars

“Compound Prepositions,” and to account for their

construction they give the rule “ Compound Preposi

tions are followed by the genitive case.”

609. We give here a fairly full list of such phrases

employed in Modern Irish.

1 brarra-o, along with; on the side of.

1 bprnulre, ' '

1 Letmr, in the presence of.

Of COrhmp,

0r comne, before; face to face.

<3 ,Ar u C } for the sake of, for the love of

Ar ron, ,

er rSAt, under the pretext of.

1 broomr, along with, in company with.

1 nceob, concerning; with regard to.

1 geeaun, at the end of.

re ’Oélll,

1 5001mm, for (in the sense of goingfor).

(an éeann),

1 meers, among, amongst.
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Afl 454115,

1 11 -A§Am,

Ar pear),

Ari ru'o,

Afl 5cm,

1 mum-0,

CA'fl élf,

'0‘é1r, i

1 Scarrmwoe,

'00 Cum,

(Cum), i

'0’ 10m1rA1'Oe,

'0'10nnrmgl'o,

Le 001r,

COIr‘, }

1 I‘l-GU’OAn,

'00 rem,

or c1onn,

top (team,

1e h-mr,

1 Scmteam,

1 Int, i

1 11-A1n'1neom,

Le h-A$A1'0,

1 ii-mce,

E
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opposite.

against.

through, throughout (used of

time).

through, throughout (used of

space).

behind, at the back of.

after (used of place).

after (used of time).

concerning, about.

to, towards.

towards.

beside, by the side of (a sea, a

river, &c.)

against.

according to.

over, above.

besides, beyond, in preference

to.

beside, by the side of.

during.

in spite of.

for, for the use of.

near.
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810. Some of them are followed by Prepositions

mm Le,

1 11-5i111 '00,

C1m¢eALL on,

map geALL 4'1,

map A011 Le,

1 n-e1111penCC Le,

1 n-Aon-mge L8,}

611.

‘00 Cum re 01‘ 0101111 on

'oopmr é.

Commc 1 n-mce on cobmp

1A'O

’00 “It An SA'OAF 1 111014110

411 cramming.

C1.\ bi 1 Woman Seummr?

’00 C115 re tom on capntt.

r0 te h-ASAI'O on

crosmpc.

000an 411 Mr ‘0’ é1r Afl

crmhpmi).

T'Ii 131111. LQISQAP 4'1 me 1

n-Agm'b 411 0517‘.

‘00 CUAI'O ré p3 bém m1

SCA‘PALL.

A11 1:er An Lee.

A11 Fun "A Cipe.

near, beside.

near.

around (and touching).

on account of.

along with, together with.

together with, at the same

time as.

Examples—(1) Nouns.

He put it over the door.

I saw them near the well.

The hound ran after the

fox.

Who was

James?

He gave me this horse for

the priest.

along with

I shall come back after

the summer.

There is no remedy against

death.

He went for the horses.

Throughout the day.

Throughout the country.
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'00 116111 en Leebem reo.

CA ré Le co1r ne reirmse.

’00 (2qu re en Lfib Clm—

CeeLL ep m0 Ceenn.

612.

tinmg ré 1m mere.

ne ceig ’ne n‘omro reo.

Cie bi ’ne rocem?

’Oeunre'o é rm en '00 ron.

Ar eeennmgir reo Lem

egefl)?

Dior ep e n-egeio.

'Ce en ruireos or er

501mm.

An reib cf: 1 n-ep meme

(1 n-e1ce Linn)?

‘0? re 1 meme L1om.

tdlllls rieo 1m egero.

According to this book.

He is beside the sea.

He put the loop around

my head.

(2) Pronouns.

He came after me.

Do not go after these.

Who was along with him?

I shall do that for your

sake.

Did you buy this one for

me?

I was opposite them.

The lark is above us.

Were you near us?

He was near me.

They came against me.

Translation of the Preposition “ For.”

613. (a) When “ or” means “ to bring,” “to fetch,”

use re 'oém, e g-comne, or en eeenn, followed by a

genitive case; or e5 crueLL ep: as,

Go for the horse.

He went f0r_John.

C(21ij e5 queLL er en ScepeLL.

Cueii') re re oem Seegem.
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(b) When “for” means “to oblige,” “to please,”

use '00, followed by the dative case: as,

Ilo that for him. ’Oeun rm 100.

Here is your book for you. ’Seo can: 00 Leaner.

Use '00 to translate “for” in the phrases “good

for,” “bad for," “better for,” &c.: as,

This is bad for you. 1r 0L0 bun: e reo.

(c) When “for” means “for the use of,” use Le

h-Asm-o, followed by a genitive case, or '00 with

dative.

I bought this for the Ceannmgear e reo Le

priest. ‘n-agm'o an trageer

('oo’n cresarc).

He gave me money for tag re mrseA'o 00m Leo'

you. agave.

(d) When “for” means “ duration of time" use Le,

with the dative case, if the time be past, but Afl r:er

or 50 ocean, with the genitive case, if the time be

fittwre. In either case past and future are to be

understood, not with regard to present time, but to

the time of the action described.

(1) He had been there for Oi re ann Le bLmbam

a year when I came. numr mums me.

(2) He stayed there for a ’0’ ran re ann Afl rear)

year. (50 ceenn) bLlaimA
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In the first sentence the year is supposed to be completed at the

time we are speaking about, and is, therefore, past with regard to the

time we are describing.

In the second sentence the time at which the action of staying (it

we be allowed to use the word “ action ”) took place at the very

beginning of the year that he spent there. The year itself came after

the time we are describing; therefore it is future with regard to that

time

It will be a. great assistance to the student to remember that

411 redo or 50 cennn are used when in the English sentence the fact

is merely stated, as in sentence (2); end that Le is used when a

secondary tense ought to be used in the English sentence, as in sen

tence (1). '

(e) When “for” means “for the sake of,” use Afl

ron followed by a genitive case.

He toiled for a. little gold. Snotrmg re 4r ron bees

Am om.

(f) When “for” is used in connection with “buy

ing” or “selling,” use Afl followed by a. dative case.

He bought it for a pound. Cemmwg ré 4p pom: e.

I sold it for a shilling. ’OioLnr A'fl rslttms e.

(9) “For” after the English verb “ask” is not

translated in Irish.

He asked me for a book. ’0‘ mm re Len‘onr 011m.

Ask that man for it. 1411p Afl on bpenr rom é.

(h) “For” after the word “desire” ('Ot'lll.) is usually

translated by 1 (=in): as, Desire for gold, 'OfiILI n-or

or, ’OG‘IL mr An or.
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(i) The English phrase “only for” very often

means “were it not for,” “had it not been for,” and

is translated by muna memo, followed by a nomina

tive.

Only for John the horse muna mom-0 Seagén '00

would be dead now.

614.

I have a question for you.

To play ]0'I' (a wager).

To send for.

A cure for sickness.

To wait for.

For your life, don’t tell.

He faced for the river.

They fought for (about)

the Fiannship.

Don’t blame him for it.

I have great respect for

you. '

This coat is too big for me.

What shall we have for

dinner?

It is as good for you to do

your best.

0140 on CAPALL map!)

snow.

Note the following Examples.

CA ce1rc Asam 0pc.

1m111t: A11 (gent).

Cup {nor . . . . an.

(Le1genr 1 n-Agm'o cmmr.

,, 411 tmnear.

‘anarhmnc Le.

A11 0‘ mmm, mi h-mmr.

C115 re A 43.1110 op an

abomn.

Cporoewoop on

blimnnmgeACt.

1’15 cum A rh1LLeAn A111 (its

blame on him).

um

CA mear men 454m 0pc.

CA on COCA r0 “(s-mo“

'Oom.

Cmoé bmr ngsmn 411

an rmmneufl P

CA ré com mmt 45m: '00

'DiCeALL '00 'Oeunan‘n.
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615. Translation of the Proposition “ Of.”

(a) Whenever “of” is equivalent to the English

possessive case, translate it by the genitive casein

Irish.

The son of the man. mec en pm.

The house of the priest. Ceec en cresemc.

There are cases in which the English “ of,” al

though not equivalent to the possessive case, is trans

lated by the genitive in Irish.

The man of the house. peep en age.

A stone of meal. CLoc rhme.

(1;) Whenever “of” describes the material of which

a thing is composed, or the contents of a body, use

the genitive case.

A ring of iron. Femne 1eremn.

A cup of milk. Cupen bemne.

A glass of water. SLome uirse.

(c) When “of” comes after a numeral, or a noun

expressing a part of a whole, use be with the dative;

but if the word after “of” in English be a personal

pronoun, use one of the compounds of e5 with the

personal pronouns.

The first day of the week. en ceu-o Le 'qe’n creecC

nie‘m.

One of our hounds. Ceenn 0' ep flSA'OflAi'O.

Many of the nobles. moves 'oe ne h-ueirun.

One of us was there. ‘Oi 'oume esemn enn.
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Some of them. . Curo 40.1.

One of these (persons). ’Oume ace re.

A Lent is used for “ half of it ” or “ half of them."

(11) When “ of” follows “ which,” use '01: with

nouns, and AS with pronouns.

Which of the men? Cm (cmca) 0e nu reermb?

Which of us? Cm 45mm?

(e) When “ of" means “about” use (:1mc10LL or re.

They were talking of the Diooar e5 cemc clmc1oLl.

matter. an rune.

(f) “ Of” after the English verb "ask," “inquire,'

is translited by '0e.

Ask that of John. parrulg rm 'oe Seegen.

(9) When “of” expresses “the means” or instru

ment " use Le or be.

He died of old age. pump re our Le reen-emr.

He died of hunger. Pump re ear Le1ran 0011ar.

He died of a seven days’ Fuam' re her be gaLar

sickness. I ream; LA.

(h) Both of us. Smn Arson.

Both of you. S16 AMOH.

Both of them. 3140 Arman, we Areon.
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616. Further Examples.

He is ignorant of Irish. CA re mnbrlornc 1nr an

nSee'mug.

The like of him. A Leitéro (his like).

Such a. thing as this. A Lenten) reo be run.

Don’t be afraid of me. 115 Mon ensue one ronmm.

A friend of mine. CAflA oom.

A friend of yours. CAflA ’OUI'C.

A horse of mine. Cnpnu. Liom.

A horse of Brian's. CAPALL Le Drum.

I have no doubt of it. m from Amrnr 45am mp.

A man of great strength. peep 1r mori nenrc.

Oisin of mighty strength Girl" on treun nenrc n'r

and vigour. tut.

(DA is the past tense of 1r in the previous sentence.)

I think much of it. CA menr mOp ngnm Am.

CHAPTER VII.

Classification of the Uses of the Prepositions.

617. AS, AT.

1. To denote possession (a) with c5.

(26 rsmn ASAm. I have a. knife.

CA mtne Asnm Ar on I know that man.

breer rom.



(b) With other verbs :

Co1meA-0 re A11 rsmn A15e He kept the knife for him

pém. self.

'0‘ Mg re ace 1A0 He left them to them.

2. It is used in a partitive sense, of them, &c.

Aon '0ume ACA- Anyone of them.

54¢ 4011 4041. Each one of them.

8. With verbal nouns to translate the English

present participle:

(a) active —- CA re A5 DUALA'O A11 bueCeLLA.

He is beating the boy.

(b) passive—CA A11 buA¢A1LL 45A ('gA) beaten.

The boy is being beaten.

4. With verbal nouns followed by 00, meaning

“while.”

AS 0111. '0611'). While they were going.

5. To express the agent or cause with passive verbs.

CA an ctoo $A(A5A) cosAn. The stone is being raised

45 Séemur. by James.

N.B.—AS does not aspirate; but when used with

the article it eclipses.
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618. AR, 0N, UPON.

1. Literal use: A11 411 mbopo, on the table.

2. In adverbial phrases:

(0.] TIME.

41‘ beLL, just now, by and by. A“ pem'), during.

LA Afl LA, day by day. AflmA1'Oill,in the morning.

4p umplb, by times. M an Latmp, immediately,

(b) PLACE.

Afl tut, in existence, at all. An cat, behind.

A“ Leap, 411 rgon, in school.

An PMMSQ, at sea. An pun, throughout,

an mum, A11 nemh, in heaven.

Afl Lixp, on the ground. A]\ bop-o, on board.

4p ti, on the point of. A]\ ceLlim, }on earth

A11 p41), in length. 4p CAmen,

411 {we} lengthwise. 411‘ an DOMf‘, by (through)

the door.

A11 pA'o (rm-0), three feet long.

_ 4p Lenten), ,, wide.

Cr“ Cflmste Afl 4011\‘09, ,, high.

an '00m'1ne, ., deep.

(0) CAUSE.

411 an weep rom, for that 411 Lentcpom, under 0p.

reason, therefore. pression.

4p ron, for the sake of. 4p co1L, according to the

Afl eagLa 50, for fear that. will of.

 

' ep 4 12-410, literally on its length.
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Ap e15m, hardly, by com- ar c034, at the choice of.

pulsion.

(a) MANNER AND CONDITION.

Ar Cop up tut, on any con

dition.

or an men, in the manner.

Afl 43.1110, forward.

agent up 4541-0, face to face.

Lent .111 Lent, side by side.

up Lere'o, ablaZe.

4r cumar, in the power of.

beaSAn 4r peasa'n, little

by little.

er cam-0e, on credit.

8. In numbers :

A11 pent), in the form of.

A11 riubeL, in progress.

Afl A Lugeuo, at least.

up mr, back.

4'1 scat, backwards.

Ar crwrne, breadthwise

A11 rec.
A“ reacMnjastray.

er me1r5e, drunk.

er ro-oap, trotting.

up wreec, on loan.

Cri an 1511310, 23.

Cpiorhu'o up rlero, 23rd,

4. (a) Before the verbal noun, which it eclipses or

aspirates to form the past participle active.

or 'OUflA'O an 0011.11r001o Having shut the door,

'0’ 1mt1$euoeru they went away.

(b) With the possessive adjective A and verbal

noun to form perfect participle passive.

Ar fl-A our 1 n-eagar 45, Edited by.

or fl-A our amac as Connrm'o 11A SaeinLSe,

lished by the Gaelic League.

Pub
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5. Emotions felt by a person :

Care, sorrow, &c.

Thirst, hunger, need, sick

noes.

Fear.

Joy, love, affection.

6. In phrases:

C1o'oLAcA'o Afl, favour (con

ferred) on.

SrAn, seen Ar, affection

for.

BotAr, rior, AiCfle Ar,

knowledge of, acquaint

ance with.

SpAm Afl, horror of, or

disgust with.

CA AmrAr onm, I doubt,

I suspect.

Cun‘mcc 411, power over.

‘OuAi-o Afl, victory over.

onom Ar, honour (given)

to.

CA amnrOe, 011611 orm.

CA cnrc, oanr, eArbAm,

cmneAr 011m.

CA eASLA, rmcoior orm.

CA LutgAir, 5pm orm.

CA bAogAL A11, there is

danger.

Cuirhne Ar, remembrance

of

Cnrnoro A11, complaint

SeApAn Afl, against.

Punt Ar, hatred of.

131M: A11, debt due

CumAr 411, power over,

capacity for.

1'31.on Afl, claim upon.

'0’ rmoAm Ar, gation

’Oe CGAflSAL ep,}of 0bli~

on.’0’ uALAc Ar,

In the above phrases the agent is expressed by 45

where possible, cA 5M0, 564", eowr, cunime, &c.,

Asam orc.
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7. AR is used after various classes of Yerbs.

(a) Verbs of motion upon or against (striking,

inflicting, &c.).

lmrum pmn A11. I punish.

Ce1L51m Afl (Le). I throw at.

C .ArA'O A11 Met.

CArLA A11.

Cerso an rear 011m. I met the man.

’00 gab re 0e etocAro opts. He threw stones at them.

(b) After the verb bem1m.

bequm Ar. I call (name), (Afl before

person), induce, persuade,

compel a person (to do

something).

De1111m wrreec er. I attempt (something or to

do something).

Derrum 'oioL Ar. I requite, repay (a person).

bequm’ rA n-0eArA Ar, I cause, make (a person do

something).

bequm 511.30 er. I love (fall in love with), &c.

‘0e1p1m mimugm') Ar. I explain.

(0) After the verb 0e1mm.

'Oem1m Ar . . . . . 41‘. I catch, seize (a person) by

(the hand, &c.).

be1111m Afl. I overtake, I catch.

‘Oe1111m 0pe1teamner .111, I judge, pass judgment on.

be1r1m bum-0 Afi, I conquer.

  

' Cu11111n may be used in this sense.
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(d) After verbs of Praying, Beseeohing, Appeal

ing to.

1AfifiAlm an. I ask, entreat (a person).

Sun'mm an. I pray for (sometimes ]

pray to); but generally

Sin-01m Cum ‘06 61‘ ron &c.

I pray to God for.

implgam A11. I beseech.

(a) After verbs of Speaking about, Thinking of,

Treating of, Writing of, &c.

Lebpmm An, I speak of. Smummm an, I think of.

Cyniccmm 411, I treat of. SSfllObAim an, I write of,

Cun'hmgim A]\, I remember. or about.

(f) Verbs of looking at:

Feucmm 4p or 'oeepcmm up. I look at.

(g) Verbs of threatening, complaining, ofiending,

displeasing, &o.

Despmm an. I threaten.

Sonum An. I am troublesome to.

geibim Locc an. I find fault with.

(h) Verbs of concealing, neglecting, hindering, for

bidding, refusing, &c.

Ceium An. I conceal from.

Commeepsmm an. I hinder or forbid.

mesim A11. I neglect.
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(i) Verbs of protecting, guarding, guaranteeing

against.

Sesemn cu pem Afl An Take care of yourself from

'O'CfmCAILL pm. that car.

Seaénm '00 mm up An Take care! That stone

50mm rm.
U

will hurt your hand.

8. (a) Cuqum is used with verbal nouns and adverbial

phrases beginning with Afl :

Cuqum A11 Cfllt.

Cuqum A'fl cmmer.

Cumim up renofuln.

Cuqum up cAm-oe.

Cmpim up scuL.

Culfnm 4p nem'mib.

I put in a tremble.

I put on one’s guard.

I set astray.

I put off, delay, postpone.

I put aside.

I reduce to nothing, I

annihilate.

(b) Also with many nouns :—

Cumim ce1rc Afl.

Cumim comnom up.

Cumim

Cmtim

Cuqnm cumn an.

Cuqum 54mm (pop) 411.

Cunnm LArh Afl.

Cumim Leigenr up.

Cumim Luibenonn up.

Cumlm mom. A11.

CLHme commean up.

Cmfum ampme 4p.

cpmnn up (top).

I question.

I do a. kindness to.

I cast lots for.

I arrange.

I send for.

I set about.

I apply a. remedy to.

I lay a snare for.

I delay.

I hinder.

I beseech.
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9. gnim is used with many nouns meaning “I in

flict. . .on.”

S'nim bASAr Afl.

S'nim buAmpeA'o Afl.

Snim cAerm A11.

Snim enscom An.

gnim reALL A11.

s'nim rmAcz: Ar.

§nim brelteArhnAr Afl.

I threaten.

I trouble.

I complain of.

I wrong.

I act treacherously to

wards.

I exercise authority over,

I restrain.

I judge, pass judgment

upon.

gnim page An. I watch.

619. AS, OUT OF, FROM.

1. Literal use: out of, from, &c.

Como ré Ar An :13.

’Out Ar An mbeACAfO.

He went out of the house.

To depart from life.

2. With various other verbs:

’Oi‘urigim Ar cootA'o.

Cumim Ar reiLo.

CroCAim Ar.

Cuirum ArAm.

Leigam Ar.

Sgruormm Ar.

Cmcam Ar A ééite.

CAflflAiflS Ar A Céite.

I arouse from sleep.

I dispossess.

I hang from.

I utter (a shriek, &c.).

I let off.

I erase from.

To fall asunder.

To pull asunder.
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3. To express origin, cause; ground of proof; confl

, dence, trust in:

or see A1110. From every quarter.

Soeer '00 bemc er. Derive benefit from.

An pAt Ar. The reason why.

or ro ruAr. Henceforth.

‘lr roLLur er. It is evident from.

10ncu15te Ar. Inferable from.

mu1n1gm Ar. Confidence in.

4. After verbs, of boasting or taking pride in:

mA0101m Ar. I boast of.

stormAr Ar. Glorying in.

LAnrnAr Ar rem. Full of himself.

620. (mm (61m), TOWARDS.

1. Cum is used after verbs of motion:

Cue“) re Cum an age. He wenttowards thehouse.

Cur cum rmrrse. To put to sea.

2. Before verbal noun to express purpose:

CA1n15 re (turn an cepmu. He came to sell the horse.

'00 biot.
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3. In Phrases, as:

Csbmpc cum cpicc. To bring to pass.

Smmm ougam. I take for myself.

(.np cum new. To put to death.

Lens cum mar. Let die.

Ereurca cum onbpe. Prepared for work.

Cum so. In order that.

Sal-01m cum. I pray to.

’0m. Cum 'ougeao. To go to law.

621. '06, FROM, OUT OF.

1. Literal use:

Ommm 'oe. I take from.

émigim me. I arise from.

CUICI'm 0e. I fall from.

554011."?! 'oe. I loose from (anything).

2. Partitive use:

’Opons 'oe n4 'onomlb. Some of the people.

’Oume be as penpmb. One of the men.

reap-oemumcmmatgarhna. One of the O’Mahoney’s.

Often before the relative it is equivalent to &

superlative relative:

beumm'o Sac ni-o '0'5 I will give everything I

brmL ASAm. have.
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1r e an reap 1r- aoqme 'o’A He is the tallest man I

bpncer fumh.

fli mmr': Lei;~ mo 0’ A 'ocu5~

my '00.

ever saw.

He does not like anything

you gave him.

3. In the following phrases:

'oe brag, because

'0’ GASLA 50, lest

'0’ 4011*, of age

'oe fiop, perpetually

'oe 'Opmm, owing to

'0' er, after

be 'erm, willingly

'oe fu‘nL Le, in expectation

of

0' mute, for certain

0e gmit, usually

'oe gniom, in efi'ect

'oe 'm’ 16L, to myknowledge

be fit, for lack of,

'0’ GAf‘bm'O, l want of

'0‘ am'meom, unwillingly,

in spite of

De taom, concerning

4. After following verbs, &c.:

Paapflulglm 'oe.

Lermmm 'oe.

Lionca '08 (te).

L611 '06.

Snim ccgmpc 0e.

S'nim {quire 'oe.

gnim 'oeLe151m mom

I ask (enquire) of.

I adhere to.

Filled with.

Full of.

I mention.

I make use of.

I make out of (from)I let slip.

5. To translate “with,” &c., in phrases like 'oe ti-Im,

with a leap, at a bound.
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622.

1. Literal use :

'00, TO, FOR.

(a) After adjectives (generally with 1r):

cmnce '00,

00111 '00,

eigenn '00,

mAIt '00,

rears W.

(b) After nouns:

(out) 1 rocAp '00,

(1r) beAtA '06,

(1r) ntmp 06,

(0) After verbs:

Aitmm '00, I command.

bronnmm '00 (Ar) I pre

sent to.

’OeOnmgim '00, I vouch

saie to.

Fosrmim '00, I announce

to.

frengrmm '00, I answer.

I obe ' or

931le '00,{ )

Or'ouigim '00, I order.

Snbmm '00 Cormt'), I trample.

do homage to.

certain for (a person).

right for (a person).

necessary for.

good for.

better for.

for the advantage of.

(is) his life.

(is) his father.

Cmmm '00, I appoint for.

Con‘mmugim '00, I advise.

’Oiotcmm '00, I renounce.

Fognmm '00, I am of use

to.

SeALLAim '00, I promise.

Leisim '00, I allow, let.

1nnrm ‘00, I tell.

CAIrbeAnmm '00,

}I show.

CeArbAnAim 00,

COISLIm 00, I spare.
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2. To express the agent:

After the verbal noun, preceded by ap, Ag, &c.:

or 'oceAec ennro 0611). On their arrival here.

With the participle of necessity, participles in

1011, &:c. :

fli motca 0u1c e. He must not be praised

by you.

1r 6 rm 1r 1n'0eAnca '0u1c. That’s What you must do.

3. For its use in connection with the verbal noun see

pars. 563, 568, 570.

623.

m or re, UNDER, ABOUT, CONCERNING.

1. Literal use: as,

CA re rA ’n mbowo. It is under the table.

2. 12A is used in forming the multiplicatives:

pA '00, twice: rA tri, thrice, &c.

3. in adverbial phrases:

rA con'mm, (keeping) for. {:5 Lent, separately.

rA 0e0, at last. rA 0e1reA'0, at last.

rA reee, individually, rA men. just so (as).

separately.
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62!. Sen, WITHOUT.

1. Literal use:

San pmsmn 1m pOcA. Without a penny in my

pocket.

2. To express not before the verbal noun:

Auam LGIf‘ gen ceacc. Tell him not to come.

62B. 50, WITH.

1. This preposition used only in a few phrases:

generally before Lent, a half.

mite 50 Leit. A mile and a half.

$1.41: 50 Lent. A yard and a half.

2. In forming adverbs :

50 mmt, well. 50 bpeag, finely.

626. 50, TO, TOWARDS.

1. Literal use: motion, as—

50 Luamneac. T0 or towards Limerick.

2. In Phrases :

O 1mm 50 h-ump. From hour to hour.

0 110m 50 CéiLe. From evening to evening.

0 rum-om so h-moee. From morning till night.
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627. 1 (m, an"), IN, INTO (Eclipsinfr).

1. Of time :

inf 4n cSan‘nmo. In Summer.

2. Of motion to a place:

up 'oceACr: 1 n-Gllunn '00 Patrick having come into

IDAmeg. Ireland.

3. 0f rest at a place:

CA re 1 n‘Oome. He is in Derry.

4. In following phrases:

m-aompencc Le, along with. I n-.\$A1'o, against.

1 wow-o, after. 1 Sceann, at end of.

I Scomne, against. 1 geommp, in front of.

1bp0¢mp, in company with. 1 mean, among.

1 vcxménou, about.

5. After words expressing esteem, respect, liking, &c.,

for something :

Den. 1 n-Op. Desire for gold.

6. Used predicatively after C6:

C(um nn’ perm Lia-01p AI'IOII‘. I am a strong man now.

ts rwo ’nA mbérmlb mmte. They are good boats.

7. In existence, extant:

tr bpeAg 4n mmfip aca It’s fine weather we’re

am. having
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Hi com "0111!: 'out amec 1 en Aimrm ramp AcA Ann

A1101r.

_ You ought not to go out considering the cold
weather we have now. i

8. Used after cA to express “to be able.”

fli bionn A1111 rem 1omp00. He cannot turn.

9. After cum, heir, 'out, in phrases like:

Cumim 1 scum'me '00. I remind.

’Out. 1 ro¢Ap 00. To benefit.

628. 10111, BETWEEN, AMONG.

1. Literal use:

nor 10111 11A RouhAnciut'), a custom among the

Romans.

neitrm eacoprn, difference between them.

2. 10111....13115, BOTH...AND.

10m bOCC ASuf‘ rmoom, both rich and poor.

10111 Actor Agar mac, both father and son.

10111 coopcmb Agar uAnAib, both sheep and lambs.

r0111 renlmib 1r n'mAm, both men and women.

629. Le, WITH.

1. Literal use, with:

Leir An moon, with the steward.
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2. With 1r to denote possession:

1r L1omrA e. It is my own. It belongs to me.

Cm Le1r 14'0 ? Who owns them ?

1

3. With 1r and adjectives to denote “in the opinion of: ’

1r r113 L1om e. I think it worth my while.

’00 0’ runs Le1r. He thought it long.

4. To denote instrument or means:

Dp1re4'0 an rumneOS Le The window was broken

chc. by a stone.

Pump re bAr Le1r an ocpAr. He died of hunger.

Lorgmo Le cemro e. He was burned with fire.

5. After verbs or expressions of motion:

AmAe Le1r, Out (he went).

Swp L10 ! Stand back!

'0’ 1mt1$ ri Le1t1, She departed.

6. With verbs of touching; behaviour towards; say

ing to; listening to; selling to; paying to:

waiting for:

em: L1om, Listen to me.

Dmmm Le, I touch.

Labpmm Le, I speak to.

'OioLAr an no Le1r, I sold the cow to him.

114 pm L1om, Do not wait for me.
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7. After words expressing comparison with, likeness

to, severance from, union with, peace with,

war with, expectation of.

CA ré Cor‘n .irro Liom. He is as tall as I.

CA re corr'nmL LCAC. He is like you.

’00 rsar re Leo. He separated from them.

8. With verbal noun to express purpose, intention

(see pars. 567, 569).

9. In following phrases :—

Le h-ASAI‘O, for (use of), Le c01r, near, beside.

Le h-ucc, with a view to. Ltiil’i’l Le, near.

Le n-mr, back. magi non Le, along with

Le PAHM'O, downward. cnob Le, beside.

630. men, LIKE TO, AS.

1 Literal use : as, like to.

map rm, thus agar mar rm be, and so on

‘Oo gLac re map ceiLe i. He took her for a spouse.

r5 m an aoubemc re, (according) as he said.

2. Before relative particle .i, it is equivalent to as,

how, where, &c.

an Au: map a rant) re, the place where he was.

3. For an idiomatic use of map, see par. 353.
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631. 0, FROM, SINCE.

1. Since (of time): as,

o tor, from the beginning. 0 rom, ago.

ConjunctionI : as,

O nAC bpscur [\u'o an out, (Ringer AUAiLe Aflif‘.

Since I saw nothing 1 came home again

2. Of place, motion from:

O éininn, from Erin.

3. In a modal sense:

00 C|\Olf)e, with all thy heart.

boot: 0 (i) ppioparo, poor in spirit

4. After words expressing severance from, (titance

from, going away from, turning from, taking

from, exclusion from, cleansing, defending,

protecting, healing. alleviating.

632. Os, ovnn.

Used only in a few phrases as :

OI‘ 9‘0"", above, over. bun or worm, upside down.

6]“ ireat. silently, secretly. or .Kpn loudly.
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633. mm, BEFORE.

1. Of time:

'Oelc neimw pom'n (can) Ten minutes to three.

a \

A cm.

Roume reo. Before this, heretofore,

formerly.

Roar'ne rm. Previously.

2. Of fleeing before, from ; coming in front of ; lying

before one (=awaiting); putting before one

(=proposing to oneself):

Cibé cumeer ponhe é reo Whoever proposes to do

'00 'Oeunerh. this.

‘Oi an Sippfrw't‘) 451M; flOllii The here was running

n4 conmo. from the hounds.

3. After expressions of fear, dislike, welcome, &c.:

TIA oioo eegLe 0pc {\Ompe. Do not be afraid of them.

Fence poms: (p0n‘1mb)! Welcome!

6343. CAR, BEYOND, OVER, PAST.

1. Of motion (place and time):

Leim re ten 4n mbALLA. He leaped over the well.

An r‘ni reo 34b topemn. Last month.

2. Figuratively: “in preference to,” “beyond.”

ten map bi re 'oe1¢ Compared with what it was

m‘oLm-One pacewo 0 tom. 30 years ago.

C411 men bwo "ougteec 00. Beyond what was lawful

for him.
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3. In following phrases :

nuL cop, transgress. ceeez: tap, refer to, treat of

cap e1r, after. cap A1r, back.

Cap Cennn so, notwith- ’Opwm cap A1r, upside

standing. ' down. '

635. CR6, (CRT), THROUGH, BY MEANS OF.

1. Physically, through:

Cpe n-A Lemme. Through his hands.

2. Figuratively, “ owing to ” :

C1110 rm. Owing to that.

N.B.—In the spoken language cpio is generally

used instead of cpe or cpeAr.

636. um, ABOUT, AROUND.

1. Time: um tpAtno'nA, in the evening.

2. Place: um A11 (:15, around the house.

3. About : of putting or having clothing on.

'00 empeaoap umpA A They put on their clothes.

Scum caning.

4. Cause: u1me rm, therefore.
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PARSING.

637. l. Parse each word in the following sentence:

doom Seumnr Sun Le1r rem an capALL '00 614156

(Prep. Grade, 1900).

A'oeip An irreg. trans. verb, indie. mood, pre

sent tense, analytic form of the verb

'oelrim (verbal noun, Mo).

Semmr A proper noun, first declen., genitive

Seummr, 8rd pers. sing., masc. gen.,

nom. case, being subject of e'oelri.

sun A conjunction used before the past

tense: compounded of 50 and no.

['15] The dependent form, past tense, of the

verb 1r.

Lot," A prepositional pronoun (or a pronomi

nal preposition), 3rd pers. sing, masc,

gender. Compounded of Le and re.

rem An indeclinable word, added to Lear for

the sake of emphasis.

an rl‘he definite article, now. sing. masc.,

qualifying the noun caanL.

04134111. A com. noun, first declen., genitive

cameL, 8rd pers. sing, masc. gend.

and mom. case, being the subject of

the suppressed verb [’e].
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'00 A particle used as a sign of the past

tense, causing aspiration; but here it

has also the force of a relative.

‘oi An irreg. intrans. verb, indic. mood

past tense, analytic form of the verl

chm (verbal noun, belt).

age A prepositional pronoun, 3rd sing,

masc. gender, compounded of as

and e.

B. Parse the following sentence: ’00 our; fl 1200

mOnA A11 Deans-Layne 1 n-‘oion Else 11.1 rcone mnmm

Loe beatcame. (Junior Grade, 1900).

’00 A particle used as the sign of the past

tense, causing aspiration.

com A reg. trans. verb, indic. mood. past

tense, analytic form of the verb cuiplm .

(verbal noun, cup).

1‘! A personal pronoun, 8rd pers. sing,

fem. gend., conjunctive form, nomi

native case, being the subject of the

verb Cum.

pen A com. noun, first declen., gen. p010,

3rd pers. sing, masc. gender, accusa

tive case, being the object of the verb

Cum.
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men A common noun, third declension, nom.

mOm, 3rd pers. sing, fem. gender,

and genitive case, governed by the

noun pen.

Afl A preposition, governing the dative

case.

‘DenpS-LATA’O A compound verbal noun, genitive

peeps-term, 3rd pers. sing., dative

case, governed by the preposition AF.

1 A preposition, governing the dative

case, and causing eclipsis.

"oion A com. noun, first declens., gen. nin,

3rd pers. sing. masc. gender and dative

case, governed by preposition 1.

(N.B.—This word may also be

second declension).

age An irreg. com. noun, nom. ceec, 8rd

pers. sing., masc. gend., genitive case,

governed by the noun ~oion.

11A The definite article, genitive sing. femi

nine, qualifying l‘COiLe.

rcoate A common noun, second declension,

nom. 1‘co1L, 8rd pers. sing., fem. gend.

and genitive case, governed by the

noun (Inge.
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mArom A com. noun, second declension, gen,

mA10ne, 8rd pers. sing, fem. gend.

and dative case, governed by the pre

position Ap (understood);

LAe-beALCAme A compound proper noun, nom. LA

oeALcmne, 3rd pers. sing, masc.

gend. and genitive case, governed by

the noun mAmm.

G. Parse: CA1m AS 'ouL cum A11 A011A1$ (Junior, ’98).

CA1m An irreg. intrans. verb, indic. mood,

present tense, 1st pers. sing, syn

thetic form, of mi (verbal noun, new).

45 A prep, governing the dative case.

out. A verbal noun, 3rd pers. sing, dative

case, governed by the preposition AS.

com A noun (dative case, governed by 00

understood) used as a preposition,

governing the genitive case.

A11 The definite article, gen. sing. masc.,

qualifying the noun AonA1g.

A011A1g A common noun, first declen., nom.

AonAe, 3rd pers. sing, masc. gender,

and genitive case governed by cum.
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D. Parse :

iii

['1‘]

601p

'Omt

iv

'00

bu ALA'O.

iii com 'omc e no beau-o.

A negative adverb, causing aspiration,

modifying the suppressed verb 1r.

The assertive verb, present tense, ab

solute form.

A common adjective,

comparative corn,

phrase e '00 tnmLM).

positive degree,

qualifying the

A prep. pronoun, 2nd

pound of '00 and mi.

pers. sing. com

A personal pronoun, 3rd pers. sing,

nom. case, disjunctive form, being

the subject of the suppressed verb 1r

A preposition, causing aspiration, and

governing the dative case.

A verbal noun, genitive buere, 3rd

pers. sing, dative case, governed by

the preposition no.

N.B.—é '00 UUALA'O is the subject of the sentence.

E. Parse :

téims

Clams ré Le caanL A ceammc.

An irreg. intrans. verb, indie. mood,

past tense, 8rd pers. sing. of the verb

cigmn (verbal noun, ceacc).
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re A pers. Pron, 3rd pers. sing, masc. gen.,

conjunctive form, 1mm. case, being

the subject of cams.

Le A preposition governing the dative

case.

capau, A common noun, first declens. gen.

cameL, 3rd pers. sing, masc. gend.

and dative case governed by Le.

a The softened form of the preposition

00, which causes aspiration, and

governs the dative case.

ceannac. A verbal noun, genitive cemmmgte,

3rd pers. sing, dative case, governed

by the preposition A.

IDIOMS.

triungom, I HAVE.

638. As already stated there is no verb “to have”

in Irish. Its place is supplied by the verb cs followed

by the preposition .15. The direct object of the verb

“to have” in English becomes the subject of the verb

cd in Irish: as, I have a book. CA LeA‘oap ageni.

The literal translation of the Irish phrase is “ a book

is at me.”

This translation appears peculiar at first sight, but it is a mode of

expression to be found in other languages. Most studi-nts arc
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familiar with the Latin phrase " Est mihi pater." I have a father

(lit. there is a father to me) ; and the French phrase'Ce livrc est d

mm' 1 own this book (lit. This book is to me).

We give here a few sentences to exemplify the

idiom :—

He has the book.

I have not it.

Have you my pen ?

The woman had the cow.

The man had not the

horse.

Will you have a knife to

morrow?

He would not have the dog.

We used to have ten

horses.

CA A11 Lenbnp mse.

‘r‘li pint re Assm.

An bruit, mo pesnn 45st: ‘2

Di an be AS nu mural.

Hi flail) en cnanL A5 an

Dress.

An mbfil'o rsmn 45st

1 mblipso ‘2

Hi own an manna use.

’00 time 0610 ScemeL

ASAIHH.

1s 1.10m, I OWN.

639. As the verb “have” is translated by (:5 and

the preposition 45, so in a similar manner the

verb “own” is translated by the verb 1S and the

preposition Le. Not only is the verb “ to own,” but

also all expressions conveying the idea of ownership,

such as : The book belongs to me: the book is mine.

&c. ; are translated by the same idiom.

I own the book. )

The book is mine. - 11* Liam an Lesbep.

The book belongs to me. i
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The horse was John's.

The horse belonged to

John.

John owned the horse.

DA Le SeASAn A11 cApALL.

Notice the position of the words. In translating

the verb “have” the verb cA is separated from the

preposition A5 by the noun or pronoun; but in the

case of “own” the verb 1r and the preposition Le

come together. (See par. 589, &c.)

I have the book. CA A11 LeAbAp A5Am.

I own the book. 1r L1om An LeAbAp.

In translating such a phrase as “ I have only two

cows,” the noun generally comes after the preposi

tion A5 : so that this is an exception to what has been

said above.

I have only two cows. n1 run. ASAi’n Aec 0A bum.

I KNOW.

550. There is no verb or phrase in Irish which can

cover the various shades of meaning of the English

verb “ to know.” First, we have the very commonly

used word perAp (or reA0A1p me), I know ,- but this

verb is used only after negative or interrogative

particles, and has only a few forms. Again, we have

the verb Antmgnn, I know,- but this verb can only be

used in the sense of recognising. Finally we have the

three very commonly used phrases, CA eoLAr AsAm,
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car mtne 454m, and c5 4 rhor Asnm, all meaning

“I know;" but these three expressions have three

different meanings which must be carefully distin

giiished.

Whenever the English verb “know” means “ to

know by heart,” or “to know the character of a person,"

“to know by study,” &c., use the phrase cs EOLAI‘

AS...Af\

Whenever "know" means “to recognise," “ to know

by appearance,” “ to know by sight,” &c., use the phrase

1:6 mtne AS...Afl.

When “know” means “to know by mere infornm

tion,” “to happen to know,” as in such a sentence as

“ Do you know did John come in yet ?” use the phrase

ca 4 per A5, e.g. UrmL A rior 45M; an 'OCdlnlS

Sengrin lrcenc rOr?

As a rule young students experience great difficulty

in selecting the phrases to be used in a given case.

This difficulty arises entirely from not striving to

grasp the real meaning of the English verb. For

those who have already learned French it may be

useful to state that as a general rule ca GOLA'f‘ 454m

corresponds to je cats and ca mtne Asam to je connais

CA mtne Ascm am A¢C ni run. eoL.\r nsnm Am.

Jc lc connais maisjc ne le sais pas. I know him by

sight but I do not know his character. “ Do you know
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that man going down the road ?" Here the verb

“lmow ”

is : bruit. mtne ASAC an an bpenp rom ACA as '01“. rior

on bots“? If you say to a fellow- student “Do you.

know your lessons to-day ?" You mean “ Do you know

them by rote?” or “ Have you studied them?"

Hence the Irish would be: “bruit. eater agar: on

'00 ceoccannmb mum?”

simply means recognise, therefore the Irish

Do you know did the landlord get the rent?

Optima fl‘lO‘f‘ user: .\11 bpump on ngeopne CALiimh

on cior?

I LIKE, I PREFER.

641. “I like” and “I prefer” are translated by the

expressions 1r mmt (61L, 411:) Mom and 1p peapp L10m

(it is good with me; and, it is better with me).

I like milk. 1r mmt L1om Damne

He prefers milk to wine. 1r F8411“ Leir bemne 11:1

pion.

Does the man like meat? An mmt Leir an bpeap

peed. 7’

Did you like that? on mac Lent: e rm P

I liked it. be mmt Liom e.

We did not like the water. Then rhmt Lmn an Cnuif‘Se.

642.1f we change the preposition “Le” in the

above sentences, for the preposition “'00,” we get
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another idiom. “ It is really good for," “It is of

benefit to.” 1p mmc nom e. It is good for me;

(whether I like it 01' not).

He does not like milk but it is good for him.

1‘" meat Lem bsmne sec 11' mait '00 e.

N.B.—In these and like idiomatic expressions the

preposition “Le” conveys the person’s own ideas and

feelings, whether these are in accordance with fact or

not. 1r pn': mom out 50 h-Atbem. I think it is

worth my while to go to Scotland (whether it is really

the case or not). 1r men Llom en Lune pom. I think

that a great price. 1r puepeé 1,101" a pm. I think

that trifling (another person may not).

The word “think” in such phrases is not trans

lated into Irish.

1r pin 'ouvc out. 50 h-ALbAm. It is really worth

your while to go to Scotland (whether you think so or

not).

C15 Mom, I CAN, I AM ABLE.

6l3. Although there is a regular verb peunmm,

meaning I can, I am able, it is not always used.

The two other expressions often used to translate

the English verb “ I can,” are 05 Mom and 1f péioip

Mom.
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The following examples will illustrate the uses of

the verbs.

Present Tense.

peu'omm, :15 Mom“ or

11‘ pémm Llomn‘

peu‘ounn cu, C15 Lem: 01'

} I can, or am able.

} rllhou canst or art able.

1]" pérom Leac.

&c., &c.

Negative.

ni {sen-0mm, nit15 Mom; or)

. I cannot, I am not able.

m pérom Llom.

Interrogative.

An 0:1 Lest ? or
S } Can you? or are you able?

an Fémm Lean?

Negative lnterrogative.

“AC 1)ch Lew? 01'} Can he not? or is he not

nee pérom L611“? able ‘2

Past Tense.

’0' fien’osr, t51ms LIOITI, or

_ kl could, or was able.

'00 b’ Fél‘Olfl Llom.

Imperfect.

'0’ ten-0mm, 1:15er Mom. I used to be able.

 

' Literally: It comes with ma. 1' It is possible with me.
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Future.

lieu-0pm, mocpm'o LIOm. I shall be able.

Conditional.

’0’ freu'opumn, 'oo CrocpA'o

} I would be able.

Mom.

The negative and the interrogative will present no difliculty.

I MUST.

644. The verb “ must,” when it means necessity or

duty, is usually translated by the phrase ni pump or

cmtpao. This letter is really the third person singu

lar, future tense of cmmm ; but the present and other

tenses are also frequently used. It may also be very

neatly rendered by the phrase, 11‘ easeun '00 (lit.

it is necessary for).

m puLAm '00m, cmtpl'o mé, or

11* elgeen '00m.

*1 must.

hi puLAm emu, cmtpro (:0, or

1r éISeAfl '0u1c.

fli puma" '06, cmtpro ré, or

11‘ é15een '00

&c., &0.

}You must.

He must.

The English phrase “have to” usually means

“ must,” and is translated like the above: as, I have

to go home now. Cmtpro me But. A Mate Aneur
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The English verb “ must,” expressing duty or

necessity, has no past tense of its own. The English

past tense of it would be “ had to :” as, “ I had to go

away then.” The Irish translation is as follows :—

flion b’puLAm pom, CAIC me, or

'00 b’éisean '00m.

}I had to.

fliop o’pumm 'owc. Cent cu, or

'00 b’éisenn "01116.

&c., &c.

lYou had to.

The English verb “must” may also express a

supposition; as in the phrase “ You must be tired.”

The simplest translation of this is “m 1:quin 50

bme cumre 0pc,” or, “m putlini no 155 cumre 0pc.”

The phrase “ 1r commmt 50,” meaning “ It is pro

bable that,” may also be used: as, if cormth 50

bpuil. cumre opt.

The English phrase “ must have “ always expresses

supposition, and is best translated by the above

phrase followed by a verb in the past tense, as, " You

must have been hungry," 11f puLAm so new OCflAI‘ 0pc.

He must have gone out, fli pumm 50 nnem'nwo re

omoc. .

ni “1.6111 51:11 cum-o (or 50 noeagmo) ré numb, is used in Munster.

I ESTEEM.

655. I esteem is translated by the phrase CA mear

45am 4p. Literally, “ I have esteem on.
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I esteem John. CA MGAf‘ ASAm Ap SeASAn.

Did you esteem him ? Rem meAr A541: 4111 ‘2

He says that he greatly ’Oem re 50 bpufl. meAr

esteems you. men Aige 0pc“.

I DIE.

646. Although there is aregular verb, eu5,die,inIrish

it is not often used; the phrase geitnm bAr, I find

death, is usually employed now. The following

examples will illustrate the construction :—

The old man died yester- Pump An reAn-teAp My

day. m'oé.

We all die. $eibmm u1Le An bAr.

I shall die. ' SeObA'O bAr.

They have just died. CAm up err oAiro’fmsAiL

You must die. CAICFI‘O co b-ir o’pegAIL.

I OWE.

647. There is no verb “ owe ” in Irish, Its place is

supplied by saying “ There is a debt on a person.

CA pm“ 0pm. I owe.

Whenever the amount of the debt is expressed the

word ch is ilsually omilul and the sum substituted.

He owes a pound. CA punc Am.

You owe a shilling. CA rguung 0pc.

 

~The plural of this word, place, is very frequently used in this

phrase.
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When the person to whom the money is due is

mentioned, the construction is a little more diflicult:

as, I owe you a pound, as, CA punc ASAC 0pm, i.e.,

You have (the claim of) a pound on me—the words in

brackets being always omitted.

He owes me a crown. CA cop0m 45am mp.

Here is the man to whom Seo e an peep A (50)

you owe the money. bpml, 4n c-mpgewo

mge 0pc.

I MEET.

648. The verb “ meet ” is usually translated by the

phrase “there is turned on," e.g., “Imeet a man ” is

translated by saying “A man is turned on me.”

Corcnp peep 0pm (mom or pom); but the phrase

bumtceop (or tApLA) peep 0pm is also used. I met

the woman, '00 CAFAI') an been 0pm (Mom or pom).

They met two men on the ’00 capo-o belfl‘C peep opts

road. np 4n mootap.

John met James. ’00 cnpn'o Seumap up

SeASAn.

Physical Sensations.

649. All physical sensations, such as hunger, thirst,

weariness, pain, &c., are translated into Irish by say

ing that “hunger, thirst, &c., is on a pe-rson3” as, I
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am hungry. 'CA ocpar 0pm. Literally, hunger is on

me. He is thirsty. CA Dept: 41p. Literally, thirst is

on him.

The same idiom is used for emotions, such as

pride, joy, sorrow, shame, &c. The following ex

amples will illustrate the construction :—

bpml. ocpar out? Are you hungry ‘2

hi |':u1L oc|uxr oum nnolr. I am not hungry now.

bi up: men oluimn more. We were very thirsty

yesterday.

meL name on“? Are they ashamed?

Di mime an craopm. mm“. She was very much

ashamed.

Déio bnO’O men mp. He will be very proud.

Rmb cumre 0pc? ' Were you tired ?

HA o10'0 easu Oflt'. Don’t be afraid.

Ca CO‘OLA'O mo“ onm. I am very sleepy.

CA rtegoAn 0pc. You have a cold.

Whenever there is a simple adjective in Irish cor

responding to the English adjective of mental or

physical sensation, we have a choice of two construc

tions, as :-—

I am cold. ‘CA me pump or c5 ween" 0pm.

You are sick. C6 C13 cmn ,, c5 cmneer Opt.

(01' bflBOI'CC)

I was weary. Di me anyqu ,, of cumre 011m.

' Distingmsh bulwcen rug-elm a cold (B. disease) and puefiz,

the cold, coldness (of the weather) and the adjective peer, cold.
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CA me cum and CA cmnear mun have not quite the

same meaning, 'CA mé cmn means Ifeel sick; Lul.

c5 cmnear 0pm means I am, in some sickness, such as

fever, &0.

I CANNOT HELP.

650. The English phrase, “ I cannot help that,” is

translated by saying I hare no help on that. m 121le

neepc 45am mp rm. He said that he could not help

it. ’Oubemc re nee 11ml) nespz: use up. The word

may be used instead of neepc.
’

Le1$e¢n “ cure,’

I AM ALONE.

651. There are two expressions which translate the

English Word “alone” in such sentences as Iam

alone, He is alone, &c., m., CAlm 1m eonap, 0r Chm

L10m pém (I am in my oneship, or I am by (with)

myself). He is alone. CA re n4 eomm, or CA re Lear

pém. She was alone. bi ri 'flA h-onwp, or bi |~i

Lem rem. We shall be alone. Délmfl) ’nAp n-Aonap.

or bélmro Lmn pem.

I ASK.

652. The English word “ask” has two distinct

meanings according as it means “beseech” or “in

quire.” In Irish there are two distinct verbs, viz.,
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“mum, I ask (for a femur), and Fiarpuigm, I ask

(for information). Before translating the word “ askwe must always determine what is its real meaning,

and then use lAflfl or rmrpuig accordingly.

Ask your friend for money.

Ask God for those graces.

Ask him what o’clock it is.

He asked us who was that

at the door.

They asked me a question.

653.

I do not care.

It is no affair of mine.

Is it not equal to you ‘2

' It is no afiair of yours.

You don’t care.

He does not care.

It is no affair of his.

We did not care.

It was no affair of ours.

They did not care.

1Afl11 AlflSBA'O

CApAro.

1411p Ar '01.; A tebmpc

‘0ch n4 thi‘rd rom.

F1AP1HJ1§ ~0e cA'o A (31.05 e.

’O’ rmrpuig re ninn cm’p

b’é rm Ag An 'oormr.

’O’rmrpmgeA'oAr ceirc

'oiom.

Afl no

I DO NOT CARE,

1r cumA Liom.

1r cumA 'Oom.

me cumA 'OtflC?

1r cumA nuic.

1r cumA LeAc.

‘11" 0mm: Leir.

1r cumA no.

DA CumA Linn.

DA CumA “omnn.

be came Leo.

(See what has been said about the propositions Le

and no in the Idiom “ I prefer," par. 642.)
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I OUGHT.

654. "I ought” is translated by the phrase 1p c01p

(or cenpc) 'oom. You ought, 1p 001p 'OUIC, 1p ceapt:

own. We ought to go home, 11* com omrm out.
A mee. We ought to have gone home, v‘Oa C6111

paint: but. A Date. As the word “ought ” has no in

flection for the past tense in English, it is necessary

to use the past infinitive in English to express past

time. But as the Irish expression, 1p colp, has a past

tense (on com) the simple verbal noun is always used

in Irish in such expressions.

Ought you not have gone to Tlle com 'Oulc out so

Derry with them ? ’Ompe Leo ?

He ought not have gone mop C()l|\ no 1mceacc.

away. '

English 'Dependent Phrases translated by the

Yerbal Noun.

655. Instead of the usual construction, consisting

of a verb in a finite tense followed by its subject (a

noun or a pronoun), we very frequently meet in Irish

with the following construction. The English finite

verb is translated by the Irish verbal noun, and the

English subject is placed before the verbal noun. If

the subject he a noun it is in the nominative form,

but if a pronoun in the disjunctive form.
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The following examples will exemplify the idiom:—

I’d prefer that he should be

there rather than my

self.

Is it not better for us that

these should not be in

the boat.

I saw John when he was

coming home.

I knew him when I was a

boy.

The clock struck just as

he was coming in.

’00 b’renpn Liom e '00

belt mm mi mire.

me ream 'Ofimn 5m mo

{‘0 '00 belt mp an mbA-o.

Commc me SeagAn user

é A5 tenet: A bmte.

‘Oi mtne 454m A111 ASUr

me 1m bunomu.

’01 bum]. an cLoS Agar e

45 ceacc IfCGAC.



APPENDICES.
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_ Appendix L

nouns OF THE FIRST DEGLENSION.

Abfldf'l, a song.

AfiAf‘CAfl, a. halter.

Abbe", a cause.

meme-o, wood.

lame-min, a fool.

AmAflc, a sight.

Ar'nfler, doubt.

eoabneer, delight.

eonLeAé, manure.

not, lime.

npixn, bread.

411an, hillock.

Aflm, an army: pl. amm, enme

ac, swelling or tumour.

Atop, glndness.

b612, boat.

beLbAn, dummy.

bL‘flfll top.

bar, death.

beegén, a little.

bmi), food; gen. bi'b.

biopin, a pin.

batemhnaé, rascal.

bLAf, taste.

bonn, sole, foundation.

was", road; nom. pl. boltgie.

bpnoén, a salmon.

bpéo, joy, pride.

bpomaé, foal or colt.

bpén, sorrow.

bruaé, brink; pl. bpusée.

bun'ieeéar, thanks.

bun, bottom.

ceapeaL,‘ 0. stone fortress.

CALAI'), harbour.

cepbeo, chariot.

earn, heap.

cerAn, path.

carfm, hammer.

cut, cat.

ceann, head or end.

ceoL, music; pl. ccoLCA.

ceu'oLonsu'ofl' breakfast.

cmeAL, kind or sort.

cLeArimAr, marriage alliance.

CbéifleAC, clerk

cLos, bell, clock.

cogefi, war ; pl.

cosmos.

copAn, cup.

cllel'OeATh, faith, religion.

cuun, bay or haven ; pl. cuence.

cubafl, foam.

cut, back of the head.

costs or

meet, beetle.

Deijleb'f), end.

'ombet, devil.

'omneup, dinner

'ooéep, harm.

ooaéeett, grudge, reserve.

'oorimn, earth, world.

'oonAr misfortune.

'oormr, door; pl. noqme.

'oum'), difiic ty.

nutter, nature.

eerbatt, a tell.

Gemini; Spring.

eréean, ivy.

eoLAr, knowledge.

eunaé, cloth, clothes.
 

' This word also means a child’s spinning “top.”

1 In spoken language bpeicpenfce, m., is used for “ breakfast."
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rArswb.
Forsm’ shelter.

FIAO, raven; pl. réir': or péig.

roceL, a word; pl. rocml. or

recto.

Fosiimp, Autumn,

ponn, tune or air.

saber. scat

SA-oep, beagle.

SAnnnAL, gander.

Soprfin, a young boy.

sem‘nnp, green corn.

serippcné, young bird.

SLAI", lock.

stop, voice. _

gob, beak (of a bird).

sreAnn, humour.

suAL, coal.

reflenn, iron.

(r)10LAp, eagle.

ionen, place.

irLeAn, hollow.

LAog, calf.

Lip, middle.

Leaner, a book ; pl. Leabsip,

Lesbrm.

Leeprn, booklet.

Leot'mp, leather.

Leun, misfortune.

tion, a not; pl. Lionre.

Lon, provision.

Loris, a track.

mime-6 or rue-ope, a dog; pl.

mAnpeme.

misae, mockery, ridicule.

mAOIi, a steward.

MAflC, steer or beeve.

meet, failure.

mILLeAn, blame.

muonnAn, kid.

mopr'm, much, many.

muttsc, top; pl. muttmge.

neon'n, a saint.

nenpc, strength.

ocper, hunger.

6p, gold.

pASAnAé, a pagan.

pAipeufl, paper.

piobdn, windpipe or neck.

popc, tune or air.

ppeuéim, crow.

plan, track; gen. 11mm.

1lO'O, road.

ruin, secret.

rec, a sack.

resept, a priest.

rASAT‘, kind or sort.

retenn, salt.

rArhpA-o, summer.

reogeb, life, world.

fAOIi, craftsman. artisan.

ertAp, exertion, work.

reAbAc, hawk.

reo'o, a precious thing, jewel;

pl. reooA.

rscut, news ; pl.

rseutte, stories.

rtaopafi, chain; pl. rtnblim-oe.

rop, wisp.

r6115} kind or sort

rep-o,

rpmpno, a spirit.

rpop, a spur.

rpéri'c, sport.

rrop, treasure store.

rumr‘nneer, repose.

rscute ;

cemALL, a short space of time.

tAoircAé, a captain, a leader.

ce.\LLA<':, hearth.

cporglm, furniture.

car, beginning
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A list of feminine nouns endin

Appendix II.

to the Second Declension.

Non.

aoepc

bdbés

bin rue“:

bappoé

becé

been"

hearse

bté'éné

bop

bpect

bpeus

bplatep

bpés

bpmgeen

buloean

Gan.

A'I'MlpCe

bdbérse

bdi r0139

boppmge

hate

g in a broad consonant, belonging

MEANING.

a horn

a doll

rain

tow

hes

matteeé

cents

cenpc

ceopn

mutt

cum

qnpés

clop

cLAlpfené

cLenn

cLoé

ctuop

ctuir‘n

cneafi

coLped

cor

cpaob

cpnoarené

cpeec

cpens

cpioé

cpoc

cpop

cuné

CUILGOS

her nne

benpmge

a mountain peak

a heifer

million or btétauge buttermilk

bo1pc

bpeite

bpélse

bpéltpe

bpolse

bpmgne

bun-one

celttige

cease

cupca

cenpoe

cérLLe

céme (pl. cwnco)

cmpélsa

cipe

cLAIppnge

ctomne or ctamne

cLoace

cLumre

Chilr'ne

cnerbe

cotpmge

coare

cpnmbe

cpaomge

cpelée

cpelse

cpiée

Cponlie

cpovpe

cumée

CUILEOISG

palm (of the hand)

judgment

a lie

word of honour

a shoe

palace, fort

a. troop

an old woman

deceit.

hen

a trade

sense

distance

beetle

9. comb

a harp

children

a stone

an ear

plumage

a wound

a heifer

a foot

a branch

a spear

plunder

crag

end

gibbet

cross

cuckoo

a fly



Noll.

onbeé

'oeALb

DEALS

neoc

‘OiOfl

oomesnn

npené

cards

penét

Tut‘s

penros

pitéeabl.

pLeAf)

steers

preurh

pumneos

pumnfeos

puareos

SobLés

Soot

senteé

Seus

sios

Selpreué

sloprné '

5L6"

31min

SI‘W‘S

IALL

ingeon

Ldm

Larés

Latoé

Leec

Lent

Long

Ldb

Lué

moup

muc

nemh

Gen.

'ombée

oelLbe

‘DEILSQ

DISC

nine

nommne

'Dflelée

eerénse

peiéce

Fe‘ "Se

peurélge

pitéi LLE

pLei'oe

chirse

Flléllhe

Fm n neolse

pumnreoise

paireoise

SdtJLéISB

Smite

sentenge

5é|5e

Sise

seimnge }

SIOflI‘AISB

stdme

Sfléme

spumse

éiLLO

mgme

LAnhe

Lorélge

Lnitée

Luce

Leite

Lumse

Ldibe

Lulée

mé||1e

muice

neuhe

Mzmnm.

a vet

a. form

at them

a drink

protection

bad weather

face, Visage

a weasel

time. occasion

anger

beard

chess

a feast

wreath

a. root

window

an ash

a lark

a little fork

wind

moon

branch

squeak

girl

knee

sun

'nair

thong

daughter

hand

match (light)

mud, mire

a stone flag

half, side

ship

loop

mouse

finger

Pig

heaven
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Non.

6mm“!

op'oés

Pl arc

1.1141165

piob

pLuc

P05

1““1‘

1'61.

reds

peeve

reappear?

vseeé

75mm

1‘9"“
rsmi:

rgéyneé

rm i 0"

rion

run:

Gnu.

6m r1 Se

011176156

'pé1rte

pmrcélse

nibe

pierce

P6158

11epo

rAILe

feitse

retflCe

re' ms"

rseiée

rsme

rsénhe

rsérte

rsépnmge

rsribe

fine

fbAICe

Tommno

prone

pramce

fpéme

zeolbe _

zéme

cumne

treibe

mite

Appendix III.

Mnmum.

1001 (i.)

thumb

reptile

worm

mu - ieal pipe

cheek

kiss

order, regulation

heel

hunt

love

plough

hawthorn bush

knife

eomeliness

shield

throat

scrape

weather

rod

fine weather

scythe

spark, thunderbolt.

nose I

side

string

wave

tribe

mess

Gsnrrivs.

AéLA

4111114

for nemm

rpeAL

rpunc

r116n

cnob

ceu'o

conn

cneab

uh

NOUNS BELONGING TO THE THIRD DEOLENSION.

(a) All personal nouns ending in (up, 6'11,

(b) All abstract nouns ending in Ant:

(0) Verbal nouns in ACC, lot, and anion.

(d) The tollewing list :—

Non.

ACE

mnm

Mnqu

decree

name
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Non.

m r1’0c

ALcc'nr

AnAL

mam

A06

401"
AC

bennnaél:

bmmriogen

Mop

bn': (buot)

bLAt

b‘Lm'émn

bhoé‘l:

bot

btmfi

buAéAILL

bumo

buminflt

cabmp

cém

0611's

cm:

caon

cior

cat, m. (clot)

cLeAr

ctmr'nmn, m.

cmirh

cooLA'fi

06111

conntmfi

cornAfil

cré't')

CfHO'f‘

cput

Cllélfl‘c

cm'o

'oiit

min

not

'oeAnu’n

0141mm“)

'ooén'ufl

'Dpur'c

011mm, 1».

Guru'mm.

narlste, Anreasta

Alcéym

AflALA

Anmn

A064

aorA

Aim

bennnoécu

benrpiofina

henna

beata

bLAéA

bhofino

bLenécA

b0t4

bflOSA

buACALLA

bquA

bum'beApcA

cepr

cAnA

CArSA

coco

CBAHA

ciora

ceAtA

chApA

chamnA

anmA

cooatc4

CéflA

COnnApfiA

cornnca

cflAoA

cpeArA

OflOtA

CuAflCA(0TCflA1flZe)

c004

min

'oAnA

0.1134

'OBAflY‘l'IA

'Ompmuoa

'ooécfifm

DflOC‘CA

opoma

MEANING.

repayment, restitution

a liar

breath

soul

Hugh

folk, people

ford

blessing

queen

a, (cooking) spit

life

blossom

a year

butter-milk

tent, cot

palace, mansion

boy

victory

trouble.

help

tax

Easter

battle

love, desire, affection

rent

shower

9. trick

son-in-luw

bone

sleep

justice

compact, covenant

defence

torture, destruction

belt

form

visit

part, share

account

destiny

colour

make or shape

Dermot

doctor

dew

a. back
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Non.

é.\pc

euo

eutot')

pixr':

penpt

penptmnn

pea-om

peml.

pmcml,

pion

Y‘Ol‘

ptmi:

r03
pogtulm

résrev

puospub

punét, m.

punpstm')

FUAC

puiL

SLeAnn

5niofi1

50m

Spur)

Sperm, m.

Brut

Sui.

Eur:

mppmr')

\AC

aomém

\omprit')

Lesbian, f.

Lenéc

Lionn

tier

we

Loot

Lup

mm-om

mméemi'l

moor

Grimm

énpcn

8006

euto'oa

Pete

peoptn

pcoptenna

pen-umn

peota

pmcLA

Fiona

penpa

pLAtA

pose

pogbumtc

péscpto

puosapta

punéca

punpstulgée

punts

polo

steonnn

sniorim

sons

spdim

speema

spots

Soto

50:4

:Appm'm

IACA

iomAnA

lOm‘llAl'bce

Leabto

Lenéco

Leanna

Leora

Loon

Loécn

Lope

mm'ima

mmite

n1qu

MEANING.

tax, tribute

jealousy

escape, elopemeni

cause, reason

a grave, tomb

rain

service, use

flesh, meat

a tooth

wine

knowledge

prince

plunder

learning

decree

announcement

cold

ransom, redemption

hatred

blood

valley

act, deed

wound

love

a piece

curds

weeping

a voice

a desire, request

land, country

hurling (a. game)

report, notice

a bed

a grave

becr, ale

a fort

lake

reproach

an herb

defeat, rout

forgiveness

esteem
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Non.

mien

mil,

moi:

mom

mum

05

ohm

OLLAfi'iAIfl

onéqi

orstm'}

uni:

reset, m.

1110a:

fni:

retinal,

Serial-n

rsiit.

root

TEAL

r106

riotér'un

rtioéc

rmacc, m.

rndrh

r03

nimt:

rrén

rrut

tdltll \i- ;1

cam

tionrsefn

COIL

1:116:11;

CfléA'D

'CtiGOlfl

creep

their)

‘Cunn'n

cunt

uan'n

oil-c

anmvs.

"1! one

medta

moim

ménn

more

65o

01m A

otLamna

OnépA

OTSMLCG

rate

fleACCA

fenced

recto

rnmbn

Homna

rsdta

rcoto

reALA

pence

fdotéAnA

TLBACCA

rmeécd

rndme

rose

rflace

rflond

fflOtA

Cdillmifld

tAnA

croanAnCA

tOLA

crAsa

crémoe

CflQOflA

treura

tflODA

Cuomc

tuato

fld'r'na

octo

MEANI‘RG.

desire

honey

manner

bog

sea

a young person

wool

instruction

honour

admission, opening

luck

law

a for in

running

an equal, like

November

shadow

flower

a space of time

frost

peace

posterity

a curb

a swim

pleasure

a layer

nose

steam

tailor

a drove

purpose, project

a will

a strand

flock, drove

guide, troop

battle

fight, quarrel

Tuam

tribe

cave

breast
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Appendix IY.

THE NOUNS OF THE FIFTH DECLENSION.

The letters in brackets give the termination of the genitive singular.

AD or Abe, gen. AbAflfl, a. river;

pl. “one or mbneeén.

A0fl'CA(-'6), license, permission.

AflA(-n),1sle of Arren; pl. Aqme,

The Arron Isles.

4114(-n), kidney. H)

beom (beomé), beer.

bpefieto), m., the upper part of

the breast.

bpeatemhpm), m., a judge.

bpo(-n), e quern, handmill p1.

bromte.

cao1m(é), a. sheep ; pl. cnoqug.

cepnw), a. friend; pl. cAmne.

ceth-tfleé), a. city, fortresa

enteoifl(-peeé), a chair.

cenpoéebn), a forge, smithy.

centflmhebn), a. quarter.

chfl-reé), e furrow.

comfl-rpeeé), a feast.

cerhuprM-n), neighbour ; pl.

cor'num'em.

cor'nLM-é), a. gate, door.

common), a. coder. cupboard,

ooflin.

cor6\n(-n4¢), a. crown.

cpdm(-nn¢), a sow.

cu, gen. con, a. hound ; pl.

com, cone, hounds.

emu-Ms), a. corner.

currLfl-Ann), a. pulse. vein.

'oAaLeAr'nQen), a cup-bearer.

'OAIr(-A¢), an oak.

uerqu-n), palm of the hand.

uil.e(-nnn), flood, deluge; pl.

'oitennnn, 'oiLeAneCA

QALA'6A(-r1), science, learning.

eAonncA(-o), disagreement, dis

obedience. '

eercu (compound of cu), an eel.

emM-n‘ene), an oyster.

eoeem (GOCflAC), a. key.

EOfl’nA(_-‘n) [or gen. same as non],

barley.

peetrmhbnn), m., philosopher

peréearinun), m., debtor.

pe01fl(-Aé), The Nore.

piosmflné), a sign, merk.

péero), twenty.

rogerqgteé), plunder.

snbe(-n),m., a. smith; pl. SAlbfle

swim r5 Aneé), hatred.

5nnLe(-n , a shoulder ; pl.

Sumtne, Sumttence.

Ion .\(-n), a nail (of the finger);

p mSne.

LAée(-n), a. duck.

‘ 1,6111 (LAflAC), a mere.

LAnm-ian), a. married couple.

harem (barred), a flame.

Lr'iimm (Létreé), a. level plain.

Lecce(-n), m., a. cheek; pl.

Leecmnenén.

Lu1154(-n), the skin ; pl. tulpsne.

mAiflif‘Cifli-CpGAé), a. monastery.

meAan-n), the mind.

miLe(-e1')), a. soldier, warrior.

nAv'nA(-'o), an enemy; pl. nim'noe

nooLmS (nevus), Christmas.

OLLM'M-nn), a doctor, professor.

penppnbn), a, person.

Tangent. (11m 'Leé), a. rule.

11034-11), a c oice; pl. 110$nAéA,

flosnmeeée.

rr'uL (wine), a. beam.

reen5.\(-ni,a cormorent.

rcdlt (rcriteé), a. stallion.

tAL(-e¢), a. wedge.

rALmim, gen. cALr'nAn, land.

‘Cemimv 1 (Cem'npnél Tera.

‘CBAH‘Sng-n or 6), tongue; pl.

teen re

ceopnAF-n), boundary, limit.

urLLeLwn), an elbow.

uLCA(-n), a beard.

flflra(~fl), a. door-jamb.
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Appendix Y

A LIST OF IRREGULAR VEBBAL NOUNS.

VERB

Abmp

A'Ofl'lllls

bean

hem

bL|;'5

bruit

bumn

emu.

wt

CCAnnul§

ceaL

céxm

cmn

ctaon')

coumeuo

c01 nus

coups

compmé

c0501"

consmb

COflfluIS

cormn

creu'o

cum

'oeuflmeo

DlOL

‘opuro

'm'urls

éAS

éllng

éqng

éer

reg

res

pan

Mnmmo.

511?

confess

snatch, teke'

bear, carry

milk

cook

map, cut (grass, &c.)

lose

throw, open, consume

buy

conceal

step

determine

defeat

watch, guard

bless

prevent

fight

whisper

keep

stir, move

defend

believe

put, send

forget

sell

shut

awake

die

claim

rise, arise

listen

find, got

leave

wait

VIRBAL NOU'I.

1131‘)

enr'ndlt

bunt:

bfleu‘:

bhgmn

btum':

bumnc

 

CA1 LLBArhm n

cmtemh, cm'ceafi

ceommé

ceatc

céim

cmnenrimm

CLAOI

601meuo

{coiweasm

courrensmo

COTS

cor'npeé

c05e|1

consbést

corpuvge

cornmh, cormnc

CfleI'OGAf'fléiflC

cup

‘OGAflMA'O

'oioL

'oflm'mm

omrenéz, 'oérsu')

éas

éILeAYl'I, éILWSA‘fi

éqnge

éarceaéc

“gm,

1.115311,

pan mil m n t:

' To take a. thing not ejered is “ bemf’ but when ofi'c-rad, "51.40."
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Vznn.

FAI‘

peso

F94"

pelc

peué

rwrnmS

1:63me

1:01“,

Féifl

prearomt

poms

FMSW (résMr)

putmns

5A0

5A1“ \

SeALL

Sélm

SLAOH')

SLumr

5011,

Surf;

“‘l‘l‘

umflear

1mt|$

mmr

iomémp

10mpu|g

ioc

zonal,

'Oflnfllls

1!:

Lens

Laon

Léas

Lms

Lommp

Lu:

Mnumo.

grow

whistle

pour out, shower

see

behold, look

ask, enquire

learn

suit, fit

help, succour

attend, serve

sew

announce, proclaim

sufler

take, g0

call

promise

bellow, low

call

journey, go

weep

Pm?

try, ask, entreai

contend, wrestle

go away

carry

tum

Pay

l
mAlfl

mmr':

meof

wash

approach

68-h

knock down

follow

let, allow

leap

strip, pull 0t!

lie (down)

live, exist

forgive

think

Vnmn News.

N?

peaugml.

peapirmn

poucrmz:

peuizmnc

wrrwée

postuam

poaLtear'namc

péitutm

ppearoat

puagml,

poasmpc, puaspa

‘FQSl‘A

Futons

sAbAIL

55mm

SeALLuham

séumnené or'séxnwnfi

stnofiaé

SLUAI‘AéU

501.

some

mmuuo '

ampeArsmt

1mteoél:

mnrmc

loméap

1omp6'6

ioc

lonLac

nonnru1$e

ate

Leasan

LEAHmhm n:

Lé 150A"

Ling

Lommpc, Lomnufi

Image

mmpeaécmn

mAyn'mm

mmtcux'n

mear
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anu

01L

6L

11cm

rért'nns

Tunnc

1111':

110mn

1mmL

TeAT

remn

PSAF

rsv'or

TS“ ‘ 1‘

r1 ubAL

run

rm'nh

fCA‘D

rufl')

MEANING.

nourish

drink'

sell

arrange

dance

run

divide

think

stand

play (an instrument)

separate

destroy, erase

teach, instruct

flins

wind

lift

search for, pursue

forsaken, abandon

understand

earn, deserve

alight, descend

Appendix YI.

VERBAL Norm.

outem'nmm:

6L

11am

réifiteae

11man

flit

flomnt

racitrm

rearmh

remnm

fSAflAr'nmnt

TSF'OI‘

I‘Sui‘

pube‘.

run

fnir'n

11:40

rulfie

cabana:

namsrm

tAmmmS

ceasars

CEILSBAI’I

toéper

1:65611.

rénfngeaét

c11é15een

cuusfmc

cmLLeAfi1

'{muLLemimm

Cumhns

 

cAbAm

tears

cnmmms

ceAsars

cubs

toépmr

cos

tom's

cpéls

cms

cuaLL

numbing

A LIST OF VERBS BELONGING TO FIRST CONJUGATION.

bac, stop, hinder, meddle.

bean, snatch, take.

hint, drown.

bévc, bawL

bog. soften.

bug, milk.

btur, break.

blu'ng, bruise.

bumt, beat.

bnmo, give success.

' Drunk, meaning intoxicated, is not 61am, but “or melpse.“



cmLL, lose.

one 1 n, lament.

cart, waste, spend, eat or cast.

04m, bend, make crooked.

can, sing.

ceoé, blind.

car, twist, turn, wind, wry.

ceep, think.

ceA-o, allow, leave, permit.

cert, hide, conceal.

cmn, resolve.

ciop, comb.

cLaoir'), defeat.

cLaon, bend, crook.

corps, stop, hinder.

cpmt, shake.

CIiOC, hang.

cnelo, believe, trust.

Cfllt, tremble, quail-:4.

cpom, bend stoop,.

cpom 411, set about.

cum, form, shape.

cum, put, send.

rum e11 bun, establish.

cum CAO! mp, mind.

'04011, condemn, blame.

veepb, ascertain, assure.

neepc, look, observe, remark.

'oeeflmno, forget.

'oms, press, stuff, push.

oioL, Bell.

0613, burn, consume.

'ooipt, spill, shed.

mini-o, shut, enclose.

DUAL, plait, fold.

11611, close

éer, listen.

ram, watch, guard.

FAIT‘S, squeeze, crush.

pen, stay, wait, stop.

pdr, grow.

pen-o, whistle.

peuLL, deceive, cheat.

pennn, flay, strip.

peep, pour out. shower.

reué, behold, look.

ntt, return, come back.

peuomm. I can.

ptauc, wet, moisten, drench.

FOILL, suit, fit.

pom, help, relieve, sucoour.

figbuim, learn.

55111, shout, cell.

seeLL. promise.

Seumi, cut.

séILL, obey, submit.

suic, take, reserve.

Stan, cleanse.

sLnonb, call.

Stump, journey, travel, go.

5011), steal

5011,, weep, lament.

50m, wound.

51mm, sign, mark.

surf), pray.

141m, ask, seek, request, be

Beech.

toe, pray, atone.

wheat

tar, light, kindle, blaze.

Leas, throw down.

Leon, follow, pursue.

Léig, read.

Leis, grant, sufier, permit.

1.61m, leap.

Ling, leap, bounce, start.

Lion, fell, surfeit, cram.

Loir , sings, scorch, burn.

Léb, end, crook.

ting, lie.

mean, last, exist, remain.

mapb, kill, murder.

mmt, forgive.

maort, wet, steep.

meALL, deceive, defraud.

mecr, estimate, think.

meet, fade, wither.

mitt, spoil, destroy.

mot, praise.

miim, teach, instruct.
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Mrs, tie, join. feot, teach, drive, sail.

mg, wash. ’ remn, play (music).

r5411, separate, divide.

01L, nurse, cherish. psyn'ob, write.

om, suit, fit. rspmr, sweep, scrape, destroy.

6L, drink. p11,, drop. let fall, sink.

fin, stretch, extend.

pLéArs, crack, rméro, beckon, wink.

p65, kiss, rims, swellow.

poLL, pierce, penetrate. rflif‘fl, “"111, float

p'peeb, spring, leap. TEA“, StOP

rte-o 'oe, denial

11cm, sell. fun", 51t

reub, tear, burst.

Tr-Y'i. run, fiee. CMT‘S’ ofi'et,

110mm, divide. caéc. cholm

Tums, pursue, rout. cenb. fly.

1:63, choose, select.

fdi'é, thrust, stab. 1:65, take up, lift.

fnovt, 'L, reflect, think. creel), plough, till.

poop, liver. tfléis, forsake, abandon.

rsaort, loose, let go. :11010, fight, quarrel.

rsum, cease, desist. ems, understand.

peep, stand. mutt, earn, deserve.

rém, blow. cmc, fall.

Appendix YII.

LIST OF BYNCOPATED VERBS.

ASAIfl, entreat. e|c1Ll fly,

mtm, recognize.

$634111, serve.

preesmr, answer.

prenromt, attend, serve.

(florsmt, open.

bASA1fl, threaten.

earsam, sleughter. puosmp, PIOCl‘Llll].

ceAnSAjL, bind. puLems, Bllflul'.

01511., tickle. Wfsélt, relieve.

COlSIL, spare.

coomt, sleep.

cor/am, defend.

culmit, rub.

mmr, tell.

"1511,, graze.

1mm, play.

1omémfl, carry.

nihm, banish. iofibmfl, ofler,
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um”, speak. tommt, oonsume, eat.

LO‘MAlfl, strip, one. roémt, dig, root.

tammms, draw.

mérsmt, awaken. ‘COAI‘UAIL, want, require.

tionéiL, gather.

rALcAir, trample. 'COCflA‘II“, wend.

reaéam, avoid. cumuns, descend.
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